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Test MA22 was conducted in the Langley Research Center 31-inch Con-
tinuous Flow Hypersonic Wind Tunnel from May 6, 1975 through June 3, 1975. 
The primary objectives of this test were the following: 1) to study the 
ability of the wind tunnel to repeat, on a run-to-run basis, data taken 
for identical configurations to determine if errors in repeatability could 
have a significant effect on jet interaction data, 2) to determine the 
effect of model heating on jet intera:tion, 3) to investigate the effects 
of elevon and body flap deflections on RCS jet interaction, 4) to deter-
mine if the effects fY'om jets fired separately along different axes can be 
added to equal the effects of the jets fired simultaneously (super position 
effects), 5) to study multiple jet effects, and 6) to investigate area 
ratio effects, i.e., the effect on jet interaction measurements of using 
nozzles with different area ratios in the same location. The model used 
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ABSTRACT (Concluded) 
ration 3. The test was conducted at Mach 10.3 and a dynamic pressure of 
150 psf. RCS chamber pressure was varied to simulate free flight dynamic 
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speed of sound; m/sec, tt/sec 
pressure coeffiCient; (Pl - Pro)/'! 
Mach number; _Via 
pressure; N/m2 , pst 
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2, psf 
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
velOCity; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, degrees 
"ngle of sideslip, degrees 
angle of yaw, degrees 
angle of roll, degrees 
, 
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C.G. Definitions 
base area; m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; rn, ft 
center of gravity 
reference length or wing meaD 
aerodynamic chord; m, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2 
-
moment reference point 
moment reference point on X axis 
moment reference point on Y-axis 
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normal-force coefficient., normal force 
, qS 
axial-force coefficient; axial force (-uncorre'cted) 
qS 
side-'force coefficient; side force 
qS 
base-force coeffiCient; base force 
qS 
~orebo~y axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment 
qS£REF 
Y<'lvling-moment coefficient; yawing moment 
qSb 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
ljSb 
Stability-Axio System 
lift lift coefficient; -qs-
drag coeffiCient; drag 
qS 
base-drag coef'f_icient· base drag 
, qS 
forebody drag coefficient; Cu - CDb 
Gide-force -coefficient; aide force 
qS 
pitching-moment coeffiCient; pitching moment 
qS1REF 
yuwing-moment cr)efficient· ynwing moment 
, raSb 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
qSb 
lift-to-drog ratio; ct/CD 












































nozzl e exit area, in~ 
RCS jet rolling moment coefficient, (T.Q,.Q,)/(qSb) 
·RCS jet pitching moment coefficient, (T.Q,m)/(qSc) 
RCS jet yawing mome(lt coefficient, (Ti/, )/(qSb) 
. . n 
RCS jet axial force coefficient, (T)/(qS) 
RCS jet normal force coefficient, (T)/(qS) 
RCS jet side force coefficient, (T)/(qS) 
nozzle expansion ratio 
altitude, feet 
model nozzle thrust calibration factor, lbs/pia 
RCS nozzle rolling moment arm, in 
RCS nozzle pitching moment arm, in 
RCS nozzle yawing moment arm, in 
Orbiter body length, in 
left hand side 
RCS jet mass flow rate, lbm/sec 
RCS jet exit Mach number 




























Nm~ENCLATURE (Conti nued) 
Definition 
RCS pitch jet amplification factor, (bCm)/(Cmj ) 
RCS yaw jet amplification factor, (bCn)/(Cllj ) 
RCS axial force jet amplification factor, 
(bCA6/ (CAj) 
RCS normal force jet amplification factor, 
(bCN)/(CNj) 
RCS side force jet amplification factor, (bCy)/(Cy.) 
J 
model RCS nozzle plenum chamber pressure, psia 
RCS jet exit pressure, psia 
reaction control system 
right hand side 
product of ReS nozzle gas constant and 
temperature, (ft-lb)/lb 
Res thrust, 1 bs 
" 
.' Res chamber temperature, oR 
velocity, ft/sec 
RCS jet velocity, ft/sec 
Orbiter longitudinal station, in 
Orbiter lateral station, in 
Orbiter vertical station, in 
incrementa 1 roll i ngmoment coeff'j ci ent due 























LINN DN (NF) 
NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Definition 
incremental pitching moment coefficient due 
to RCS jet interaction 
incremental yawing moment coefficient due 
to RCS jet interaction 
incremental normal force coefficient due 
to RCS jet interaction 
incremental side force coefficient due 
to ReS jet interaction 
incremental a,dal force coefficient due to RCS jet interaction (uncorrected for base pressure) 
jet gas specific heat ratio 
sum of model nozzle thrust calibration factors 
for all nozzles installed. on model during a 
given test run, lbs/psia 
RCS ~ozzle angle, deg. 
RCS thrust divided by freestream dynamic 
pressure times unit area 
one jet ReS thrust di vided by freestream 
dynamic pressure times unit area 
incremental ReS jet amplification factor -
ro Hi n9 moment 
incremental ReS jet amplification factor -
pitching moment 
incremental RCS jet amplification factor -
yawing moment 














































incremental RCS jet amplification factor -
side force 
incremental RCS jet amplification factor -
axial force 
one standard deviation from the mean 
computed mean 
Orbiter body flap surface deflection angle, 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees 
Orbiter elevon surface deflection angle, 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees 
number of RCS jets firing 












After being subjected to Mach 10 airflow at a dynamic pressure of 
150 psf for a period of time, wind tunnel models tend to heat up to 
temperatures as high as 500°F. Therefore, in an effort to determine 
whether or not model heating could affect jet interaction measurements, 
the model was inserted into the tunnel and data was taken as the model 
heated up. At each data point the temperature of the model wing was re-
corded by hand. These temperatures can be found in Table VII. Both Res 
jets-on and ReS jets-off data were taken as a function of wing temperature. 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
Three kinds of model changes were required for this test: 1) body 
flap, 2) elevons, and 3) non-metric RCS nozzle blocks. Twenty two 
nozzle blocks were used in this test. Nozzles N43, N44, N47, N48, N49, 
N50, N51, N52, and N61 were used in tests OA85 and OA105. Nozzles N31, 
N32, N33, N34, N36, and N37 were used in test LA25. Nozzles N78, N79, 
N8l, N82, N83, N84, and N85 were used in test OA82. Nozzle configurations 
are summarized in Table IV. 
Two body flap configurations, in addition to the zero degree setting, 
were tested. The body flap deflections tested were 13.75° and -14.25°. 
Similarly, elevon deflections tested were TOo and _30°. 
19 
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The LaRC O.75-inch six-component 20l9A internal balance was used for 
this test program. 
No model base or balance chamber pressures were measured during the 
test. The RCS supply pressure was set and monitored at the plenum chamber 



































TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Mach 10 nozzle of the Langley Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel 
is designed to operate at stagnation pressures of 15 to 150 atmospheres 
at temperatures up to 1960° R. Air is preheated electrically by passing 
throu9h a mUlti-tube heater. The nozzle has a 31-inch square test section 
which incorporates a moveable second minimum. Continuous operation is 
achieved by passing the air through a series of compressors. Additional 
information on t'nis facility is given in NASA TM X-1130 entitled, "Char-
acteristics of Major Active Wind Tunnels at the Langley Research Center", 






































Aerodynamic forces and moments were reduced to coefficient form using 
the following reference dimensions: 
Reference A rea: 
S = 0.269 ft22(38.736 in
2), model scale 
= 2690.0 ft , full scale 
Reference Lengths: 
c :=; 4.748 in.mode1 scale 
= 474.8 in. full scale 
b = 9.367 in. model scale 
= 936.7 in. full scale 
The moments were reduced about a moment reference center located at: 
Orbiter station 10.767 at Yo = 0.00 and Zo = 3.'75 model scale 
Xo = 1076.7, Yo = 0.0, and Zo = 375.0 full scale 
Standard LRC data reduction techniques were employed for reducing the 
data to coefficient form. 
Reduced coefficient data were used to determine RCS jet interaction 
amplication factors. Incremental coefficient data (~Cm' ~C2' ~Cn' BCy ' 
and BCAu)were computed to provide effects of RCS jets. Ampl idcation fac-
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q5 lICA CA' T PcEki {CiS} u J 
where 
Jl.m 
= RCS pitch jet moment arm 
= 4.523 in model scale 
JI.JI. = RCS roll jet moment arm 
= 1.110 in model scale 
Jl.n 
= RCS yaw jet moment arm 
= 4.588 in model scale 
Eki = sum of ki's for all nozzles firing in the 
same thrust plane, ki given in Table VI 
S,c,b = as given above 
The resulting factors {N's} represent amplification of Orbiter aero-
dynamic forces caused by RCS jet interaction with the Orbiter flow field. 
They are normalized by RCS jet thrusts to allow easy use in control analy': 
sis. 
The incremental RCS jet amplification factors due to a control sur-












DATA REDUCTION (Concluded) 
Il.Nm = N mo=a - N mo=o 
Il.NJ!. = N - No J!.a=a "0=0 
liNn = Nno=a - Nno=o 
liNN = NNo=a - N No=o 
lINy = NYo=a - N,· '0=0 
lINA = NAo=a - NAo=o 
These factors (liN's) represent the incremental effect of control 
surface deflections on RCS jet interaction. 
The incremental coefficient data do not include thrust forces since 
the model nozzles were non-metric. Increments and amplification factors 
were computed for each force and moment plane using data from each nozzle 
that was tested. This provides both direct (e.g. lICm due to pitch jet) 
and cross-coupling (e.g. lICm due to yaw jet) effects. Resulting data are 


























L DMS.,DR-2l95 (NASA-CR-134,442) "Results of Test DA82 i,n the NASA/LRC 
31-Inch CFHT on an O.OlO-Scale Model (32-0) of the Space Shuttle 
Configuration 3 to Determine RCS Jet Flow Field Interaction and to 




















.-,-,~-I . T REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE MACH NUMBER (per unit length) (pounds/ sq. ft.) 
:to 10.3 1.0 x 106 150.0 
; 








BALANCE UTILIZED: LaRC 2019A 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: 
NF 70 lbs 0.35 1bs 
I SF 25 1bs 0.125 1bs 
AF 15 1bs 0.075 1bs 
c 
PM 70 in-1bs 0.35 in-1bs 
RM 15 in-1bs 0.075 in-lbs 
YM 25 in-1bs 0.125 in-lbs 
COMMENTS: 
26 
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"T /oA-1 IJe. .~ OF --:I--~T ,,' {J ets RUNS 1£.:1. .. 




RJAlf03 0.0 > 403 -r--




RJAO 11 95.0 1 1 
RJA411 w 0.0 411 ... 
'" RJA012 A 0.0 12 "' ...01 N31 
- 13 47.5 13 1I c Z 
14 
~ 16 
0.0 14 7-• -, 
1 < 95.0 . 15 ::: 
'" f- 1I 
190.0 16 "' f 
17 01N34 47.5 17 
18 95.0 18 
19 l 127.7 I 19 
-
'" 
20 01N47 47.5 20 
21 I 95.0 - 21 
22 
+2L 








7 13 lD 25 31 37 43 4D S5 6f 67 757C--, 
'* 
~Y. 1 , I 1~61M. , , IC!l~L. , , !!dY,N, ! I [<:0'1', , , , Je,L, , I J~!::l IT.! '[v,f':i, 14&uH, ,iIlA. IC,A,U. I ! y, I LM ,p" . !dm t.'( JC,D rr.LM_-,--IMl'dlH_, 1i\L,P '\-\-, t\ I • 
a OR (J 
SCHEDULE!; 
° ° ° COEFFICIENTS A. 0<= -8 to 10 ;lI..{= 2 &0(;'- IS" to 35°;4iX= 5° 
0< = -10°! 0 - 0 20° & 3.5°. ,~. 
'* ":)/r OATASeTS COIJiF\IN ~:SF). pCRce-II/IRA. I../D "'~ d<!re.nde,.,t VAR.lo...ble.s. 
¢l = "8,9 t1 £:2.3 F:o fv\(" Rs V'l W107 







-'<-.,...::oo~~. __ .... _',:""",:.. ___ I~. 





I, / 'I l ii 
r 
I.. 
TEST: ~FH';:- ;~8-(MA-22) . DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARy--[r:;AT~: 7/11175 
- ,. -r- -
I OATA SET SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES f'lO. J MACH NUMBERS ~ 
CONFIGURATION -.. OF ~ I i ~I 
IDENTIF'IER Ct' /3 'etsl/QA-! $e. '1F RUNS . f -~ £lit --/--- -o 0 0 
RJA024 01114, A 0 2 0.0 0_ 0 I- "'I 1 
--. ±tif ' 25 0.0 +-:-' I 
I 26 ~ . , . --! I I -1-
,J,' 27 127.7 
• I I I I J-i 
28 
-





0.0 _30 0 









47.5 '11 fllllll '~rlll I I I I I-I ~ I I I I I : • : I ~, .~ I I-J ~ 
w 95.0 











~~~:~I r L~.25 
-
.-L 
t~~~~~~~ __ ~~1~3~ _____ ~'9~ _____ ~2~s~ ______ ~3~1 _______ ~ ______ -i~ _____ ~ 37 43 49 55 61 67 75-< I I I I I '" 
..,,'Tt!'" It I. I I I d-
.•.• 1 I I J ! 1 fir I I ) '" ! I I I I I· I 
j ° 0 ° COEFFICIENTS . • ! I I I . I.L..L. 
Ct OR {J A, (A= -8 to 10 ;ao<= 2 &0(- 15" to' 350 ;4K= 50 IOVAR·1) IDVAR 121 NOV 
SCHEDULES 0 , .,( -10° , a , 10°! 20° & 35°. • 
-, 
~! 




























~ ~ ~--.. -. -- . -- ---.....------ -
~ 
>~ 
l-_J I.. (J I----
TEST: CFHT 118 jMA-22) 1 DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 7/11175 
NO, ~ACH NUMBERS 
OF 
Cll1.1 e 1 0 .3 _ 




- -r' -~--~-~---~.!....~ Q -, e. I ,--. __ ., 
01N85 I A 100 2 ., 190.0 +100 -14.25 -







~ 101N78 II~' 1 I t I=tI I , I-I 1-,-1 .. 1 
01N79N78 2 ------1+1--*----1 I =l 1---1 





46 ..jr 11111'" 190.0 46 
-




~CJ ... I JJ C z 





01 N78 , , , , , 1 
_VI I 112 I 'O.0r-H;j" , '_I
" I !lIN8S ~II 1 1~0.0 I_I ,It I_or 
i I I , I I I I 00 I -14.25 ~, I . 
" 51 !D 
'" ;n 
-
51 ..Jr .JI 47.5 
II> 
5Z 01N78 5 
53 131 N79t178 <1 w II 5: 






J 1+ 01N85 2 
} l:r 
-
57 01 N3Z 1..- 0.01. 0° 5 
-
5 58 47.5 
<.r---
V 59 'V vl41t 95 • a I ifr-:;v 5 
7 13 19 2S 31 37 43 49 5S 61 67 7575 
1 t I I , I J ! , ',T t , , I , I , , J f I , , I r I , I I , ,-!---,-~-~-~-- I J ! , I I I --;-~:J~ 
COEFFICIENTS 
A, 0<= _8° to 100;Ao(= 2° &-.,(;;"15LT -to -35°;4/(= 50 
D. 0< - -10°, 0, 10°, ZOo &- 35°. ---------------------
NOV 
C! OR {J 
SCHEDULES 
IDVAR .1) IOVAR (21 
~ 
















'iEST: CFHT liB jMA-22) DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARy-l6-AT-(:: I'LI..:...I !.!ol I.L75~· ____ _ 
OATA'~ SCHO.' PARAMETERS/VALUES ---r-.N.-;. ... r·- MACH NUMBERS 
CONFIGURATION.,7 • OF' . .--
,IOENTIFIER _,~ . ..!..Jet ·/QA-11.4-~" _ _ _».~.~..l'2.:l_ _ 




. '1 61 01N36. 47.5 _ __ ' 61' .. 
. 62 T 9~1-:- -L L...... 62 
63 --r-- 127.7 I 63 
-'-_I-I- -
64 01N48' 47.5 6Lf 
I I 6~ I. .L 9~.0 _ .. ~ ~ 
I 66 .J- . 127.7 . 66 ~ 
- II 
67 01N44 47-5 67 ~ 
1 68 95.0 -L 68 ~ 
I 69 . t ... 1, 127 • 7 69 iii 
.. II 
70 0 1 N7~ I 47.5' 70 '" 
-:;:-
I I 71 95.0 71 1 .. -/ I I 
I 72 , , 190.0 L 72 
.. 73 01 NB5. 2 47.5 1 '73 . 
I 74 I I T 190.0 I 74 
I , 75 1 it " I' III 95.0 II W I I I I L_Lill I I I 
76 01N33 II I 0.0 I I I I I I 76/ 
r= -Y-n [ + _: I ~iltT -itT' 4?5J-~.I:Y , J--'----L_ ZZ.l...,_~'~-,=-_k,.,1 .---
, 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 SS 61 67 7S7EI l ). , 1 I ' \ I I", \ , 1 I \ I I , I , J I \ I I J \ J I ' I I' '.,1 I I ! I ! \ \ -,-I. ! I I 
o 0 0 COEFFICIENTS 0 IDVAR ·11 
A, v<,= -8 to 10 ;A.,(= 2 &0(= 15v to 35 j4iX:= SO 
D. 0{ = -100, 0, 10°, 20° & 35°. ----------------
IDVA!; IZI 








,- " \ 
\. ,/ , 
_ . _';;::;;;"0 _,""~.~, ____ ~ ......a;::,.,.~G-...~ ...... '" --~-.~--:-------~.-----~.--~~~- -~- ............... ~~------- .. - ,,---~~ •• ------.....;~--





















7Efr:: C~~T 118 (MA-22) I DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY IDATE: 7/11175 
...... --
(, 
\ .. I 
-
-"-
OATA SET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUM8ERS __ CONFIGURATION 
- OF 
--,--
IDENTIFIER 0' fJ Jet T/(;:>A-IIJe.. IS,," RUNS 10.3 RJA078 ~IN33 A OC 2": 95.0 00 00 78. 
-'-79 If 190.0 79 80 ~IN37 47.5 1.... 80 81 - _." 95.0 81 
82 127.7 82 
83 ~IN61 47.5 83-1 
'" 
84 95.0 84 ~ 
;n 85 'v 12.[.7 85 ~ 86 .0 1 N84 o. a 86 ~ I---t--t-==r===------!-+..t-i-
- ~ 87 47.5 87 ~ 1--+_~.r_--+_----------~_r~_r_r+_--~-+_+~-~~----I----4----+---~---~----~--~~--+---~---I ;n 88 ~ 95.0 88 ~ 89 • 11 Ii 127.7. 89 
. 90 0 OC o. a 90 
91 
_3c 91 
92 ft-3 c , 92 
93 a 47.5 93 ~ ~ ~ 
-)r 95} V + 3( '0/ + ' 'f 95 
f 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 75 7S 
rl["I"",I"",J,'fITI"",lrr",I'L' I· .1, I I. ,.1. 1 I ",1. ° 0 0 COEFFICIENTS 0 0 IDvAR .1) IDVAR 121 NOV a DR fJ A, 0<= -8 to 10 ;Ao(= 2 &0(=, 15v to 35 ;4><= 5 




























111 !I ~ . 1 
'\, 
CFHT 118 (HA-22) I - @iTE: 7/11/75 TEST: DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 
---.1"" .. - -_.- ~ .... """'---.......... ,---OATA $ET SCHO .• PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS CON Fl GURA -,oION 
-
. I __ OF .-IDENTIFIER a' I~ .Jet T/QA-I . $e. ~t: RUNS 10.3 
-00- ----_ .. .... _-RJA095 W1N84 D 0° 2 95.0 00 96 
-
_30 
-F 097 -[ 97 - -098 !-3° ...• 98 
099 00 127.7 99 
100 _30 100 101 -} 1-30 IF 
-L 101 
-< 
m 102 W1N85N50 00 0.0 102 '" -<
_30 1- II 103 103 c z 104 1-30 104 z I 'V c 
• Dc ;: 105 47.5 105 OJ 
'" I-
" 
I 106 _3' ,- I 106 '" I 107 . 30 + 107 
108 OC 95.0 108 , 1- .. 109 1. _30 109 
'-110 1-30 I 110 
.-
-' 111 OC 127.7 1 1 1 
.. 
-". .. -112 
_3c 112 





= ~ 7 13 19 25 . 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 7S 75 
I I _1_1 _I I I I I I I 1 I [ J J I I I J J I I I I I 1 J I 1 I f 1 I I I I I ] I" I I I I I I I ! I I ) I I I I I I I l ~ J...~1..J I I I I J ° ° o. COEFFIC;rE~:rS 0 10vAR ·11 lDVAR 121 ~ov a OR Ii A, 0<= -8 to 10 ;~o(= ~ &<><0= 15t.r to 35 ;4ll(= 50 



























I!:EST: CFHT 118 (MA-ZZ) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY --IDATE: 7/11175 d 
-=-""--Y I SCHOo -- "PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUht8!;;RS ~ --
CONFIGURATION ~. -~ 1 C ('_ OF ! I r I' 
._1__ .~ .. O.f1 ~€lt Q :..",e. £/f.l" _ RUNS 10.3. __1-_' 
9l1N85N50 A 00 2 0.0 00 0° 114 
I - 1 --~"~'-flll '-I I 47.5 _I -I 1.- 115 1 I I I 


















~I __ L_L __ 
1-3 
3° , ~fu~,o 
1191 I-Is 120 





l~ 3 >J 












I-f 1 -L 
-'r3° ~ -It tOO 4 if7.5 




















7 55 61 67 7S '.; 
I 1 I I I , > ~ ! I J I , -LJ~-L~~~~-L~ 
u 19 25 3' 37 43 49 
I . . . I I., t I I I I 1 f , I t I I I I I' I I I I I 
IO\lAR . n ICVAA (2' NC\ .. 
Ct OR {J 
SCt;E:lUL..ES 
A. rI. = _8° to 10° ;lI.(= 2° & J<::E~F5~,crf~Tf5° iAC<= SO 







L~=~~~,_ .. __ ~_~..:._ ____ ._ ....... _'"'_. ________ ~ __ ~~ __ ' __ ~. __ ~_ •• _____ -. __ '_"_ __ .........._....' _________ ••• ~ _ ...... _~ __ , ........ __ ,.~. _,,, ....... -..........l 
I 
• 






TEST: CFHT 118 (I·IA-22) DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY [~/j-:...~~ 7/11/75 . 
- ... --_....... -.. --~-.-.- . -.... ,~.-,-, .. -~ , --DATA SET SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. f MACH NUMBERS CON FI GURATION 
- '- - OF - ,~-.--
IDENTIFIER 
. ",' fJ Je't5 -'/coA-1 5e. I'sRF 
-"""'1' :::---. -~ -- ,- +;0 .- , -RJA 132 01N51 0 4" 95.0 0° 0° 133 0° 127.7 
-134 
-3° 
L....- 134 135 r3° I 
" 135 
---136 0° 0.0 L . 136 
- . 
-
-137 3° IE 137 .., no 138 '3° 138 on "t .., 
" 




c :- 1 127.7 - ;: 
-L L a: 141 141 ~ 
-- " 
y. ~ 0.0 L '" 142 . 142 ~ 
143 !')IN78 . 0 
'" 
I r 143 f-::-
. 1144 
I 1-3° -L+ ~- 144 1145 ° I +3 'V 14, I 146 D° 47.5 146 
_3° 
.-l ' ' i 147 I 147 
,. 
.' 148 rl'3° ~ ~ ILf8 
"V 149 -V D° f 95. 0 ~ Y 149 -=-::r<:7' ~ 'If_ 
~= ~ ,-- . ". =r.~ 
7 13 ' 19 ~5 31 37 "3 49 55 
I I I [ ')' I I I I I I I I J I I J I I I [ I I [ I I I I I I ! I I I I I' I I I I I 1-1-1-l_.L1-LJ-J 
° 0 ° COEFFICIENTS ° 
ff OR fJ 1\, cJ.= -8 to)o ;£\0(= 2 &0( = 15u to 35 ;411<= 5° 






I I , ~ I· 
IOvAR ·11 
-~.---
57 7S 7Ej 
J ) I_~ • .L.J 
















Eli' ~ •• """""-------~ -, ~.,..,..=,.-,." •• ---., 
I~:"'_. __ ,~~ .. ____ ~.~ __ ~. ___ _ • _______ " __ '''''' ........ .-.:,_._~ .... _'''''_' ..... __ .L~~~~ ____ ~-
I; 
"~I 
. - -.--.......... - --.----- .. ~ ...... --.-.--. ~-
/-.-
- (' \ 
,_/ 
- I. 
- ~~-;--;-8 '(i7A-22) I . IDATE : TEST: DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 7/11i75 
DATASET SCHD. PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS 
-:--
CONFIGURATION 
a'i fl - i.s:... ~FO OF IO'Z.NTI F'IER Jet '/QA-I RUNS 10.3 - ....... -- _1-
-
.-RJI\150 01N78 0 _3° I 95.0 0° 0° 150 
151 3° ,J,. 15 I 
152 0° 190.0 - L., 152 
153 r3° f 153 154 ° 154 , , 11-3 '" 
155 01N52 0° 2 47.5 155 -Ii 
'" 
156 ',-3° 156 '" -t: 157 ~§' 157 ~: 
z, 158 0° 95.0 
-L 158 z c: ;: w I '" 159 3° 159 m' :-:i 
" 
160 +-f 160 '" L-161 . O? 190.0 161 I ./ 162 
-f 162 I 
163 I ~3° , 163 164 1\ 0° 47.5 164 165 95.0 165 
-----
I I 166 . 'v -Y 190.0 166 , 
Y 16!J .0IN82 It 'V 3 47.5 , -tr 157 
, 
1 7 13 19 2S 31 ,37 43 49 ' 5S 61 67 7S 76 
--~ t l ! I ! I t I I I I I I I I I I ( I I 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 [ I I i I I I I r I I I I I I I' I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ( I I I I I I I , c;( ° a ° ?:FFICIENTS ° IDvAR .f! ,eVAR [21 NOV a OR P A, = -8 to 10 ;Ao(= 2 & = 15v to 35 ;41<= 50 









- _ .. , 
TEST: CFHT 118 (HA-22) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY ·-~-~~.iE: }jlll75-~.·----DATA SET SCHD....· ~ARAMETERSivALUES • -==-·=-.... :=---;;~~~;ACH NU·~~~. CONFIGURATION I OF' I_ ... ~ !. 
-, 
!OENTI"IER':::".3...,I~t, '/qE,::-IIJe. I,.)BE_,-_ , __ ::"UNsjIO,3 _
_
_
 " ___ • 
RJAI68 01N82 A 00 3 95.0 00 00 168-169 I L 190.0 





'1_-_' _t--1_7_0t--_+--_-I----/ 17/ 0 -1'. 190. a 
171 o 172 
-3 
172 
173 +30 I 1--+-..:.1~73::.1---l---1--{ -j , J 74 I - 00 o. a 




175 ~ • 176 L1t3° 
176 ~ I 177 00 I 
J 77 ; , 
1-~--'-~-r_-+-------}+_-~=~~·~-I__1·~~+_4---~-----------
. ~ 
I 1 78 
L. 30 L I 78 
_ In I ]7q • ~'l 0 ~ 
-U9..,.----l---+---1 
160 00 47.5 
180 181 L-f - I 
181 182 +l} 




- 3' l J__ 184 
---+---1 -.!t 185 -4 0/,0 fJ-f 
-I- ~ o_.b~~L J85 = _
_
 n,,,,",,,, 
1 7 13 (. . .,.19 25 31 :n 43 49 55 6f 67 757(: 1 1 1 , " ,1 L'-:~t.· I lut _'-L' I I I " I ,., , , , I 1 , 1 ! 1 I 1 1 , I ! II! 1 !._~J~_W-t-L_,-F _ 0 0, _ 0 C~EF}'tPlENTS 0, 
_ 0 IDvAR -1) rovAR 121 N~V 
a OR f3 A, G'o.- -8 to 10 ,g-<- ~ &~- 15 to 35 ,4ll<- 5 _ 
_. ___ _ 
'CHEOULES D, P{ = _100, 0, 10 , 20 & 35 0 
• 
. ,....... 










Ii: • " ~"'-~--~'-- $""" ......-.-~-... ~-.-,,-~-~.--~' •• ~-- ~---,--' 
-----" ... ~-•.. --.-~~=-.----------"'--~-----
__ .,.",,-,,-,< _~_4A._ ~,-___ -_'_~'"""'--' 
--
~ 
CFHT ~;(HA-22) r TEST: 
-
• .. ~.-~.- .--- .. ~------ -~.---
\. 





DATASET SCHOo PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION 
'/QA-IIJe. $m:. OF 10.3 a . fJ 1.!tt RUNS .--
- . RJA186 01N7q o D° 1 4' . ~ . 0° 00 186 
-
-r187 30 187 
188 1+3° .It 188 
189 0° 95.0 189 
190 
- 3' 190 . 191 It 3( . 191 ., , 
1'1 0° 192 190.0 192 VI ., 
3° " 193 193 c z 194 .(, >-3° I II 194 7 , c I 195 ;: A 0° 0.0 195 w m 
" I 196 ,. 47.5 VI 196 
\!j 
197 -!t 95.0 . 197 . 
" 
198 
-.Jr 1 190.0 198 
199 9l1N49 2 47.5 199 
200 95.0 200 
201 190.0 i 201 
202 I- , 0.0 202 ~/ 203 + 0 "( 47.5 .,Jr -V 203 " 
, 7 ,3 19 25 3, . 37 43 49 55 61 67 757S 
l I ( I [ I I I I 1 I I I I J I I r I I I I I I I I I f I I I I I I I , , l ! I I I I- I I I I I I I J I I I I I I I [ I I [I I I .• , , , ., , 
° ° ° COEFFISlENTS ° IOvAR ,1J (OVAR (2) NOV a OR p A. 0<= -8 to 10 ;Ac(= 2 &0(;" 15 -to 35 ;4~= 5° 
















CFHT liB JMA-22) I -. ~,.--'-~-. .. TEST: DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY 'DATE: 7/11/75 L __
DATASET SCHD. PARAM ETERS/VA LU E5 r ~J·-;;;;~~~EAS ~ CONFIGURATION J~:FQ,~~" Se. I;)/3F - OF ·"-r-----IDENTIFIER ",. fJ ,_,;~,5_1J.£.:1. -------RJA204 ,~l N49. D "3D '2 .- 4 00 00 
___W!± ' -r-205 1-3 u ~t- 205 
- "-- - -". 20G 00 95.0 206 f.-207 30 
207 
208 ° +- 208 +3 T --2.09 00 190.0 209 
-1 
----- ;.: 210 3D 210 "' -I ,it 30 T - - --211 ,~ 211 
" z 
---212 01NB3 00 47.5 ! 212 z . ..J c 
--
~ 213 
-r _30 T I I 213 '" !I! 
- :0 I ° J I 214 "' 214 3 I 215 . 00 ! 0.0 215 
, . I 216 1-30 I 216 
217 I fl-3° T 21 7[ i 21B I I 00 218 1-..-
-- -I 219 I 30 I 219 
---1---'-" , I 220 :J I ".30 I 22C I \V 
--- ,-- j V 221 ~ Y 00 , 95.0 "I -If 221 
._ ~~~= _~.'~k~1 ' -
7 
t I I • [ 
I' 
, 
a OR fJ 
SCHEDULES 
'3 19 25 3. 37 
.3 49 SS 
I ) I I I I I I I I 2 I 2 1 I I I ' I ] I I I I 1 I I I I I 1 1 "I I I I i L..L-L.l-I 1 I COEFFICIENTS A, cI. = _Bo to 100 ;A.,(= 20 & c<: = IS"" to 350 ;4!l(= 50 D. 0< = _100 ! a! laC;;, 200 & 35°. 
., 
~ 
6. 67 7'5 ;:, 
I-I I I I '---L-L_~ i I I I 1 L_[~ 
ID ..... AR 1) ICvAR \21 r-:c;. 
----_._-





~==-_,,.;,,..,,'""""' .... ;~;;;. 






~ - .... _--,,-_ ... -'--- .---- - .............. --'------- -
.... 
~~i \. 
TEST !CFH:'; '118 (MA-22) '--J DATA SET IRUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 7/11/75 
-----
DATA SET i SCHOo PARAMETERS!VALUES 1A9°' MACH NUMBERS 
CONFIGURATIONi'" ~ ~-I OF -I IDENTIFIEr< O' fJ Jet1 /0. -I 0 ~I_'__ I RUNS 10.3' , , 
/. 
" 
RJA22L _0JJ:!.83 D ~o 3· g5.0 0 0 222 
I 1:1 I III:; =W I9H#j:j I I-~ I Ic·1 ~:~I I I I 
226 I I -4{ 1"3°1 I I . ~ I I I I I I 226 
227 A 00 0.0 227 ... 
'" 228 . 190.0.. 228 ~ 
:II 
229 ~5.0 229 ~ 
1 1 230 + ,It 47.5 230 S 
1 I ~ 
231 !ill N79N78 D ~ 231!g 
~ 
'" I 232· t _30 I I 232 ~ 
233 • 3 233 
234 I II 100 95.0 234 
1-235 T--I II 1_3u 235' . 
6 
236 I II l+3 J,- 236 
237 I I I 10° 190.0 237 
238 I II 1_3° 238 
..} 2391 ~ 1* ~'3~ 'V ,j,. y -J. 2391 
13 19 2S 31 37 4~ 49 S5 61 
1 l I I I._I. , I. I _I ___ I __ I_..J~ __ LI I I t I , I lIt I r I I f I I " I 1 I I t I I I I •• I 1 I • I I ..... 1 
67 7576 
'\ r ' 
.I ---<..LI L I 1 • • 
A. cJ.= _8° to 100 ;Ao{= 2° &-.,(~El~t,c\~N)S50;L\0(= 50 
D. 0< =_100 • 0, 10° , 20u &- 35°. ------------------
IOvAA . U IDVAR 121 NOV 
!1 \ L:.; OR fJ 





" . I , \ . _. . 
1Ii::.=_~ __ w~,.,., ... ,_ .... .:.--.. e'tM""il 
----------------_. 
,~_ ....... -___ ~_. __ ._.~_"_~._._ •. __ .'_~.,.L.._ . 















----' ?45 " I~':"~ I I H-I' I ,~.= I I I 1-1 I 
--j:-_,._j.---
95.0 -246 
- I Ii H-H--I ---I-H I I I I.~I I~ 
-
247 




T I ! I-H v I ~ ~-1-I--l-! ! ------l-,-I~ -\---\--l ~ 
c 
~ 
'" 95 n 249 
• -, ! I I -.~ I , ~ 












I 254 01N83 47.5 




31 25  37 43 49 55 61 67 75 7G 
I ! • J' f, I , J , I I , 1 ttl r I I ! , f I ! I I I I '" , ! I , I I I t f ! " ! I 1-1-...l.-J.. I I ~ 
/ 0 0 0 COEFFICIENTS ° ° IOvA"'lI 'OVA" 121 N'CJ A. (7).= -8 to 10 ;A.,(= 2 &a( = 15u to 35 ;AC(= 5 
D,o{ = -100, 0, 10°, 20u & 35°. ; __ 
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DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY IDATE: 7/11/75 
-
PARAMETERS/VALUES NO. MACH NUMBERS 
TIOA-I ,r&:_ iillF DF 10.3 Je.t ., RUNS 
- -
3 47.S 00 -14.2~ "R 
0.0 259 
95.0 L- 260 
-.y 190.0 261 
-
2 47.5 262 
. 95.0 263 ... 
'" 190.0 26lj. '" ...
Jl 
47.5 265 c z 
95.0 266 z c 
~ 
,\r- 127.7 267 '" 
'" 11 
I 47.5 268 '" 
T 95.0 269 
.J- 190.0 270 
2 47.5 271 
r- 95.0 272 
190.0 273 
0.0 .J 274 
, 0.0 300 --1/ 
2S 31 37 43 49 S5 61 67 7S 7~ 
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TEST! CFI-fT lIB NA-22) DATA SET/RUN NUf.lBERCOLLATION SUMMARY IDATE: 7/11175 
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TEST! Cf'I:iT lIB (MA-22) DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE: 7/11175 
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gEST :_ C:HT 118 (HA-22) . DATA SET/RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY IDATE: 7/11175 _ 
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODELCOMPONENT: ____ ~BQ~D~Y~-~Bl~9~ ________ ~ ____________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Fuse.lage. ConfiWation 3. per Rockwell 
Lines VL70-000l39B 
NOTE: Identical to B17 except forebody. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VI[7D-{lOQ] 39B 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, In. 12.90.3 12.903 
Mpl< Wi dth, In. 267.6 2.676 
Max Depth , In. 2.445 
Fineness Ratio 4.82.175 4. 82:t75 



















TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT : __ ~B~Q~D~Y~F~I~,A~P~~F75 ________ ~ ____________ __ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3 Der Rockwell Lines VL79.::QQQ139. 
NQDEL SgALE; 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000139 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, In. 84-70 0,841 
Max Width, In. 267.6 2,676 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratio 
Area _ Ft3 
Max. Cross-Sectional 
Plonform 1!;2.~ 0.0143 
Wetted 
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TABLE III (CONT'D) I , 
MODEL COMPONENT ; __ ~CA~N~O~PY~~-~C?~ ________ ~ ____________ ___ 









MaURI. BCA!,]!; Q,QJQ I 
• 
DRAWING NUMBER: .JU.u.:z""O-o~Q!.6011..C3u9 _______________________ _ I • )1 
I , 
j 





145.0 1.450 I i 
I 
Max Width i 
-j 
Max Depth I l 
I 
Fineness Ratio I I l 
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TABLE III (CONT'D) 
MODEL Cm·1PONENT: 
GENERAL DESCR! PTION: Configuration.3 per W, 97 Rocln-lpJ.l .Lines Drawing 
VL70-000139B. Data for (1) of (2) sidp.s. 
Y...GDEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-00013,,-,9~B ___ _ 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivale>nt), In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 
























































TABLE III (CONTID) 
HODEL COI-1PONENT: _J.!:_PS_N_O_Z'_7.T_.E_S_-_N_3.L.9<-__ -.-__________ _ 
GENERAL DE30RHTION: Oonfiguration 3A MPS nozzles. 
----------------------------------------.------------




Lensth - In. 
Gimbal Point to E:d t Plane 




FuLL SCP.I.E MODEL SOALE 
51 
1 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N31 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing left-hand pitch-down control. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO. : 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N32 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing right-hand pitch-up control. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAHING NO.: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 



















































TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N33 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide left-hand yaw control; 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 









































TABLE III. (CONT' D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N34 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide left-hand pitch-down control. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N36 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Res nozzle to provide left-hand pitch-Up control 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO. : 
DIMENSION: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N37 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide left-hand yaw control. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N43 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzl e to provi de left-hand pitch-do~m control 
~o simulate entry. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
DIMENS IONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation -·PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONT'O) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N44 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide right-hand pitch-up control 
to simulate entry. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
Dltt.ENSlONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Di ameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N47 
GENERAL DE!':CRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide left-hand pitch-down control 
to simulate entry. 
HODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N48 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide right-hand pitch-up control 
to simulate entry. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
D INENS IONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 






























TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N49 
t 
I \ 
GENEP~.L DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozz~e providing left-hand pitch-down control 
"\:.0 simulate return to launch site (RTLS) 
XODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DHAWING NO.: SS-A01l60-19 
DTIffiNSIONS: 
Flight dyrzmic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant Angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 































































TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N50 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing righthand pitch-down control 
to s:imulate return to launch site (RTLS). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO. : SS-AOU60-20 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure s:imulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
E.-dt 
Throat 















































TABLE III (CONTID) 
110DEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N51 
GE~~L DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing left-hand yaw control to 
simulate return to lalli.·. ': site (RTLS). 
NODEL SCArE: 0.010 
DRAI'IING NO.: SS-AOlli)O-ll 
DIMENSIONS: HODEL SCALE 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 20 
Cant angle - Deg. 
Aft o 
Outboard o 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 0.141 
Throat 







































TABLE III (CONTtD) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N52 
" 
J 1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing right-hand pitch_up control 
to silnulate return '~o launch site (RTLS). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO. : SS-A01160-12 
DThlENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 




No; of nozzles 







































TABLE III. (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N61 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle to provide left-hand yaw control to 
simulate entry. 
MODEL SCALE: .010 
DRAWING NO.: 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 
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• (~I TABLE III (CONTID) 
1 " MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N78 
1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing right-hand up-tiring 
1 
control to simulate return to launch site (RTLS). I j 
I MODEL SCALE: 0.010 ! 
1 DRAWING NO.: SS-A01l60 1 
I DIMENSIONS: MODEL SCALE: 1 I j Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 20 
1 Cant angle - deg. 
\ Aft 0 1 
i Outboard 0 I I Diameter - In. j 
I Exit· O.lql I I Throat 0.0670 
Area _ rn. 2 
Exit 0.015614 
Throat 0.003525 









TABLE III (CONT'D) 
140DEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N79 
GENERAL DESCRTPTION: RCS nozzle providing left-hand pitch-dmm control 
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS). 
lWDEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAIHNG NO.: 
DllWSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 



































TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - NSl 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing left-hand pitch-up control 
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NO. : 
DIMENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - Deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 



















































TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - NS2 
MODEL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing right-hand pith-up control 
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS). 
MODEL SCA~: 0.010 
Dn~SIONS: MODEL SCALE 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - P3F 20 
Cant angle - deg. 
. Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 










































TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - NS3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing left-hand pitch-do.nl control 
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAI"1ING NO. : 
DllWSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure slinulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 































TABLE III (CONTIO) 
HODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N84 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing rif'ht.-hand pitch-up control 
to simulat", return to launch site (RTLS). 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAvHNG NO. : 
DUlENSIONS: 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 
Cant angle - deg. 
Aft 
Outboard 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 
Throat 




No. of nozzles 
ORIGINAl:; PAGE is 

















TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL COMPONENT: NOZZLE - N85 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing left~hand side-firin" 
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS). 
HODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DIMENSIONS: MODEL SCALE 
Flight dynamic pressure simulation - PSF 20 
Cant angle ~ deg. 
Aft 0 
Outboard 0 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 0.141 
Throat 0.0670 
Area - In. 2 
Exit 0.015614 
Throat 0.003525 
Area ratio 4.430 
No. of nozzles 2 
73 






















TABLE III (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: OKS pOD - .Mt,-------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic configuration 1A 01~3 :Dod" 'litr "?!:iD=--
metric ReS ~ng-1n~ bOlls';n!; and nozz1 "'8 Samp. genmet 'Y"l[ a <;:: M. 
L 4' 
lmDEL SCALE: O. 010 
DRAWING NUMBER; _VI-,-,~"",7-",O-O-=0"",,01=-3,-,9",,,B _____________ _ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 346.0 3.460 
Max Width 108.0 1.080 







Station of aft end of ReS nozzle 
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TABLE III (CONTID) 
MODEL Cm·1PONENT; _-'R""U""DD"'ER""'-C-::....uR'§-5 _______________ _ 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration IhOC orbiter rudder (identical to 
configuration 140A(B rudder) 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING ~UMBER: VL70-000146B, -000095 
DIMENSIONS; 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivalent), In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord In. 
Outbid equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outbid equiv. chord 
Sweep Back'Angles, degrees 
Leadi ng Edge 
Tailing Edge 
Hingeline _ 
(Product of Area & c) 
Area Mome~t (No~~-ie-fl4fl~e-f4fie)Ft3 
































TABLE III (CONT'D) 
I 
t ) 
MODEL CO~1PONENT: VERTICf;L - V7 
----------~----------------------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical tail. dQn?J.el'l~ctge :~.:'rf.;~ I 
with rounded leading edge. 
Y0TE: S?.,'ne as V5 1 but, l'{jj;.lL.m.a.njpn1ator bousing T"'emovpd 
t-10m.:c. dCALE: a.OJo 
DRt.;lING NUJ.!.BI'R: _--!VL~70!!-Q~0~0~12392-___ . ________________ __ 
DIMEN3IOHS: 
TOT.£.L DATi-. 
I,rea (Thea) - Ft2 
Planform 
Span (Thea) - In. 
A:;pect RatiO 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 
Roat (Thea) ~·iP 
Tip (Thea) ,iP 
W.C 
Fus. Sm. of .25 lofAC 
~r.p. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 lofAC 
.i'.lrfoil Sec cion 
Leadin~ Hedge .~ngle - Deg. 
Trailing HedGe LnGle - Deg. 
Leading Edge Radiu3 
Void 1.rea 
Blanketed Area 








TABLE III. - MODEL D1MENSIONAL DATA - Concluded. 
loIODEL :~"'pO~SNT :_..!W:.:!:;;!N~G-::!W!.:.JUQ"7"-____________________ _ 
~~y;: Q,A'_ DESCf\: OJ.: Q.'i: Confi.guration J per Rockwell tines vrQ0:OQQ139B 
-
NOir: Same as ~81 MS=pt ,.ucr a,1 rfrD Rnd i-pSj.dftnCG ang] e 
OIlG. NO. VL70-OO01,39B 
:l!MENS:ONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TO;A!. DATA 
Area,. 'eo.) FtZ 
?1an~onn 
Span (T,~o In. 
As?ec~ ~ati 0 
Rate of Taper 
Taper ~atio 
Dihedral Ang;e, degrees 
Inc :c~nce "";;le, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twi st, degrees 
Sweep 5ack Angles, degrees 
~eadin9 Edge 
Trail 1"g Edge 
0.Z5 Element Line 
Chords: 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 
Tic, (Theo) B.P. 
MAC 
Fus. Star of .Z5 MAC 
(Zo)* W.? of .25 MAC 
(10 )* B.L. of .25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area (Tneo) FtZ 





Tjp 1.00 b 
Z MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .Z5 MAC 
*W.P. of .Z5 MAC 
B.L. of .Z5 MAC 
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod KASA) 
XXXX-64 
Root b .. 
l' 
Tic b • 
! 
Jata fer (1) cf \2) Sides 
cead'ng Edge Cuff Z 
P la""~rm Area Ct 
Le~dinq Edge In·.ersects ~us M. L. , sta L""'" I ~g £<1<;\<1. I "~e r~ects 'Itt"9 ~ Sta 
DRIGINAt PAGE jB 





































































































TABLE IV. - SUMMARY OF NOZZLE NOMENCLATURE 
Nozzle Throat Exit Lip Type No. of Cant Oi a. Oia. Angle Jets 
N31 0.0921 0.0990 5° LH down firing 2 20 0 0UTBD .12°AFT 
N32 0.0921 0.0990 5° RH up firing 2 None 
N33 0.0921 0.0990 5° LH side firing 2 None 
--N34 0.0520 0.0878 9° LH down firing 2 200 0UTBO,12°AFT 
N36 0.0520 0.0878 9° RH up firing 2 None 
N37 0.0520 0.0878 9° LH si de fi ring 2 None 
N43 0.0465 0.129 31°45' LH down firing 2 20 0 0UTBO,12°AFT 
N44 0.0465 0.129 31°45' RH up firing 2 None 
...., 
co N47 0.0465 0.117 34°30' LH down firing 2 20 0 0UTBO,12°AFT -'--
N48 0.0465 0.117 34°30' RH up fi ring 2 None 
N49 0.067.0 0.1413 34°15' LH down firing 2 20 0 0UTBO,12°AFT 
1'150 0.0670 0.1413 34°15' RH dovln firing 2 20° OUTBD, 12° AFT 
N51 0.0670 0.1413 34°15' LH side firing 4 None 
N52 0.0670 0.1413 34°15' RH up fi ring 2 None 
~ N61 0.0465 0.129 31°45' LH side firing 2 None 




__ ~ __ < --e ••. , •.. _ .... ~ •. J • .-._~ __
_
 "'--'_ 

















~..-r----c~ ._~~ ____ -__ .... ~ ....... ~ ___ , _, 
,-, 
L..,:, \-: / c-
TABLE IV. - Concluded 
--
Exit Lip Type No. of Cant Dia. Angle Jets 
0.1413 34°15' LH down firing 20 0 0UTBD, 12° AFT 
0.1413 34°15' LH up firing 2 None 
0.1413 34°15' RH up firing 3 None 
0.1413 34°15' LH down firing 3 20 0 QUTBD,12°AFT " 
0.1413 34°15' Combination-RH 2 up None 
up firing & side firing 2 side 
0.1413 34°15' LH side firing 2 None 
~ 
-~ 
•• ~ ._~._._ , ____ ~_>~ ____ ,.>_ ..•. ~ ___ ._.,,_. ".~-"--~_., _ .~. _____ • __ ~> • ___ .'_~,..;i1 
TABLE V. - SIMULATION PARAMETERS 




Free Stream Conditions 








Res Jet Characteristics 
Chamber Pressure Pc 
Chamber Temp. Tc 
Specific Heat Ratio y 
Expansion Ratio e 
Nozzle Angle e 
Exit Area Ae 
Exit Mach No. ~1. 
Exit Pressure P~ 
Mass Flow Rate m~ 
Momentum MjUj Thrust T 
Jet to Free Stream 









P1 ume Shape 
T 
q Sref 






Free F1 ight 
20 psf 
7 
1. 23x1 06 
200,000ft 
Prototyoe 

















Boundary up to 
Impact station 
















.712 1 bs. 









































I- ....... L l 
__ ._< .. ~o ~.,._ .... __ • •••••••• 0· ••• • _ ,_,,_. ___ ,_. ___ "0 • _______ ,~ ... ____ .,_,.,_ ---- ~ ,'" 
/_.-
TABLE VII. - WING TE~lPERATURES * 
Data Point ex = 0 ex = -10 ex = 20 ex = 35 Jet 
1 221 295 181 189 ON 
2 290 326 208 219 OFF 
3 308 344 235 246 ON 
4 327 362 264 273 OFF 
5 342 375 289 291 ON 
6 356 388 313 314 OFF 
7 368 398 329 333 ON 
8 378 408 343 353 OFF 
OJ 
N 9 386 417 359 369 ON 
10 396 425 374 386 OFF 
11 404 434 387 406 ON 
12 412 443 397 417 OFF 
13 418 450 405 429 ON 
14 425 459 414- 442 OFF 
15 432 465 423 451 ON 
16 438 472 431 463 OFF 
~ 
---
'-----. --~ ...... ~ 
'-- J 
" 8<.~...,.._~_ -w. _ .... __ ~_:riJl:=::: _ <4 ___ ' ,~ __ ~~~_~~_'_,_-, __ .c __ ~_, ____ • ___ - -____ .. ~~ ... ._.._..._... •• ,_... ____ ...... '_" ____ • ____ - --~ .... ---,. "~ _____ d 
( \ 
'-,-' 1---~ ...... ] 
TABLE VII. - Concluded. 
Data Point 0: = 0 0: = -10 0: = 20 0: = 35 Jet 
17 444 480 439 471 ON 
18 450 488 446 479 OFF 
19 454 495 451 489 ON 
20 460 501 457 497 OFF 
21 464 462 504 ON 
22 469 407 OFF 
23 473 ON 
24 478 OFF 
co 
w 
* degrees Fahrenheit 
~ 
--.-..... ~ 






Positive directions of force coefficients, 
moment coefficients, and angles ar", 
indicated by arraws 
For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
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/ RCS NOZZLE· BLOGK . 
,// /RCS PLENIm AND SUPPORT MAN;rFOLD 
~ .e; 1=-t RC.S AIR SUPPLY TUBE~ 
I n _ -e_ 11.L. 4.725 




!·IODEL SUPPoRT STING 
---
b. Res Plenum Nozzle Block Installation ~-~ 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
-. ,..--..< ,,--.---~---
~.!-::-~ ."Il~. 
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d. Model Noz zle Block Configurations 


























































































































































DAT~ SET SYf\BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI5) 8 OlN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-2;!) 





















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.5800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 








•••• •••• •• 0. " •• 1. ....................................... ".3 
.007 .008 .009 .0lD .011 
QAlT 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT BF BBDY FLAP BN At1PLI FICA TI GN F ACTGR, JETS N50N85 
(A)ALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 717 
/-. 














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936,6900 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VHRP .0000 IN. YO 
2HRP 375.0000 1 N. 2G 
SCALE .0100 
Hi'! , Tf'i-~ 
;J 
~ 
................................................................................................... Ii .. "" ... .1 ... tltI ,III tlU I i 
-1.4 
.003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 QAlT 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT BF BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 718 











OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJhOlS 1 8 OlN85N50 LhRC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C SJhOlO 1 OlN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22l 
o I 
,... 



















































































SREF 2690. 0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHE(S 
8REF 936.6800 1 NCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZNRP 375.0000 IN. Ie 








.003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 QAlT 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT GF BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N50N85 


















































DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
'SJAOIS l a C;!NB~N5D LARC CFHT 118 (11A-22l (SJAOlO i OlNB5N50 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22l 
o 1;' , , 
l 
-.2 ~ 
















































SRc, 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF ~74.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
,MRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 








• 003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 QA/T 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N50N85 
COJALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 720 
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~ ...... ,'--' 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SHOI6) 8 ctN8SNSO t.ARC CFHT ItB CMA-22) 


















































































BETA REFERENCE INFORHATIIlII 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
.000 LREF ~7~ .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6ROO INCHES 
XHR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 







.003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .01 J QAfT 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
CE)ALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 721 
( , I 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDN'IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
































SREF 2650.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF ~7~ .9000 INCHES 
BkEF 936.6900 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 








.003 .004 .005 .OOS .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 
QA/T 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT .BF BBOY FLAP BN At1PLIFICATIGN FACTBR. JETS N50N85 
CA)ALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 722 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ~016 ) 8 DINBSNSO LARC CFHT 1 18 (H~-22) 






--- 1"-1 ).. 























REFERENCE I NFIlRHA T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF ~74 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 















































OATh SET SYMBOL CC~~IGURATION OESCRJPr:CN 
(SJ~016) B OIN35'50 L~RC CFNT liS (M~-22) 
(SJ~OIO ) OlN85N50 L~RC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 






































SRZF 269'::> .COOD sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 !". XO 
YfIRP .0000 IN. VO 







FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F8~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIF'ICATWN FACmR, JETS N50N85 
(C)ALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 724 








































DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI6) B CIN8SNSO [ARC CFHT liB CHA-221 (SJAOIO I OlN8SN50 LARC CFHT 11.8 (MA-221 
.80 ) 
































.... ... , ... . ... 
ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP BETh REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
.000 2.000 13.750 .000 
,000 2.000 .000 .000 
SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N50N85 
COJALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 725 









































DATA SET SYMBOL CON"IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJA018 l B OlNB5N50 LARe C"HT 119 CHA-22l 







































SREF 2eso .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 938 .8BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1078,7000 IN. xc 
YKRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZC 
SCALE .OICO 
.' 
fTr';TI1 ml'-nn 011.. 
'-1- - -
.010 .011 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT GF BGDY FLAP DN At1PLIFICATIOI~ F/\CTBR, 










O~TA SET SYHBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJ.AOI6J 8 OlN85N50 lARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C5JAOIO J OlN85N50 lARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
-.10' 
r-.. 







C!: s· : - .16 
E) 
I.J.. 



































































SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 
lREF ~ 7 4 • 80~O INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 































• 003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 • ci 10 • ci 11 
QA/T 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT BF BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR, JETS N50N85 
~~ CAJALPHA = -8.00 
[ - - . . . _ _ r 1'!!!M1 tlt!..::::~ :1<-. _ ..... 0!Ii: •• ~ ,~ _____ U"._., __ ~~_ 
PAGE 727 













































D~TA SET SYM8~ CONF[GURAT[ON DESCR[PT[ON 



















































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP \076.7000 [N. YO 
YHRP .0000 1tI. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 [N. ZO 
SCALE .0100 




FIGURE 44. EFFECT 0F 800Y FLAP 0N AMPLIFICATI0N FACTGR. JETS N50N85 
CSJALPHA = .00 PAGE 728 i'--
, 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~l DESCRIPTION 









- .. 22 
-.24 
-.26 ~ ~ 
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" .. " .. 1,," 
REFERENCE I NFORHA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
I.REF 47~.SOOO INCHES 
8REF 936.6S00 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRr .0000 IN. YO 




,II' 1111 1111 1111 
. 003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .0lD .011 
QIIIT 
FIGURE 44.~;~ECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N50N85 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 729 











































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






















1;" -1.-'- , 


























SREF 2390.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474 .9000 INCHES 
BR~F 936 .13500 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN, XO 
'r':1RP .0000 fN. YO 
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QAlT 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACmR, JETS N50N85 
(OlALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 730 








--" ....... , 
OATh SET SYH80~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJhOI6) 8 OINB5N50 ~hRC CFHT : 18 [Hh-22l [SJA010 1 CIN85N50 ~ARC CFHT .18 [Hh-22) -
- .10 
,... 




















































































SREF 2690 .0000 sa.FT • 
~REF ~74 .8000 INCH\,S 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 







FIGURE 44. EFFECT OF BCDY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATWN FACTOR, JETS N50N85 
(EJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 731 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 













































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF ~74.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936 .6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP •• ·QOO IN. yo 
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QA/T 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
(AJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 732 
.-.-, 




















\ ... ,..-' 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SH016) 8 OlNB5N50 LARe CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
C SJAOlO) OlNB5N50 LARC CFHT 118 ("\-22) 





































































'm 1111 nil 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 47~.aODO INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 




III' "" lin 
1111 . " 
'1 
.003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .011 
QA/T 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N50N85 
(8)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 733 












































D~TA SET SYMSOL CON~IGURATION DE5CRIPTION 










































5REF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .oooe IN. vo 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 






FIGURE 44. EFFECT DF BDDY FLAP DN AMPLIFICATIDN FACTDR, JETS N50N85 
,--., 
" ) 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 
L~~ ... __ ~~.~,, ___ ,,_. ._. __ ..... 
PAGE 734 











































DATA SET SYHB~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






























BET~ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
.ouo LREF 4H .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. r.D 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 





.003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .0'10 .011 
QAlT 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N50N85 
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DATA SET SYNBO" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
I.REF 47-1.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IH. YO 
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FIG~RE 44. EFFECT GF SCIOY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N50N85 
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O~TA SET SYM80~ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 











































CAJALPHA = -8.00 





















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
~REF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP ,0000 IN. ve 












































DATA SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOIG l B OlN8SNSO ~ARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 

















































StiEF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 47~.8000 INCHES 
BREF 9J6.G800 INCI<ES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 










FIGURE 44. EFFECT GF BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N50N85 
CBJALPHA = .00 
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OhTA SET SYH80L CONFIGURhTlON DESCRIPTION 
(SJA016 l 8 OlN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 

































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
YHRP .0000 IN. yO 
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FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLrFICATr~N FACT~R, JETS N50N85 








































·-,~ .. "-"~-"-" - -.. " "~.-~---.-,- -~'-'-----"-'-----'-~""" 
DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA0!6 J 8 OIN85N5D LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 













































SREF 26~. ~~:JO sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 





FIGURE 44. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATIOI~ FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
CDlALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 740 
, 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA0l6J B 01N85N50 LARC CFHT 118 [MA-22.J 
C SJAOIO J OlN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 [Hh-22) 



























SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF ~7~ .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
I:L 
- • 12 Ii ",),,,.1, ".1, .. .1 ""),, "1,, .. 1, ".I", ,1 .. "1",, 1 .. ,,1 .... 1 "" I " .. I", ,1" .. 1", ,I"" I ,," I ""I, ," I. ".1" .. 1.".1, ",I"" I .... 1, ... 1' ".1 "" I., ,,1 .... 1 .." I, ".I ..• ;j 
.003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 .010 .0:1 QA/T 
FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATIeN FACTeR. JETS N50N85 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 741 

















































D~Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJhOtS) 8 CIlNB5N50 LhRC CFHT 116 (HII.-22J 
(S.r~OlO) OlNB5N50 L~RCCFHT liB (M~-22) 














- .10 E- o • 
- .12 
- .14 
- .16 .,W 1 







































SREF 2690.0DOO 50.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF S36.6900 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YD 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 









. FIGURE 44. EFFECT GF BGOY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N50N85 
CA1ALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 742 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON.rGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI6 J B OlN85N50 lARC CFHT 118 CI1A-22l 



































-.10 < I f 
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.004 .. 005 .006 
























SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
6REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 







FIGURE 44. EFFECT QF 8QOY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATIGN FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
CSJALPHA = .00 PAGE 743 















































OATh SET SYMBOL CIlNFIGURATJON DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI6) B OlN1SN50 LAnG GFHT \18 CHh-22) 
C SJhOlO J OIN"SNSO LhRe GFHT 118 CHh-22J 
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REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT 
LREF 17~ .8000 INCrtES 
B~EF 936 .6BO~ INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 44. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N50N85 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI6 l 8 OIN85N50' LARe CFHT 118 CHA-22l 




























SREF 2690 .0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF ~74.8000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
X~R? 1076.7000 IN. xo 
YfiR? .0000 IN. YO 
ZliR? 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 
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OATh SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA016l 8 OIN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 {HA-221 




































































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF ~74.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XQ 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 









FIGURE 44. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI0N FACT~R. JETS N50N85 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SJAOI71 ~ OIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-Z21 (SJAOI81 OIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
t SJAol91 OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
C XJAOol J OlN79 URC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
C XJA002 J OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
(XJAo03 J D OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
.000 1.000 -H .250 .000 SREF Z69O.0OO0 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRD .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATION FACT~R, JETS N79,N49.N83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI7) ~ OlN19 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) (SJAOI8) OlN49 LARC CFHT liB CMA-22) 
C SJAOl9l OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) (XJAOOI ) DIN19 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 414.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936 .6800 I NCI<ES 
XHRP 1076.1000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT 0F 80DY FLAP 0N AMPLIFICATI0N rACT0R. JETS N79,N49,N33 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 748 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON IIO.JET BDFLhP BETA REFERENCE INFCRHATIOH 
CSJAOl71 ~ OIN79 LhRC CFHT lIS CHA-221 
CSJAOIS 1 DIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
C SJAOl91 DIN83 LARC CFHT lIS (Hh-22) (XJAOOI) DIN79 LhRC CFHT 118 rMh-22) (xJA002) DIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
CXJAD03) D OlN83 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
.000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 -I ;.250 .000 LREF ~74.8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 ! .000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79.N49,N83 
(ClALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 749 























































OAr, SET SYMBOL COnFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(SJA017) ~ OlN19 LARC CF'HT J 18 (Hh-22) (SJI\018) CHN49 LARC CFHT liB CHh-22) (SJACI9) OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22J 
(XJIIOQl J OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
C XJII002 ) OIN49 LARe CFHT 118 (HA-22) 































































REFEP"NCE INFORHA T! ON 
SREF .. '90.0000 5Q.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 TN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. yO 
ZMRP 375.000C IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
- .004 0 .004 .008 .012 .016 .020 .024 .028 
QA/T 
FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFrCATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49.N83 
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DATA SET SYNBOc CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EcEVON NO.JET BOFcAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C SJAOl7 1 i DIN79 cARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
C SJAOl8 ) OlN49 cARC CFHT 118 Cl1A-22) 
C SJA0I9) OlN83 cARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
C XJAOOll DIN79 cARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C XJA002l 0lN49 cARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
C XJA0031 D OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 C~h-221 
.000 1.000 -1~.250 .000 SREF 2S90.0000 sa.FT. 
.000 2.000 -H .250 .000 cREF ~74 .8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -H.250 .000 8REF 93S.S800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 107S.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79,N49,N83 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 751 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
r SJA017) ~ OlN79 L~,~C CFHT 118 (11"-22) (SJAOIB1 0lN49 LARC CFHT liB (HA-221 (SJAOI91 0lN83 LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 (XJAOOl1 O1N79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
(XJA0021 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (H"-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. yo 





FIGURE 45. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79,N49,N83 
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CAJALPHA = -8.00 


















OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTlON DESCRIPTION 
C SJhOt7) ~ OlN79 LhRC CFHT liB (H~-22) 
(SJ~OIB) OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB (Mh-22) 
(SJhOI9 J OlNB3 LhRC CFHT liB [MA-22l 

















































































BETA REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 8REF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 XMRP IOiS.7000 IN. XO 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT BF BODY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. JETS N79,N49.N83 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 753 
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DATA, SET SYM80L CoNFIGURATION DESCRIPTIoN 
(SJA017l ~ 01N79 LARC CFhT 118 CH ..... -22) 
C SJWI8 l 01N49 LARC CFHT lIB CMh-2Zl 
C SJA019 l 01NS3 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-ZZl 
C XJAOol l OlN79 LhRC CFHT lIB IMA-22l 
C XJAODZ l DIN49 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-2Zl 
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REFERENCE lNl'ORHH I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SC .• FT. 
LREF ~7~ .BOOO INCHES 
8REF 936.6BOO INC~ES 
XHRP 1076.7000 TN. XC 
YMRP .0000 ~t. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 I I. ZC 
SCALE .01,)0 
~l'fJ 
-.004 0 .004 .008 .012 .016 .020 .024 .028 QA/T 
FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTeR. JETS N79.N49,N83 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 754 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJh017l ~ 01N79 LhRC CFHT lIB [Mh-22) 
C SJh01B 1 01N49 LhRC CFHT lIB CHh-22) [SJA019l 01NB3 LARC CFHT 118 ~HA-22l [XJAOOl l 01N79 LARC CFHT 118 [Hh-22l 
[XJh002 l 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l [XJA003l D 01N83 LhRC CFHT 118 [Hh-22l 

































































NO.JET BDFLhP BETh REFERENCE INFORHATION 
1.000 -14 .250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
3.000 -14.250 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F 80DY FLAP 0N AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
COJALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 755 
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O~T~ SET SYH80L CONF[GUR~T[ON OESCR[PT[ON 
C SJII017) i OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) CSJAOl8J 0lN49 LARC CFHT 1[8 IH~-22J 
C SJAOl9 J DIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J (XJAOOI J DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO.FT • 
LREF ~74 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 [N. XO 
YHRP .0000 [N. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT GF BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N79.N49,N83 





















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl7 l ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C SJAOl8l . D1N49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C SJAOl9l DINS3 LARC CFHT lIS CHA-22l 
C XJADel l OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C XJAD02l OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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NJ.JET 8DFLAP BETA REFERENCE IHFORHATlON 
1.000 -14.250 .000 SR::F 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF ~74.S000 INCHES 
3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF. 936.6800 INCHES 
1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .oaoo IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT eF seoy FLAP eN AMPLIFICATWN FACTeR. JETS N79.N49rN83 










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ"017] i OlN79 L"RC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 
C SJAOIB) OlN4S LIIRC C. FHT 118 CMA-22) (SJAOI9 1 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
(XJAOOI 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 [MA-Z2J 
(XJAOOZ JOIN49 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0noo SO.FT • 
LREF· 474.BOOO INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 1I~. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT GF BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N79,N49,N83 
CSJALPHA = .00 PAGE 758 
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DhTh SET SYHBOI. 
C SJhOI7 1 

















OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22l 
OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
01N83 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
01N79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
01N49 LARC C,HT 118 (HA-22) 































NO.JET BOFLhP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
2.000 -H.250 .000 LREF ~H.8000 INCHES 
.).000 -14.250 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 .000 .000 yHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT 0F BODY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATION FACmR. JETS N79,N49,N83 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI7) i OlN79 LARC CFH'I 119 (MA-22) (SJAOI8) 0lN19 LARC tPHT 118 IMA-22) (SJA0I9) 0lN83 LARC CPHT 118 IMA-22) 
1 XJAOOI ) OlN79 LARC CFHI 118 (MA-22) 
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REFEREflJCE INF'ORHAT10N 
SREF 2s~o.om:;o 5Q.FT • 
LREF ~74 ,8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN, yo 
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FI GURE 45. EFFECT QF BBDY FLAP BN A~lPLI FICA TWN F ACTBR, JETS N79, N49, N83 
CO)ALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 760 
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OhTA SET SYHBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E~EVON NO.JET BOF~AP BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(SJAOI7) i OlN79 ~ARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
C SJAOIB) OlN4S ~ARC CFHT liB CHA-22) 
CSJAOIS) OlNB3 ~ARC CFHT liB CHA-22) 
C XJAOOI) OlN7S LARC CFHT liB CHA-22) 
C XJA002 ) 0lN49 ~ARC CFHT liB CHA-22) 
C XJA003) D OlN83 ~ARC CFHT liB CMA-22) 
.000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
.000 2.000 -14.250 .000 ~REF 474.BOOO INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCA~E .OIOO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R. JETS N79.N49,N83 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 761 














































OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(5J~017l i OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (SJh01S 1 OlN49 LhRC CFHT liS (HA-22l (5JAOI9 1 OlNS3 LARC CFHT liS CHA-22l 
(XJhOOI 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l 
(XJhODZ J 0lN49 LhRC CFHT lIS (MA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6S00 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHOP .0000 IN. YO 
Z~'RP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCI,LE .01 DO 
-
-
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79,N49,N83 
CA)ALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 762 
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DATA SoT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JoT BDFLAP BETA REFoRENCE INFCRMATION 
(SJAOI7) ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (SJA0!8) 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (SJA0!9) OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (XJAOO!) OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (XJh002) CIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22l (XJA003 l D OlNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
.000 1.000 -14.2S0 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
CB)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 763 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI7 J i OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (M. A-.22) (SHOIB 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT JlS (MA-22) 
(SJAOI9) DIN93 LARC CFHT I IS (HA-22) (XJAOOI ) DIN79 LARC CFHT I 18 (MA-22) 
(XJA002) DIN49 LARC CFHT I IS (MA-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6900 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N79.N49,N83 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 764 












DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEvaN NO.JEr BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SJAOI7l ~ DIN79 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l (SJAO!8l DIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (NA-2Zl (SJAOI9l DINB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-ZZl (XJAOOI 1 OlM79 LARC CFHT 118 U1A-ZZl (XJAOOZl DIN49 LARC CFHT liB [HA-22) (XJA003) D OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-ZZ) 
.000 I .000 -14 .250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 -14 .250 .000 LREF ~~~:~~gg INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 8REF INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT 6F B6DY FLAP 6N AMPLIFICATWN FACT6R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI7 1 ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C SJAOl8l OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 (SJAOI91 OIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C XJAOOI 1 DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C XJA002l DIN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF· 936.6800 INCHES 
xHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMR? 375.0000 IN. ZD 
SCALE .0100 
- .004 0 .004 .008 .012 .016 .020 .024 .028 QA/T 
FIGURE 45. EFFECT GF BGDY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATleN FACTeR. JETS N79,N49,N83 















































OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E~EVON NO.JET BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE I~~ORHATION 
(SJhOI7J ~ OlN79 U,RC CFHT 118 (Hh-22J (SJhOI8 J OlN49 LhRC CFHT lIB (Mh-22) (SJhOI9 J 0lNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) (XJhOOI ) OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) (XJh002 J OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB (Hh-22J (XJh003) D OlNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 
.000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 414.8000 iNCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 8REF 936.6800 iNCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 VHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DHA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEveN NO.JET 8OFLh? BETh REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C SJAOl7l ~ OlN79 LARe CFHT liB CHA-22l 
CSJAOIB l OlN49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22l 
C SJAOl9l OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CH,-22l 
CXJAOOI l OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
(XJA002 l OlN49 LARC CFf1T IIR CM.\-22l 
; XJh003l D C1N83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
.000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0COO SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 -14 .250 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14 .250 .000 BREF· 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 X~RP 1076.7000 IN. ;<0 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. yo 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDNFIGURATION OESCRIPTIGN 
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BET~ REFERENCE INFORH~TION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FTe 
.000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
.000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
.000 YM~P .0000 IN. YO 
.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 
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DhT" SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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.LX 
t;:". 
ELEveN NO.JET BDFLAP 
.000 1.000 -14.250 
.000 2.000 -14 .250 
.000 3.000 -14.250 
.000 1.000 .000 
.000 2.000 .000 




.012 QAlT .016 
BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. 'fD 
.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT BF BBDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTBR. JETS N79,N49.N83 
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pATA S~T SYM80L CONFIGURATION pESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI7 J ~ DIN79 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-221 
CSJAOIBJ DIN49 LARC CF'T 118 CHA-221 
C SJAOl91 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C XJAOOI 1 DIN7S LARC CFf:T 118 CMA-22l 
C XJA002 1 0lN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 































































NO.JET BpFLAP BETA 
1.000 -14.250 ,000 
2.000 -14,250 .000 
3.000 -14.250 .000 
1.000 ,000 .000 
2.000 .000 .000 





SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 4H.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I GURA Tl ON DESCR I PTl ON ELEVON flO .JET BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSJA017l i 0lN79 LARC CFHT Il~ CMA-2Z) .000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C SJAOI8) 0lN49 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) .000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES (SJAOI9 ) OINB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) .000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES' (XJAOOI ) 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) .000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1016.7000 IN. XO C XJA0021 OIN49 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-221 .000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO (XJA003 ) D OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) .000 3.000 .000 .000 ZMRP :375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
rmr 
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D~Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SJh0l7l ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT lIS (MA-22l (SJAOIS 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (SJAOI9l OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
«JAOOI ) OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
«JAOO? l OIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (XJAOe3 l C\ OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
.000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT. 
.000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 QOO .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL 
[ SJAol71 i C SJhOISl CSJhOl91 C XJAOOI 1 C XJA002 1 















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BoFLA? BETA REFERENCE Itl>"ORHh TlClN 
DlN7!? LARC CFHT liB [Hh-221 .000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CHA-221 .000 2.000 -H.250 .000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
OlNB3 LhRC CFHT liB CHA-221 .000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
DIN79 LhRC CFHT liB CHA-221 .000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
DIN49 LhRC CFHT liB CHA-221 .000 2.000 .000 .000 VHRP .0000 IN. va 
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DATA SCT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLhP BETh REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C SJAOI7) ~ ClN79 LARC CFHT lIB [HA-22) [SJAOI8 I OIN49 LARC CFHT 118 [Mh-22) 
[SJA019) OlN83 LARC CFHi 118 CIIA-221 [X.rAOOI I OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB [HA-221 
t XJAOOZI OIN<.9 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 [XJA003) ~ 0lNa3 I ARC CFHT liB (MA-22) 
.000 1.000 -14.250 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50 .FT. 
.000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 47~.8000 INCHES 
.000 3.000 -14.250 .000 8REF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL 















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) .000 1.000 -14.250 aDOD 5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
01N49 LARC r.FHT 118 CMA-22l .000 2.000 -14.250 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
01N83 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22l .000 3.000 -14.250 .000 BREF 93G.6800 INCHES 
OlN79 LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 .000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l .000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
DINS3 LhRC CFHT lIB (Mh-22l .000 3.000 .000 .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 45. EFFECT OF BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATION FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C SJADZD 1 B OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-ZZl 



























SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT DF BDDY FLAP DN AMPLIFICATIDN FACT~R. JETS N79N78 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

































5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 iNCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xC 
YMRP .0Deo IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA0201 B OlN79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 CHA-221 




























SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076 .7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA020 1 8 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 


































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF . 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA020 1 8 CIN79N78 LhRC C"HT 118 CMA-221 
C XJA009 1 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF ~74 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
2MRP 375 .0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79N78 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
e SJA020 1 B CIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22l 

































REFERErJ':E INFORHA TIaN 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 47~.eOoO JNCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VHRP .0000 IN. va 
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DATI. SET SYNSQL CONI'IGURATlIlN DESCRIPTION 




























SREI' 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREI' ~74 .8000 INCHES 
BREI' 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79N78 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CCN~lGURhTICN DESCRIPTION 
C SJIl020 ) 8 OlN79 fof/B LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-2Z) 




































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF ~7~.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 










































SREF 2690 .0000 50 .FT • 
LREF ~H .BOOO INCHES 
BPEF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C 5JA020 J 8 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 






































SETA REFERENCE INFORI •• TION 
• 000 5REF 2690.UOOO 50.FT. 
.000 LREF H~ .8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XNRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .OOOD IN. YO 
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FIGURE 46, EFFECT of BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79N78 

















































DATA SET SYMBOL COHFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
C SJA020 1 B OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 





























SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 0\74.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.,800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFTGURATION OESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 471.BOOO INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .GOOO IN. YO 
ZI1RP 375.COOO IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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D~TA SET SYHBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 




























flO .JET BOFLAP 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT ~~ BDDY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N79N78 
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D~Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0010 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 tN. XD 
VHRP .0000 IN. VO 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT ~F 8~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79N78 



















































DATA SET SYHBOL COl'W!C<JRATlOn DESCRIPTIOn 
C SJA020 ) 8 OlN79n78 Lh~C CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
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REFEREncE INfORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 474.8000 IncHES 
BREF 936.6eoo INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 ltl. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. ',0 
ZHRP J7S .0000 In. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79N78 
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OHA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEvON 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA020 1 B OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (XJA0091 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
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SREF 2690. 0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
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DATA SET SYHaOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 







































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 171.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMPP .0000 IN. YO 
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O~Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





























Nil.JET BOFLhP BETA 
2.000 -14.250 .000 
2.000 .000 .000 
-
.006 .007 .008 .009 QAIT 
REFERENCE I NFOilHh T I ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
lREF ~H .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION 






























SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
lREF 47-1.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IH. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IH. 10 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 46. EFFECT ~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATl~N FACT~R, JETS N79N78 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURhTIO~ OESCR!PT!O~ 
C SJA02Q 1 8 OIN79N78 LARC CFHT II~ CHA-22l 
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NO .JET eOFLAP 
2.000 -U.2S0 
2.0DO .000 
.006 .007 .008 QAIT 
BETh REFERENCE I~ORHhTI~ 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF ~7~ .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .COGO IN. YO 
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FIGURE 47. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
CBJALPHA = .00 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( SJAD21 1 B OlN85N50 L~RC CFHT 118 CNh-22l (SJAOIO 1 CIN85N50 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 



























NO .JET SDFLAP 
2.000 -14.250 
2.000 .000 




nn HH HI, 
REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
SREF 2690.0000 5O.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 47. EFFECT~F B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N50N85 
(C)ALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 829 









O~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




















































REFERENCE iNFORHA 11 ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF ~7·1.8000 INCP.ES 
6REF 936.6800 INel'ES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 









FIGURE 47. EFFECT (JF B(JOY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATWN FACTOR, JETS N50N85 




















































PATA SET SYMBOL CON.IGL~ATION DESCRIPTION 




























NO.JET 80FLAP BETA 
<.000 -14.250 .000 . 





SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
Y~RP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 47. EFFECT (jF B(jDY FLAP (jN AMPLIFICATWN FACT(jR, JETS N50N85 
CElALPI-A = 35.00 PAGE 831 
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DATASET SYMBOL CONF!GURATI~ DESCRIPTION 
C SJA021 l B ClINBSNSO L"~C CFHT liB CI1A-Z2l 
C SJAOlO) ClNeSNSO LARC CFHT I!SCI1A-22) 
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.004 .005 
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." . .... 
,008 .009 
REFERENCE It>.'FORilAlION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XH~P 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .COOO IN. YO 
z,.,,,p 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 
'" 
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FIGURE 47. EFFECT ~F BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTGR. JETS N50N85 
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DATI> SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


















































- .18 . 
.003 .004 .005 
'-' 
ELEVON NO .JET BDFLAP 
.000 2.000 -14.250 













. .1 1 .. J 
.006 .007 QA/T .008 .009 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LRF.F ~74 .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6BPD INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .00liO IN. YC 







FiGURE 47. EFFECT OF BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N50N85 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 833 . 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
Y"'lP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 47. EFFECT BF BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATWN FACmR. JETS N50N85 
(C)ALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 834 

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
































NO .JET BDFLAP 
















SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF ~74 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO YNRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 37S.0000 IN. ZO 
SChLE .0100 





















FIGURE 47. EFFECT ~F BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTOR, JETS N50N85 
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA021 1 B OlNa5N50 LARC C~HT 118 (N.\-22) (SJAOIO J ClN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
• 1 1[1 T T 






















- .14 , 
~ .16 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa.l"(. 
LREF 474 • BODO I NCMES 
BREF 935.5800 INCHES 
XI-IRP 1075.7000 IN. XO 
YI1RP .0000 IN. YO 
z:mp 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 














FIGURE 47. EFFECT BF BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. JETS N50N85 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 836 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL tONFIGURhTICN DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLhP BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(SJh022 J ~ OlN79 LoIRC CFHT liB (Mh-22J (SJh023 J. OINb LARC CFHT liB (HA-22) (SJA024 J OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (1101-22) (XJAOOI J 01N7S LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
eXJh0021 OlN4S LoiRe CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
eXJh0031 D 01N83 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690:'0000 sa.F r. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
10.000 3.000 ,.000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XI1RP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLlFICATWN FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
CAJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 837 
























OAT~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

























































































REFERENCE INFGRrlA Tl ON 
SREF 2690 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 174.S000 INCHES 
BREF 936 .6800 I~ICHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
\Imp .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT (jF ELEV(jN (jN AMPLIFlCATWN FACmR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 838 
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DATA SET SYI1BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 



































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
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OA1A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA022) ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22) (SJA023) OINoS LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
(SJA024) CIN83 LARC ~FHT 118 (MA-22) 
(XJAOOI) 0lN79 LhRC (FHT 118 CN'\-22) 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N GN AMPLIFICATWN FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 

















D~T~ SET SYMBO" CONFIGUR~TION OESCRIPTION E"EVON NO.JET SDF"~P SETA REFERENCE INFORfiATlON 
(S,J~D22 1 ~ DIN79 "ARC CFHT liB (M~-22l (SJAD23l OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J (SJAD24l DINe3 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22) (XJAOOI J 0lN79 LARC CFHT liB (HA-22J 
C XJA002 J DIN49 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l (XJA003 J D CINB3 "~RC CFHT liB (M~-22l 
10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0DOO 50.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF ~7-I.BOOO INCfleS 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 ltICHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP .'176.7000 IN. XC 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .OQOo IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT OF ELEVdN ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
CE)ALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 841 
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DATA SETSYN80L CGN"IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA0221 i DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 (SJA023) OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CI.~A-22) 
C SJA024 ) OlN63 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C XJAOOI ) DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 01A-22) 
C XJh002 J DIN49 LARC CFHT I t8 01A-22J 





























































S:-'~" 2690.0000 sa .FT. 
LR"~ 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6600 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 tN. XO 
YMR? .0000 tN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N79,N49.N83 



















































OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELEVDN NO.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C SJ"022 I i OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-221 C SJA0231 0lN49 LARC CFHT liS CHh-221 
C SJhOZ4 I OlN8J LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C XJAOOI ) OIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C XJhOOZl OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-2Z1 (XJA003) D OINBJ LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
1?000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 I.REF 474.8000 INCHES 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT eF ELEVeN eN AMPLIFICATWN FAcmR, JETS N79.N49,N83 











DhTA SET SYflBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA022 J ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22J (SJA023 J OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB (Mh"22J (SJh024J OINB3 LARC CFHT liB (Mh-22J (XJAOOI J OIN79 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-221 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
BREF 936.SBoo INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79.N49,N83 
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DATA SET SYHBOL 















CONFIGURhTICN.OESCRIPTIDN E~EVON NO.JET 8OF~,\P BETh REFERENCE INFORHhT'~~ 
01N79 ~hRC CFHT liS CHh-22J 10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT .. 
0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22l 10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF ~7~.8000 INCHES 
OIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 10.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 iNCHES 
01N79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-221 .000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-2Il .000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT QF ELEVQN ON AMPLIFICATION FACTQR, JETS N79.N49.N83 
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DATA SET SY~18OL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(SJA022) i OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB Ct1A-22) (SJA023 )01N49 LAnc CFHT 118 (HA-22) (SJA024) 0lNS3 LARC CFHT 118 ,(I1A-22) 
(XJAOOI) 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 [I1A-22) 
(XJA002J 0lN49 LARC CFHT ((8 (l1h-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF ~7<I.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 'I NCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. KO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79.N49.N83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 















































01>179 LARC CFHT lIB (HA-22l 
01N49 LARC CFHT 11G (HA-22) 
01'163 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
01N79 LARC CFHT 116 (MA-22) 
01"49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) 
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ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE IIlFORMATICIN 
10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF ~74.6000 INCHES 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6600 INCHES 
.000 1.OOr. .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .QOO YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
CAJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 847 
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DATA SET SYHBOk CCN,IGURATICNOESCRIPTION 
(5J~022 1 i 01'179 L~RC CFHT 118 Ct1A-22) 
(SJ~023 1 0lN49 L,'RC CFHT 118 (NA-22l 
(SJA024 1 01'183 L~RC CFHT 118 (M~-22l 
(XJAOO, 1 . 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 (M~-nl 
(XJA002 1 01'149 LARC CFHT Its (M~-~2l 

































SRE, 2690.0000 SC.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
eREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ('IF ELEV('IN ('IN AMPLlFICATI('IN FACTOR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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DhTh SET SYH8Ot. CONf"IGURhTlON DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET SCFLhP SETh REFERENCE INFORl1ATI01l 
(SJA022) ~ OIN7S LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (SJi\023 J DIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 [MA-22J (SJAOZ4 J DIN83 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-2ZJ· (UAOOI J 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 [MA-ZZJ 
[XJAOOZJ 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 Ctlh-22J 
[XJA003 J D 0lN83 LARC CFHT 118 [Mh-2ZJ 
10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF ~7{.BOOO INCHES 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
.000 Z.OOO .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 ZNRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT QF ELEVQN QN AMPLIFICATWN FACmR, JETS N79,N49.N83 
























































OATh SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(5JA02~) ~ 01N79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) (5JA02J J 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J 
(5';A0241 OlN83 \-ARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J (XJAOOI) 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J 
(XJA0021 . OlN49 LARC CFHT liB (HA-22J 




















































5REF 2690 .0000 SO.FT • 
LREF . 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936. 6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49.N83 
(OJALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 850 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CSJA0221 ~ OlN79 LhRC CFHT lIB (Mh-221 ( SJA023 1 CIN19 LARC CFHT liB (HA-221 (SJA0211 OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 (XJAOOll OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 lHA-221 (XJA0021' CIN19 LARC CFHT 118 lMA-221 (XJAOOJ 1 D OlN83 ',ARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
10.ClOO 1.003 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.ClOO 2.003 .000 .000 LREF 171.g000 INCHES 
10.ClOO 3.00J .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.noo 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
,noD 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
• (ICiO 3.000 .000 .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT QF ELEVQN QN AMPLIFICATIQN FACTQR. JETS N79.N49.N83 













































DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA022l ~ 0lN19 LARC CFHT liB CMh-22l CSJA023l OlN49 LARC CFHT liB CMA-22l (SJA0241 0lN83 t.hRC CFHT 118 (/lh-221 
(XJhOOl.l CIN19 LARC CFHT 118 !I1A-221 (XJAOU2 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1016.7000 IN. XD 
YNRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT eF ELEveN ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION ELEveN NO.JET BDFLAP a.TA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C SJA022 1 ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C SJA023 1 OIN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C SJA024 1 DIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 (XJAooI) 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C XJAo02 ) 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
C XJA003) D 0lN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
10.000 I .llOo .000 .000 SREF 2650.0000 so.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
(S)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 853 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON"IGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
(SJA022 J i DIN79 LARe CFHT 118 CHA-22J (SJA023 J CIN49 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22J (SJA024 J CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
(XJACOI J DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-:12J 
(XJA002 J OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 IMA-22J 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OhTh SET SYMB~L CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA022 J i OlN79 LhRC CFHT liB CMh-22J C SJA023 ) OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22) 
C SJA024 ) OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CNA-22) 
C XJAOOI ) OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22) 
C XJA002) OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 












































NO.JET BOFLAP BETh REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 .000 .000 YNRP .0000 IN. YO 
3.000 .000 .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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O~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C S.IA022 ) ~ OlN79 LARC C"HT 118 (l1A-22) 
C SJA023) OlN49 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22) 
C SJA024 ) OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB (l1A-22) 
( XJAOOI ) OlN79 LARC (FHT liS !MA-22) 
(XJA002) OlN49 LARC CFHT lIB lM.'-ni 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
aREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP BETh REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SJA022 l ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT I1S (Hh-22l (SJA0231 0lN49 LhRC CFHT lIS (MA-221 (SJh024 l OlNB3 LARC CFHT liS (MA-221 (XJhODI 1 0lN79 LARC CFHT liS (Hh-221 (XJhOD21 OlN49 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22l (XJA0031 D 0lNB3 LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 
10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACWR. JETS N79,N49.N83 
CAJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 857 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C S.Th022l ~ DIN79 LhRC CPHT 116 CMA-22l 
C SJA023 J OlN49 LIIRC CFHT 1-18 (f'lt\-22) (SJA024) OlN63 LARC CFHT 116 (I1A-22) 
(XJAOOI 1 OlN79 L.\RC CFHT !l8 (l1h-22) 
(XJA0021 01'149 tARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT BF ELEVBN BN AMPUFICATIBN FACWR. JETS N79.N49,N83 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 858 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL 
C SJA022 1 ~ C SJh023l C SJA024l CX.rAOOll C XJA002l 
C XJA003 J D 
CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLhP BETh REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
01N79 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
01N49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
01N83 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22l 10.000 3.000 .000 .000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
01N79 LhRC CFHT 118 CHh-22l .000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
OHl49 LhRC CFHT 118 CHh-22l .000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79.N49.N83 
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DATA SET SYM8~L CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA022 ) ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB (HA-22) (SJA023) OIN49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) (SJA024) OlNB3 LARC CFHT lIB (HA-221 
(XJAOOI 1 DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
t xJA002) 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 rMA-22) 
t XJA003 1 D DIN83 LARC CFliT 118 rNh-ll) 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 1 NCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YI1RP • 0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 




FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
c " "--' } 
COJALPHA = .20.00 



















































OATh SET SYMBOL CON.IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
















OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l 
OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
0lNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-22J 
OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22J 
OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB (Mh-22J 






















NO.JET BOFl.hP BETh REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
3.000 .000 .000 aREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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CE)ALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 861 
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DATA SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOn l i OlN79 LARe CFHT 110 (MA-Z2l (SJA023 l OlN49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22l (SJA024 l OlNB3 LARC CF4T 118 (MA-22l (XJAOOI l 0lN79 LARe CFHT liB (MA-22l 
(XJA002 l . 01N49 LARe CFHT 118 (MA-22l 

































tnT <IT 'm 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.9000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 1 NellES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375 .ODOO It". zo 
SCALE .01 0(, 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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CAJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 
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DATA SET SYMBO" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA022} ~ DIN79 lARC CFHT 118 tHA-221 (SJA0231 OlN49 lARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C SJA0241 CIN03 lARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
C XJAOOI J (lIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 (XJA0021 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C XJM03 J D CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
ELEVON NO.JET BDFlhP BETA REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
10.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ'.Ft. 
10.000 2.(100 .000 .000 LREF 474,8000 INCHES 
10.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 . YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48, EFFECT ~F ELEVGN ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTGR, JETS N79.N49,N83 
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(SJA0221 i CIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (1"-22) (SJA023) CIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (NA-22) 
(SJA021) CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 (/1A-22) 
(XJAOOI 1 CIN79 LARC CFHT 113 (l1A-221 
(XJA002) OlN49 LARC CFNT 118 (l1A-221 
































































I.COO .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
2.COO .000 .000 LREF 47-1.8000 INCHES 
3.COO .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
1.000 .000 .ooa XHRP 1076.7000 IN. ~o 
2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 48. EFFECT BF ELEVBN BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 864 





















































































(SJA022) i 01N79 LARe CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
C SJA023 ) DIN19 tARC CFHT ! 18 (HA-22) (SJA024 l 0lNB3 tARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C <JAOOI l OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (XJA002 l 0lN19 tARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 




SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.BOoO INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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O~Th SET SYI180L CONF1GUR~T10N DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFL~P BET~ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SJh022 ) ( SJ~023) (SJA024 ) 
(X.AOOI 1 (XJA002 ) (XJA003 ) 
~ (lIN79 L~RC CFHT 113 (Hh-22) 10.000 1.000 .000 .000 0lN49 L~RC CFHT 1\8 (Hh-22) 10.000 2.000 .000 .000 0lNS3 L~RC CFHT 118 (11,-22) 10.000 3.000 .000 .000 OlN79 LARC crHT lIS (HA-22) .000 1.000 .000 .000 0lN49 LARC crtH 118 (H~-22) .000 2.000 .000 .000 
D 01l,B3 LhRC r.F>!T 118 (HA-22) .!:IOO 3.000 .000 .000 
SREF 2E90 .0000 SQ .FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INC~ES 
BREF 936.6800 : "C.!I:S 
XMRP 1076 .7000 '. XO 
YMRP .0000; 'J. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 • 1. ZO 
SCAL£ .0100 
.38rr:~=HT~r:1-Tri'liii'liiiili"'I'I"I"I'I~""I""I""i""I""I""I""I""I""I""I""I""I""I'"'1""I""I""I""I~ 
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FI GURE 48. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLI FICA TI ON FACTOR I JETS N79, N49, N83 
(EJALPHA = 35.QO PAGE 866 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 










































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N51,N85 
CAJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 867 
















































O~T" SET SYt<aCL CDN~IGUR~TlON DESCRIPTION 

















































RE~ERENCE I N~ORaH I ON 
SREF 2690 .0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 474.6000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6900 INCI~E5 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
vHRP .0000 IN. yo 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT GF ELEVGN 3N AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA026 J GINB5 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22J (SJA025 J ~ DIN51 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22J 
C XJA004 J DINSI LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22J 













































SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT. 
LREF 47.1.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN, xo 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375 .0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACmR, JETS N51,N85 




































































REFERENCE I NFCRliA Tl ON 
C SJA026) CIN8S LARC CFHT 118 (MI\-221 (5·/A025) ~ OlN5I LARC crHT I.B (Nh-7.21 (XJA004) OINSI LARC CFHT 11B (MA-221 
(XJAOOS) CINOS LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 .000 .000 
SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LRLr 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 9"36.6800 INCHES 
XMRP :076.7000 IN. ;<0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 37S .0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N51,N85 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJh026) 0lNB5 LhRC CFHT lIB (l1h-22) (S,Jh02, 5) ~ 0lN51 LhRe CFHT liB Cl1h-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 











FIGURE 49. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACWR, JETS N51, N85 -~ 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 871 















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C S./f025 1 ~ 01N51 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C SJ"026 J 01N85 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
CXJA004 1 01N51 LARC CFHT 118 Cf1h-22J 
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~REF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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OATh SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 















DINSI ~ARC CFHT 118 (Mh-221 
CINSS LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
CINSI LARC CFHT liS (Hh-221 
OINSS LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
r.t 
;; ~ 


























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
BREF 936. 6S00 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XU 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CDN"IGURATION DESCRIPTION 










































SREF 26~0.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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D~Th S£T SY~E~~ CaNFIGURATla~ ~ESCRIPTlaN 
(SJh02S1 ~ OINS! LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-:Z21 
CSJh0261 DIN8S LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
CXJA0041 OINSI LARC 1:FHT 118 (HA-221 (XJAOOS 1 OlN8S LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 










































SREF 2690 .0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 37S .0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT BF ELEVBN BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. JETS N51.N85 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( SJhD2S 1 ~ DINS! LA'C CFHT 118 (MA-221 ( SJA026 1 DINBS LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-221 ( XJA0041 DINSI LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.S800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VHRP .0000 IN. YO 
Zl1RP 375 • 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N51.N85 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONr-IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
C SJAD25 l ~ DINSI LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 



















































SREF 2690.rooo so .FT • 
LREF 4748000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET smBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJA025) ~ 0lN5L LARC CFHT 118 0'h-22) 
C SJ.\026 ) OlN8S LARC CFHT 1t8 (Hh-22) [XJA004) OIN5L LARC CFHT LLB [MA-22) 












































SREF 2G90. 0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 93G .G800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474 .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 1 NCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATIBN FACT~R, JETS N51.N85 
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SRE" 2690.0000 SO .• FT. (SJh025 ) ~ DINS1 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 
C SJA026 ) CIN8S LIIRC CI-:"HT t 18 (Hh-22) 
(KJA004 ) !lINSI LARC ""HT lIB (M.'-22) (XJAOOS) OINBS LMC CFill lIB Cf1A-22) .000 .000 
LREF 474.13·:;00 INCH::S 
8REF 936 .~dOO !Nr.~Ir:S 
XMRP 1076.7000 I ~-I. 'l<\J 
nlRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 37~ .0000 IN. lO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT OF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTOR, JETS N51,N85 
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OhT~ S~T SYMBOL CONF(GURhTION DESCR(PT(ON 
(S.Jh025l ~ OINSI LhRC CFHT lIB (Hh-221 (SJA026l ClNSS LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 




























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XH~P 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZHRP 37S .0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 
c 
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0'\ T A SET SY"SOL CONF I GURA Tl ON OEseR I PTI eN 
C SJA02S) ~ DINSI !-ARC C"HT 118 CHA-nl (SJ,I02G) . OINBS LARC cr~T lIB HI'\-22) (>JAOC4) OINSI LARC CFHT lIB (NA-22J 
(XJAOOS) DINBS LARC CFHT I IS (MA-22l 
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SREF 269~.OOOO so.n. 
LREF 47'1.8000 I NCI-IES 
BREF 936.6800 IN""ES 
XHRP 107 •• 7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT OF El.EVON ON A~IPLIFICATION FACTCJR, JETS N51,N85 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATlON DESCRIPTION 
(SJA025 I ~ OINSI LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 (SH026) DIN8S LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (XJA001) DINSI LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 













































































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 




FIGURE 49. EFFECT~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N51,N85 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 883 








































OJ\TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCi\!PTI~).J 
(SJA026) OlNB5 LARC CFHT lIB (HA-22) C $.1A025 ) ~ DINSl LARC CI=HT lIS CMr\-22) 
C XJA001 ) OiNS1 LARC CFHT t la (HA-22) 
(XJAOOS J OINBS LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 414.80DO INCHES 
6REF 936 • 6~OO INCHES 
XMR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMR? .0000 (N.-'O 
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OhTA SET SY~IBO~ CONFIGURhTlON OESCRIPTION 
[SJA025 J ~ DIN51 LmC CFIIT 118 [l1h-22J [SJh026 J DINS5 LARC CFHT 118 [Mh-22J 
[XJA004 1 DINSI LhRC CFHT 118 [Mh-22l [XJAOOS) CIN8S LARC CFHT 118 [I1A-22l 













































SREF 269D.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N51,N85 
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C SJA025 1 ~ 01N51 LARC CFHT 118 CNA-221 
C 5JA026 J - GIN8S LhRC CFHT 118 (l1A-22) 
C XJAOOO OINSI LARC CFHT 118 (I1A-22) 
(XJAOOS 1 G1N85 LARC r.FHT 118 U1A-221 
.000 
.000 
SREF 2890 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
Xl1RP 1076 .7000 IN. XO 
I 
YMRP .0000 IN. YG 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZG 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT elF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFlCATIGN FACTGR, JETS N51,N85 














































OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















OINSI tARC CFHT liB CHA-22l 
DINBS LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l 
DINSI LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l 







































.006 QA/T .007 .008 
REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
SREF 2G90.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936 .6BOO I NOlES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 







FIGURE 49. EFFECT GF ELEVDN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTDR. JETS N51.N85 
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OATh SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA025 1 ~ DINS! LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 (SJA02G) OINSS LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (XJA004 1 OINSI LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
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SREF 2690 .. 0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XI1RP 1076 .7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT 0F ELEV0N BN AMPLIFICATI0N FACTBR, JETS N51,N85 












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAD25) ~ OINS! LARC CFHT 116 CMA-22) 
C SJAD26 1 OIN8S LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C XJAOOO OINSI LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
CXJAOOSl OINBS LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) 






















































SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076 .7000 ! N. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA02S) ~ D1NSl LhRC CFHT lle (Mh-22) (SJA026) 01Nes LARC CFHT lle (Mh-22) (XJAOOll DINSI LARC CFHT 119 [l1A-22) 






































REFERENCE I NFORl1A TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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(SJh02S 1 ~ DINSI LhRC CFHT 118 Clih-22l (SJh026 1 DIN8S LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l 
(XJh004 J DINSI LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-:21 (XJhOOS 1 DIN8S LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
.000 
.000 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936 .6800 INCHES 
XNR? 1076 .7000 IN. XD 
YMR? .0000 IN. YD 
ZNR? 37S .0000 1 N. ZD 
SCALE .0100 
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I FIGURE 49. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N51.N85 






DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATIDN DESCRIPTION 
CSJA02SJ ~ OINSI LARC cnlT liS CMA-22J (SJA026) CINBS L/.RC CFHT liS (Hh-22l (XJA001 1 OINSI LhRC CFHT liS (HA-221 (XJAOOS J DINBS LARC CFHT liS (HA-22J 
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RE,ERENCE !>WORMA TI ON 
SRE, 2690.0000 SQ.'T. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 !NCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
./.-._. 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 471.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 49, EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N51,N85 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TICN DESCRIPTION 
(SJA026) DINBS LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (SJA02S l ~ 01NSl LARC CFHT 118 CH,\"22) (XJA004) DINSI LARC CI'HT 118 (HA-22) 


























SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
lREF 474.BODO INCHES 
BREI' 936 • S800 I NCI'C,S 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. ::0 
'MRP .0000 IN. va 
ZliRP 375 .0000 I~.!O 
SCALe .0100 
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O~Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA02Sl ~ OlN51 LARC CFHT 119 CfoIh-22l (SJA026l DINes LARC CFHT 118 CM~-22l 
C XJh004 1 DINSI LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
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SREF 2<·90 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHR? .0000 IN. YD 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION C,SCRIPTION 
















DINS1 LhRC CF'HT lIS (111\-221 
OUIJSS LAi(C CFlll t 18 (MA-22l 
OINSI lARC CnH 118 (MA-22) 
OlN9S i.~RC CFliT 118 (I1A-22) 



















































SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
lREF 474.9000 I "CHliS 
BREF 936.6800 P':CH~:S 
XHRP 1076.7000 iN. '0 
YMRP .0000 IN. '0 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFORHhTION 
SREF 2590.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
nlRP .0000 1 N. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 50. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79N78 
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DATA SET SY~80L CCN,IGURATION 'E5CRIPTICN 
C ~ 1A027 l B CIN79N7.: LARe cnlT lla Ct1A-22l 














SREF 2690.0000 Sa.'T. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BRE, 936.6800 HJCHES 
XMRP 1076 .7000 H. ~C 
rMRP .0000 1'·1. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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r SJAOJO l 8 OIN79 LARC CFHT 116 (l1h-22l (SJA031 l Ot",;1 LA~C CFHT I'g (MA-22) 
(S.1ft.CJ2' if Oi.~~S3 LARC CFHT 1"9 (MA-22) (xJAOOI) DIN79 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) (xJAO,n) 01N,19 LARC CFHT llB CMA-22l 
C XJA003l D OlNB3 LhRC CFHT US CMA-22l 
-30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
-30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
-30.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 2MRF 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT (jF ELEV(jN (jN AMPLIFICATWN FACT(jR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
COJALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 995 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATTON OESCRIPTION 
(SJA030) i OlN79 LARC CFliT 118 (fih-22) (SJA031) OlN49 LI'lRC CF'HT 118 CMA-22) 
t SJh032) OINB3 LARe CFHT 118 tMh-22) (XJhOOI ) O!N79 L.IRe CFHT 119 (MA-22) 
(XJh002) 0lN49 LklC CFHT lIB (Mh-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SGI.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XNRP 1076.1000 IN. XO 
YI1RP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 315.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
[lP nil nn 
"" II" 1111 " " ... 
• 
.-r-
-.004 0 .004 .008 .012 .016 .020 .024 QA/T .028 
FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATIGN.FACmR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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OATh SET SYM80L CONFIGURh'ION DESCRIPTION 
r SJh030 1 ~ OlN79 LhRC CFHT ! 18 (Mh-22l (SJh031l OlN49 LoRC CFfiT 118 CMh-22l (SJh032l CINB3 LhRC CFHT liB (Mh-22l (XJAOOI 1 CIN79 LhRC CFHT 118 [MA-22l (XJh002 1 CIN49 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-22l (XJA003 1 D ClNB3 LhRC CFHT liB [HA-22l 
ELEVON NO.JET 8DFLhP BETh REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 7.690.0000 Sa.FT. 
-30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
-30.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT 6F ELEV6N 6N AMPLIFICATI6N FACT6R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
(AJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 997 


































ol\TA SET SYI"'I80L CON~IGURATt(jN DESCRIPTION 
(SJA030) i OlN79 LARC C~I-Ir 118 (MA-22) 
CSJA031) 01N49 lARC CFHT itS (Mh-22) 
(SJA0321 01"183 LA"C CFHr 1:0 (HA-221 
(XJAOOI J 01"179 LARC CFlir 11<1 (HA-22J (XJAOO? J 01N49 L"C ,=~Hr lIB (HA-~;:) 






























SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF ~74.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
X~RP 1076.7000 IN. xa 
YI<RP .0000 IN. Yo 
7'· ... 0 375.ClOllO J N. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
.2°E"'I""I""I""rT'+=r~T'I""I"""""""""'I""""'I""I""I""I""I""I""!''''I''''I''"I""I""I""I""rl=I""I""I""rn 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79.N49,N83 
CB)ALPHA = .00 PAGE 998 
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OATh SET SYMBOL 
















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLhJ> BETJ. REFERENCE ItJl'ORMATWN 
OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) -30.000 1.000 .000 .000 5REF 2090.0000 sa .FT. 
01N19 LAnc CFHT 118 (HA-221 -30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 -30.000 3.000 .000 .000 eR:.::F 936.6800 INCHES 
Olm9 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-221 .000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN, XO 
OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 .000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATIQN FACTGR, JETS N79.N49,N83 












































DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATIGN DESCRIPTION 
(SJAD30 1 ~ CtN79 LARC Cf."HT 118 (MA":?2) (SJA031 J O]N49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (SJi\032 ) 01N83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
(XJAODI I OIN?9 LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 
(XJA002 ) OlN49 LARC Cf"HT 118 (to:A-22) 






























SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 4174 .9000 INCHES 
BREF 9"'5.S80D 1 No-rES 
XMRP 10";6.7000 IN. xO 
'(HP."' .0000 1 '-to yO 
2MP. 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79,N49,N83 
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OATh SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJ~030 1 ~ OlN79 ~ARC CFHT liS [MA-221 [SJA031 1 OlN49 ~ARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 [SJA0321 OlN83 ~~RC CFHT 118 [HA-221 (XJAOOI 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 








































NO.JET BDF~AP BETA 
1.000 .000 .000 
2.000 .000 .000 
3.000 .000 .000 
1.000 .000 .000 
2.000 .000 .000 
3.000 .000 .000 
.016 .020 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
~REF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 53, EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 






































Ohl·A SET SYl1S0L 
















CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
OIN?9 LA~C CFHT 11B (HA-22) -30.000 1.000 .000 .000 EREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
DIN49 LARC C~HT 118 (MA-22) -30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
CINB3 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) -30.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
DIN79 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) .000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
OlN49 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) .000 2.000 .000 .000 n:::;p .0000 IN. yo 
DINS3 LA~C CFHT lIB [MA-22) .000 3.000 .000 .000 Zf-;'-;P 375.0000 IN. za 
SC"LE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936 .6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 1N. YO 
ZMRP 375 .0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0IDO 




FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N79.N49,N83 
CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 1003 




































DATA SET SVf'BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJII030) ~ OlN79 LM~C CFHT liB CMA-22l (S·)A031 J 01N49 Lt.RC CFHT lIB (MA-22J (SJA032) 0lN83 L,IRe CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
(XJAOOI J 0lN79 LA"C CFHT 118 (MA-22) (XJA002) 01N49 L,I~C CFHT 118 (MA-22) 








































































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 114.BOOO INCHES 
8RCF 936.6800 INCHES 
,WI? 1076.1000 IN. xO 
Vf'R? .0000 IN. VO 
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FI GURE 53. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLl FICA T WN F ACTGR. JETS N79, N49, N83 
(ClALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 1004 
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DATA SET SYH80" CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIC~ E"EVON tlD.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(SJA030 ) ~ CIN79 "ARC CFHT 118 IHA-22) l SJA031 ) CIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (SJA032) CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (NA-22) (XJAOOI J OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (NA-22l (XJA002l OlN49 LARC CFHT 1[8 (HA-22l 
rXJA003 l D DIN83 LMlC CFHT 1 •. 3 (HA-22J 
-30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
-30.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 YMRP .0000 :N. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCA"E .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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DATA SET SYI1S0L 
(SJA030 1 
C SJA031 l 
C SJA032 l (XJACOI I 
C XJh002 1 


















CONFfGURATIO~ DESCRIPTION ELEVON N~.JET BOFLAP BETA REFERENCE INFCRHATION 
OlN79 LA~C CFHT ltS (MA-22J -30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.CI"'IOO sa.1'T • 
0lN49 LJ.RC CFHT lIB (NA-.22) -30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474. .:~;JOO INCHES 
0lN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 -30.000 3.000 .000 .000 BR"F 936.6800 INCH"S 
0lN79 L.,RC CFHT lIS CMA-221 .000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 1"J. Xil 
0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 [Mh-221 .UOO 2.000 .000 .000 YMFW' .0000 :'-1. Yl') 
0lNB3 LARC C'HT 118 CMh-221 .000 3,000 .000 ,000 ZMRP 375.0000 !:~. .lO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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REFERENCE I NFORHH ION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONelGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ,,"030 ) ~ ClIN79 LARC CFHT lIS CMA-22J (SJ,A.031 ) CIN49,' LARe CFHT lIB (MII-221 
t SJA032 ) OINB3 ' LARC ceHT liB (MA-22) 
t <JAOO! ) OlN79 ' LARC CFHT liB (HA-22) 
OJAOOll tllN49 Llc": CF"T 118 O"A-22] 


























































REeERENCE I NeORMA TI ON 
5REF 2f:90 .oaoo SO .FT • 
LREF ·r1..j .9000 INCHES 
BREF 938.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 iN. xc 
YW 0 .0000 IN. yo 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N79,N49,N83 
(SJALPHA = .00 PAGE i008 
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DHh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTlON DESCRIPTICN ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP BETh REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
(5JA030) ~ OlN79 LARC CF~T 118 (Ij,,-2Z) (SIA031 ) 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-n) (SJA032) OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (XJAOOI) 011<79 LARC CFHT lIS (Hh-22) (XJh002 I OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (XJA003) D OlN83 LARC CFHT lIS (HA-22) 
-30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
-30.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7a~0 IN. XO 
,000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 3.000 .000 .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT ~F ELEVBN eN AMPLIFICATIeN FACTeR, JETS N79,N49.N83 
(C)ALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 1009 





D~TA SET SYMBOL CON.IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA030 J ~ OlN79 LARC C.HT 118 CHh-22J 
C SJA031 J OlN49 LARC C.HT 118 CHh-22J (SJh032 J 0lN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22J 
(XJAOOI J OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22J 
C XJhD02 J OlN49 LARC CF"HT liB (Mh-22J 
C XJAD03) D OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB (Hh-2Z) 
--.- ---
. "= -t:::s 
I,:; ,r 



































BETh REFERENCE INFORl1hTlON 
• 000 SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
.000 LREF 474.BODD )NCHES 
.000 BREI' ~36 .6800 INCHES 
;000 XI1RP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 YHRr .0000 1 N. YO 
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FI GURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON At1PLI F I CAT WN F ACmR, JETS N79, N49, N83 
COJALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 1010 
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(SJA030) ~ (SJA031 ) ( SJA032) (XJAOOI 1 ( XJA0021 (XJA003) D 
-.OL 














OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22) 
OlN49 LARC CFHT liB CI1A-22) 
OlNB3 LARe CFHT liB (HA-221 
OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-221 
01N49 LARC CFHT liB (HA-221 
OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB Cl1A-221 
'" <\" ~ ... HI. \11\ 11\1 HII .. " 1\11 
"" 
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BETh REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
.000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
\\11 \1\\ \111 1\\\ \ \ II HI' 1\1\ ." . .... " .. . " 
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r. 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R. JETS N79.N49.N83 
(EJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 1011 
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O~ T h SET SYMBCL 















CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLhP BETA REFERENCE I"~OR;IATION 
DIN7S LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 -30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2890.COOO So.FT. 
C1N49 LARC crHT 118 (MA-22l -30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.'3000 INCH~S 
OlN83 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-22l -30.000 3.000 .000 .000 BREF 938.6BOO !NClli::S 
DIN7S LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22J .000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1078.7000 IN. XCI 
OlN49 LARC CFH' 118 (Mh-22J .000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. yo 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
CA)ALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 1012 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
[SJh030 1 ~ 011'179 LARC C,FHT lIB (Mh-22J [SJA031) 011'149 LARC CFHT IlB [HA-22) [SJh032 J 01NB3 LARC CFHT lIB [Mh-22) [XJAOOI) 0lN79 LhRC CFHT lIB [I1A-22) 
[XJA002 J 0lN49 LARC CFHT liB [I1A-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474 .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
yHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT BF ELEVBN BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 













































































(S.rAO. 30 I ~ 01N79 LARC CPHT 118 (MA-22J (5.rIl031 ) 01N49 t.."RC CFHT 1 ~8 (HA-221 (SJA032I . 0lN83 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-221 (XJAOOI I 01N79 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 






SRE. 2690 .0000 ~o .FT • 
LREF 174.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
"MRP 1076.7000 IN. X~ 
Ytl~P .0000 IN. YO 
Z,,",P 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SC.ILE .0100 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT ~F ElEV~N ~N AMPLIF!CATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79.N49,N83 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 1014 
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D~Th SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELEVOt>l HO,JET BOFLhP BETh REFERENCE INFCRHhT!CN 
CSJh030) ~ OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22) C SJh031 ) OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (I1h-22) 
CSJA032) 0lN83 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22) 
C XJhOOI ) 0lN79 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 
C XJA002) OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-2Z) (X,TA003) D OlN83 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-2Z) 
-30.000 1.000 .000 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
-30.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
-30.000 3.000 .000 .000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
,000 2.000 .000 .000 YHRP .0000 IN. >0 
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FIGURE 53.-EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79,N49,N83 
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O~T~ SET SYM80L CONF[GUR~T[ON DESCRIPTION 
C SJ.~030 1 ~ OlN7S L,'RC CFHT 118 CM~-22l CSJA03[ 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C SJ~032 1 D[N83 LARC cnIT [18 (MA-221 
lXJAOOll D[N7S L~RC CFHT [18 (HA-221 
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REFERENCE WFORI1~ T leN 
SREF 2690. 0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 114 .8000 I NCHFS 
aREF 936.6800 ,NCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XI) Yn,? .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 53. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTGR. JETS N79.N49.N83 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJh033 J ~ OINSI LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) (SJh0341 I 01NBS LhRC rFHT lIB (Hh-22) 











































BETh REFERE~~~ INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 3690.0000 50.FT. 
.000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
.000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT ~F ELEVDN DN AMPLIFICATWN FACTDR, JETS N51,1~85 
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OATh SET SY~'80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAQ33) ~ CIN51 ,-"RC ,CFHT 118 (MA-22) (SJA03'1 ) CLNBS LARe CFHT lIB CMA-22) 
CXJAOO<\) OINSl LAI~'C CFHT ll8 (Mh-22) 
IXJA005 1 OINS5 LARe CFHT lIB (HA-22l 













































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
Xt';'P 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YI',!;:"' ,0000 IN. 'ilJ 
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FIGURE 54, EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA033 ) ~ OINSI LARe CFHT liS (HA-22) (SJA034) OIN8S LoRC CFHT I IS (MA-22) 
(XJA004) OINSI LARC CFHT tl8 (HA-22) 






































T nl nn un 
, REFERENCE INF~RHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LR.F 474.800 " INCHES 
SR~F 936.FJOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SVNBOL CONFIGURA.TION DE:SCR1PTICN 
t SJA033) ~ 01N51 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (SJ>0341 OINBS L>RC CFHT liB (Hh-22) (XJ>004) OINSI U,RC CFHT liB (MA-22) 
















































SREF ~G90 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF' ·r!4.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
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C SJA033 1 ~ elNSI LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C SJh034 1 OIN8S . LARC CFHT 118 CHh-221 
C xJh004 ) OINSI LhRC CFHT 118 CHh-221 








SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.11000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE ! NFORllh 11 ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474 ~8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XG 
VHRP .0000 IN. yo 
ZI"P 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA034 , OlN8S LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) C SJA033' ~ DINSI LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C XJA004 , OINSI LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES XHR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT GF ELEV5N GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N51.N85 
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DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 












































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
'HRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YI1RP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT (jF ELEV(jN (jN AMPLIFICATWN FACmR. JETS N51.N85 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJA033) ~ OIN5! LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 (SJh034 ) 0lN8S LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 (XJh004) OINSI LARC CFHT liB (H~-22l 












































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936 .6800 I NCMES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 37S. 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 54. Er-FECT~F ELEV~N BN AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N51,N85 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA033 ) ~ 0lN51 LARC CFHT liS CHA-22) 
CSJA034) CIN85 LARC CFHT lIS CMh-22) 






















SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
SREF "36 .6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
VH"P .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N51,N85 
































































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCPIPTION 
(SJA0331 ~ t SJA034 ) 

















OlN51 LARC CFHT 118 tHA-221 
0lNB5 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-221 
OINS! LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 



























































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936. 6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N51.N85 















































DATA SET SYMBC" CCN,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 



























































5REF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8RE' 936.6800 I NCMES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRF .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGUR"TI0~ DESCRIPTION 

















01NSI LoRe CFHT lIB CHA-221 
01N8S LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
OINSl LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 













































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54, , EFFECT QF ELEVQN QN AMPLIFICATIQN FACTQR. JETS N51,N85 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTIGN DESCRIPTION 
C SJh033 1 ~ 01'151 LARC CFHT 118 (I1A-221 (SJAQ341 01'185 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO.F T • 
LREF 47·1.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHI'P .0000 IN. YQ 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT BF ELEVBN BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. JETS N51,N85 






















































OAT~ SET SYM80L CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 














































SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT. 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6BDO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT ~F ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N51,N85 
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L-Ir· r; DATA SET SYMBG~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAD33 ) ~ OINSI LARC CI'HT 118 CHA-22) 
C SJ/1034 J OINes L~RC CFHT lIB tHh-22J 
CXJA004) OINSI LARC CI'HT 11B CHA-22) 


































































SREF 2690 .0000 sa.n . 
LREF 47-4.8000 INCHES 
BREI' 936.6BOO INCHES 
Xf'RP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
Z~~RP 375.0000 IN" ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT DF ELEVeN eN AMPLIFICATIDN FACTDR, JETS N51,N85 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA033I ~ [5JA034 I 
C XJW04 I 















OINSI LARC CFHT 118 CHh-221 
0lN8S LARC CFHT 118 CHh-221 
DINSI LARC CFHT 118 CHA"22J 
OINes LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
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REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936. 6aoo INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA033 ) ~ OlN51 LARC CFHT II', (I1A-22) (SJA034 ) OlN85 LARC CFHT 118 (NA-22) (XJA004) 01NSI LARC CFHT : 18 (HA-22) 








































SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 47~.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCH.S 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N51,N85 
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DoTA SET SYM80~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJo033 1 ~ DINSI LoRC CFHT 118 CHo-221 
C SJA034 1 DIN8S LoRC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C XJA004 1 DINSI LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
X~IRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN. VD 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT ~F ELEVDN ~N AMPLIFICATIDN FACTDR, JETS N51,N85 
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DATA SET SYM8a~ CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA033l ~ OINSI LARC CFHT lie CMA-22l 
CSJA034:) CINes LARC CFHT 118 (M"h-22] (xJII004) OtNS! l.ARC CFHT 118 (Hi\-22) 
























































SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 916 • S800 INCHES 
XMf~P 1076 .7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OATh SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






















SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 4'14.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. ya 
ZMRP 37S • 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACT~R, JETS N51.N85 
















































































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
"REF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VHRP .0000 IN. VO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA033 J ~ DINS! LARC CFHT 118 Wh-22J 
CSJA034 J DIN8S LARC CFHT lIB tHA-22J 
CXJA004 1 DINSI LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C XJAOOS 1 DINBS . LARC CFHT 118 tHA-22J 
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SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
nlRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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FIGURE 54. EFFECT GF ELEVGN G~ AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. JETS N51.N85 
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DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C 5JA033) ~ OINSI LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 
C SJA034) OINSS LARC CrHT 118 (MA-22J (XJAOC4 J DINSI LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 









































SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 174.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 37S .0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















OlN51 LARe CFHT liB (MA-221 
OINSS LARC CFHT lIB (MA-221 
OINSI LhRC CFHT 118 Cl1A-221 



























REFERENCE INFORMA nON 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 





SREF 2590 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES C SJA033 1 ~ 01N51 LARC CFHT I Ie CMA-22l 

















BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XI<RP 1075.7000 IN. ~O C XJAOOS) 01N85 LARC CFHT He CHA-22) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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OATh SET SYMBOk CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ~03S I 8 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 119 (HA-221 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t SJA035 1 B OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-22l 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
C SJA03S ) B ClN79N7B LARC CFHT 118CMA-22) 
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OAT~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA035 1 B 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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O~TA SET SYHaC~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA ,SET SVMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA03S 1 8 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22J 
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OATA SET SYr1SCL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA035 ) 8 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT lie CHA-22) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA035 1 B 011'1791'178 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!ON DESCRIPTION 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJA03S 1 B 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 Cl1A-22l 
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OhTA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJhD35 ) B 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
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OhTh SET SVH~CL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTICN 
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OATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CON,IGURAT[ON DESCR[PTION 
(SJA035) B OIN79N7B LARC C,HT I [B (MA-22) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATASET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DhT~ SET SYMB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 














































































SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ON AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N84 
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DATA SET SYMBOL ~o~tGURATtON DESCRIPTION 
C SJA037 1 8 OWB4 L;,RC CFHT liB CHA-22l (XJAOll J OWB4 LARC CFHT 1 JB (MA-22) 
































SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 j NCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xe 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRI~TION 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N84 (C)ALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 1119 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 




























































SREF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 935.5800 INCHES 
XMRP 1075.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ~037 l 8 01l<lB4 LARC CFHT liS CMA-22l 




































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZC 
SC~Lf. .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACT~R, JETS N84 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 11?1 










































DhTh SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA037 1 8 OINB4 LARC CFHT 11B CMh-22l 














SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936 .6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IfI. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZftRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ElEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACmR, JETS N84 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 






















SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.8000 WCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT (jF ELEV(jN (jN AMPLIFICATWN FACT(jR, JETS N84 
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D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA037 1 B DlN84 LARC CFHT lie CMh-22l 






































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936,6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT BF ELEVBN BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR, JETS N84 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CON!'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJh037 ) 8 OlN84 LhRC CFHT liB nlh-22) 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 













FIGURE 57. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N84 
C01ALPHA = 20.00 













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA037) B 0lN84 LARC CFHT 118 ("A-22) 




































SREF 2690.0000 So.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YI1RP .0000 IN. vo 
ZMRP 375.00Do IN. zo 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GNAMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N84 
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DAT~ SET S1M80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJM37) 8 OlN84 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 








































SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT GF ELEVGN GN AMPLIFICATWN FACTGR, JETS N84 
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DATA SET SYMBOL C~NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA037) B OlNB4 LARC CFHT liB (11'.-22) (XJADII ) OlNB4 LARC CFHT 118 (I1A-22) 
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5REF 2690.0000 5o.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO· INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT 0F ELEV0N 0N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT0R, JETS N84 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT OF ELEVON ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N84 
CC)ALPHA = 10.00 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 









































DAn SET SYMBOL CCNFlGURhHCN DESCRIPTION 
C S,1A037 1 8 CINB4 LARC C'HT liB (HA-221 ( XJ AD 11 ) 0 I NBIl LI\RC CFt-IT 11 B {MA-22) 
1..2 




























BETA REFERENCE INFG~HATICN 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
,DOD LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6BOo INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
Zf1RP 375.0000 IN. ZD 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV3N ~N AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R, JETS N84 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTlON DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFORHhTI~N 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XI1RP 1076 .7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SChLE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N84 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 1131 










































DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(SJA037) '8 OlN81 LARC CFHT liB [Hh-22) 



































REFERENCE iNFORI1h TlON 
SREF 2GaO.nooo SO.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO iNCHES 
8REF 936.S800 INC:4ES 
xtmp 1076.7000 IN. X~ 
VI1RP .0000 IN. V~ 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACmR~JETS N84 









Dnh SET SYHBO~ CO~!FIGURhT!aN OESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP BETA REFERE;.CE INFORMhTlON 
C SJA037 ) 8 OtNB4 ~ARC CFHT liB CMA-22l 
C XJAOlI ) OlNB4 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l -30.000 2.000 .000 .000 .000 2.000 .000 .000 
SREF 2690 .0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 474 .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 93B .6800 INCHES 
. XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xc 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACT~R, JETS N84 -~ 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIr.URhTION DESCRIPTION 





























SREF 2690.0000 sa ,FT, • 
LREF 474.8000 INCIlES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YI1RP • 0000 [N. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 [N. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT GF ELEVBN BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. JETS N84 


















































DhTh SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • LREF 474 .8000 INCHES BP.EF 936. S800 INCHES XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO YMR? .0000 IN. YO ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYI190L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA037 1 B OlN84 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 57. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N84 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLhP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C GJhMI! OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 [Mh-22J [GJAB41 ! OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22J 
C GJA041! ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22! 
'"'CGJh042 I OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 [Mh-22J ~[GJM42 J OlN79 LhRC CFHT liB rMh-22J 
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I 
10.000 1.000 .000 47.500 SREF 10.000 1.000 .000 95.000 LREF 10.000 1.000 .000 190.000 8REF 
-30.000 1.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 
-30.000 1.000 .000 95.000 YMRP 
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2690.0000 Sa.FT. 474.8000 INCHES 936.6800 INCHES 1076.7000 IN. XO 



















































































































BOFLAP T/QA-l REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJM41l DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l C GJA041l ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
. ,..., (GJAB4! 1 DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l (GJA042l DIN79 LARC CFHT ! 18 (HA-22l 
';;:;(GJhA42l DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 


























BDFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORI1HION 
.000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 58. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACTGR, ELEV~N=10, AND -3D, N79 JET 
CAlMACH = 10.33 














































(GJh041 1 (GJM411 












DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 n1A-221 
DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 .(MA-22l 
DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
Dlm9 LhRC CFHT liB (Mh-22l 
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'" I:l b 
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10.000 1.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 1.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
10.000 1.000 .000 190.000 BREF 
-30.000 I .000 ,ODD 47.500 XHRP 
-30.000 1.000 .000 95.000 YMRP 
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FIGURE 58. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=10, AND -30, N79 JET 




1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YD 

















OhTA SET SYH80~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJh04l 1 i 01N79 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 C GJM41 1 0lN79 L~RC CFHT 118 CMh-221 (GJhB4Il 01N79 LhRC CFHT 118 CM~-221 C GJA042 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP 10.000 1.000 .000 10.000 I.OOJ .000 10.000 1.000 .000 
-30.000 1.000 .000 1.000 .000 
TlOA-1 REFERENCE INFO~HATION 
47.500 SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
C GJM42 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-221 
...., C GJA842 1 D OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-221 -30.000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP T/DA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C GJA041) i DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CM, A-22) C GJAMI ) DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (GJA811 ) DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (GJA042I DIN7S LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (GJAA42 I DIN7S LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 t;: (GJAB42 ) D DIN7S LARC CFHT lIB (MA-221 
(J) 
'-' 































































10.000 1.000 ,000 47.S00 SREF 
10.000 1.000 .000 SS.OOO LREF 
10.000 1.000 .000 190.000 BREF 
-30.000 1.000 .000 47.500 XMRP 
-30.000 I .000 .000 95.000 YMRP 
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FIGURE 58. DELTA AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R, ELEV0N=10, AND -3D. N79 JET 




1076.7000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP T/GA-I REFERENCE INFORI1hTlON 
C GJA043l ~ OlN49 LARe CFHT 118 CMA-22l C GJM43 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
CGJA8431 0lN49 LARe CFHT 118 CHA-221 
:":,CGJA044l 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
~ C GJAA441 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 



























































2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
2.000 .000 190.000 8REF 
2.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 
2.000 .000 95.000 YHRP 
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FIGURE 59. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. ELEVON=10. AND -30. N49 JETS 




1076.7000 IN. xo 
.0000 IN. YO 





























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJA043 J i 01N49 L. ARC CFHT 1.19 (MA-22) (SJM43 l 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
(GJAB43 l 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJh044 l 0lN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22) 
(GJAM4 l 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
(GJABHl D 01N'19 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22l 





























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 47~ .8000 iNCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 275. 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 59. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=10, AND -3D. N49 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1144 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C GJh043 1 ~ OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-221 C GJM43 1 OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-221 
CGJhB431 0lN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-221 
r'>C GJh044 1 0lN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
lJ..CGJM441 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 






























































































SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.8000 lNCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN, XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
















ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 59. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, ELEVON=10, AND -30, N49 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10,33 PAGE 1145 
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DATA SET SYMa~L CONFIGURATION OESCR1PTION 
C GJA043) ~ OIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
C GJM43 ) OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22) 
C GJAB43) OlN49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) (GJAOH) DIN49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) 





















































5REF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF .; 74 ~eaoo INCHES 
BREF 930.6800 INCHES 
XMRP le76. 7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 59. DELTA AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. ELEVBN=lO. AND -3D. N49 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1146 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVCN NO.JET BDFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATI~N 
(GJh043 l ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l CGJhA43l CIN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
C GJh843l OlN49 LARC CFHT liB CMA-22) 
C GJAOH ) OlN49 LARC CFHT liB Cl1A-22) 
C GJhh44 : OlN49 LARC CFHT liB CMA-22) 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
10.000 2.000 .000 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YD 
,.., C GJAB44 ) D CIN49, LARC CFHT liB CMA-22) 
-30.000 2.000 .000 190.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 7.0 
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FIGURE 59. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. ELEV~N=10, AND -30, N49 JETS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFGRI1ATlON 
C GJA043 l ~ DIN49 LARC CFHT 118 CI1A-22l C GJAA4.3 l DIN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l (.GJA843 l 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l (GJA044 l 01N4S LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
CGJAA4,.4) O:N~9 L .... RC' CFHT 118 (!~A-'22) j2CGJA844l D m'HS LARe CFHT lIS (HA-22l 
(J) 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 S5.00D LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
10.000 2.000 .000 ISO.OOO 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
-3D.OCO 2.000 .COD 95.000 YXRP .0000 IN. YO 
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>-< -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 59. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACTGR. ELEVGN=10, AND -30, N49 JETS 
CAJMACH 10.33 PAGE 1148 
'--' 
" l ~:f:W'" :us A= = .... 1='-> ~~¥-="..,~~... ~ __ <. 











, DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJM45) OlNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l C GJA045) ~ OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l (GJAB45l OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-2?l 
'"'c GJA046 I OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 ~C GJM46 I OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 Ci1A-221 














































































.. .. .... .. .. ... . .... " .. ... . ... . .... 
NO.JET 8CFLAP T/OA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
3.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
3.000 .000 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
3.000 ,000 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
3.000 .000 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. yo 
3.000 .000 190.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 








~ ~ -l~ 
~ ~ 
~ D 
.... , ... . . . . . ... .... , . . . . , .. .. .. .... .... ... , .... II .. 
" " " .. 
Z 
~ -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 60. DELTA AMPLIFICATI6N FACT6R, ELEV6N=10, AND -30, N83 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1149 















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEveN NO.JET 80FLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE ,I NFGRHA TI eN 
(GJA0451 ~ OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 (GJM451 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-2:21 (GJA8451 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (GJA046) OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (GJAMS 1 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (GJAB461 D OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
.9 
.8 

























3.000 .000 47.500 5REF 
3.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
3.000 .000 190.000 eREF 
3.000 .000 47.500 XMRP 
3.000 .000 95.000 VHRP 







-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 60. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. ELEVGN=10, AND -30, N83 JETS 





'076.7000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. VO 
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/ . ~'" \ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJA0451 ~ OIN.93 LARC CFHT 118 (I1A-221 . (GJM45) OlNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
..... t GJA845 J DINB3 LARC CFHT 11B tHA-22J 
t GJh046 J DINB3 LARC CFHT liB tHA-22l 
ll-CGJM46l 0lNB3 LARC CFHT liB tHh-22l 
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ll-























































BDFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 






SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936,6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 iN. XI) 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 










r5 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
~ ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
~ . FIGURE 60. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACWR. ELEV(jN=10, AND -3D. N83 JETS 
~ CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1151 























































DATA SET SYMBOL CON~lGURATICN ~ESCRIPTtCN 
C GJAO.5l ~ CINB3 LhRC CFHT liB CHh-22l (GJAA4S) CJINB3 L"RC CF'HT lIB (NA-22) 
t S~AB4S) CllN83 l"RC Cr"4T 118 (I1A-22) 
: ::J"Oti6) DIN83 L"RC CFHT 116 fMA-22) 
CGJAA46) OlNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 lHh-22l 
































































SREF 2690.aouo SO.FT, 
LREF 474.6000 INCHES 
BREF 936,r ·00 INCHES 
XHRP 1076 'JOD IN. >O:,j 
YHRP 00000 IN. YC; 
Zr·1RP .... 5. 0000 .i.:~.:0 
SCALE ,0100 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE elF A TT ACI~. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 60. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, ELEVGN=10, AND -30, N83 JETS 
CA1MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1152 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJh04,l ~ OlNe3 LARC CFHT 118 CMA~22l CGJM4,l CINB3 LARC CFHT liB CMA-~2l 
CGJAB4" CINB3 LARC CFHT liB C11A-22l 
C GJA046l DINB3 LARC CFHT IlB CMA-22l 
C GJAM6l CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
,.... C GJhB46 1 D CIN83 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
::E 






































































ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP TIQA-I 
10.000 3.000 .000 47.,00 
10.000 3'.000 .000 95.000 
10.000 3.000 .000 190.000 
-30.000 3.000 .000 47.500 
-30.000 3.000 .000 9'.000 






0 10 20 30 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
~-
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.uullO SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 





FIGURE 60. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. ELEVON=lQ. AND -30. N83 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1153 
..... ,) 
", ":--
~'" '0 .-Mft::t _,;"'~y,~ .. u ___ :......-_~_._. &: ~!>lS'- "'.~ ... ~.~UE:~;.?'~~ _1"lI ;'----.---.-.---.---~~.---.~.~.-----' 
i 
L 
OATh SET SYMSi;1L CONF'H~UFtATlCN DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BoFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORfihTlGN 


































































10.000 3.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 3.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
10.000 S.OOO .000 190.000 BREF 
-30.000 3.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 
-30.000 S.OOO .000 95.000 YHRP 










-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 60. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, ELEVGN=10, AND -30. N83 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 
----------------~--------
2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
474.8000 INCHES 
938.6800 INCKES 
1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. ya 









DATA SET SYH80~ CaNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E~EVON NO.JET 8DF~AP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(GJAM71 DINSI ~ARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJA047l i OINSI ~ARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJAB47l DINSI ~ARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
,.... C GJA048 l OINSI LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
lLCGJAM8l DIN51 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 


































































10.000 4.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 4.000 .000 95.000 ~REF 
10.000 4.000 .000 127.700 8REF 
-30.000 4.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 
-30.000 4.000 .000 95.000 YHRP 
-30.000 4.000 .000 127.700 ZHRP SCALE 
• 
~--'. - .~ ~ 





-< -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE eF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 61. DELTA AMPLIFfCATIeN FACTeR. ELEVeN=10. AND -3D. N51 JETS 




1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTIGN ELEVON NO.JET 80FLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFGRHATIGN 
C GJA047) 
CGJM47I 
C GJAB47 I 

















DINSI LARC CFHT lIB CMA-221 10.000 4.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
DIN,I LARC CFHT 118 l~A-221 10.000 4.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
DINSI LARC CFHT lIB CMA-221 10.000 4.000 .000 127.700 8REF 
DINSl LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 -30.000 '1.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 
OINSI LARC CFHT. 118 CI1h-22) -30.000 4.000 .000 95.000 YHRP 







-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE 0F ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 61. DELTA AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. ELEVBN=10. AND -3D. N51 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 
\ -'.I 
2690.0000 SO.FT • 
474.8000 INCHES 
936.6800 INCHES 
1076.7000 IN. XG 
.0000 IN. YO 











l ...... e=e:--: .. - F. ..~t:o!=, t:" ...... .., _, .... _,..---., _____ ~~ _____ ~ ___ ~ __ ~ ____ ~,_~~,. 
_~ __ .~~~c_.___"" ••• ~ ____ •• ___ ~_~ ....... _ •.. , __ .,_ , •• c. ______ ,_ ~' 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DES~RIPTION ELEVON 1I0.JET 80FLhP TlGh-1 REFERENCE INFORlihTlON 
(GJAM7) " DINSI LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 (GJA047) ~ OINSI LARC CFH' 118 CMA-22) (GJA847) DINSI LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 i.' (GJA048 ) OINSI LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
..... (GJM481 DINSI LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 


































































10.000 4.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 4.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
10.000 4.000 .000 127.700 8REF 
-30.000 4.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 
-30.0eo 4.000 .000 95.000 YHRP 
-30.000 4.000 .000 127.700 ZHRP 
SCALE 












-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE CJF A TT ACt" ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 61. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, ELEVON=10, AND -3~, N51 JETS 




1076.7000 IN. XO 
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OATA SET SYH90~ CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFlAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION (GJAO.J7 ) ~ GINSI LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22) 10.000 4.000 ,000 47.500 SREF 2G90.COOO SG.FT. (GJM47 ) DINSI LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) 10.000 4.000 ,ODD 95.000 LREF 174.8000 INCHES e GJAB47 ] DINSI LARC (FHT liB eMA-22) 10.000 4.000 .000 127.700 SREF 936.6800 INCHES ( GJA048l DINSI tARC t,'HT 118 [HA-22] -30.000 4.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC [ GJM48] OINSI LARC CFhT 118 [MA-22l -30.000 4.000 .000 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO [GJAB48 1 D DINSI LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l -30.000 4.000 .000 127.700 ZHRi".) 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 61. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=10, AND -30. N51 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1158 
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DhTh SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI~TION ELEVGN NO.JET BOr:LhP T/Qh-1 REFERENCE INFDRMhTION 
(GJh047) ~ OINSI LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 (GJM471 DIN51 LhRC CFHT 118 CI1h-221 (GJhB471 DINSI LhRC CFHT liB CI1h-221 (GJW48) DINSI LhRC CFHT lIB (Hh-22) 
10.000 4.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 
10.000 4.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 
10.000 4.000 .000 127.700 BREF 936.6BOO 
-30.000 4.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 
.0000 (GJM481 0lN51 LhRC CFHT lIB (Hh-22) 
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-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 








(AJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1159 
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O~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CGJ~047 J ~ OlN51 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J C GJAM7 J DINS! LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22J 
C GJAB47 J DINS! LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22J 
C GJA048 ) DINSI LARC CFHT liS CMA-22) 
C GJAh48) OINSI LARC ('HT t 18 CMA-22J 




























































































aOFLAP T/QA-! REFERENCE INFDRHATION 
• 000 ~7 .500 
.000 S:5.000 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.eooo INCHEG 
,000 127,700 BREF 93G • G800 I NCHf;S 
.000 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 95,000 YMRP ,0000 IN. YO 






...... -30 -20 -10 o. 10 .• 20' 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 61. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACTGR, ELEVBN=10, AND -30, N51 JETS 













DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJAMS) CINBS LARC CFHT Iia CHA-221 C GJA049 I ~ CINe5 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 (GJhB49) ClNBS LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
"-'lL. (GJhOSC ) CINBS LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
CGJM501 CINBS LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
























































































SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 


















-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 62. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, ELEVQN=10, AND -30, N85 JETS 





















































OAT' SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEveN NO.JET BDFLAP T/CA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
( GJh349l ( GJM49 1 
I GJA849) 
I GJAO,O ) 
I GJAh50) 


















OINas LARC CFHT !19 tMA-22l 10.000 2.000 .000 47.S00 5REF 
OINas LARC crHT liB (MA-221 10.000 2.000 .000 9S.000 LREF 
OINas LARC CFrlT liB IMA-'2) 10.000 2.000 .000 190.000 8REF 
OINSS LARC CFYT lIB IHA-22) -30.000 2.000 .000 47.,00 XHRP 
OlNS5 LoRC CFrlT '18 IMA-22) -30.000 2.000 .000 9,.000 YMRP 





..: F-- -...l 
--, 
.. 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 62. DELTA AMPLIFICATIfjN FACTClR, ELEV(jN=lO, AND -30, N85 JETS 






1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YB 
375.0000 IN. ZD 
.0100 















DATA SET SYMBOL CCN.IGURATICN DESCRIPTION ELEVCN NO.JET 80.LAP T/OA-I RE.ERENCE IN.ORHATION 
CGJAMSI CIN8S LARa CFHT liS CHA-221 C GJA04S I i CIN8S LARa C.HT 118 CMA-221 
C GJAB49 I CIN8S LARC CFHT liS CHA-221 
r'> C GJA050 I DIN8S LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
l.l.< C GJM50 I DIN8S LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 








































































10.000 2.000 .000 47.S00 SREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 S5.000 LRE. 
10.000 2.000 .000 ISO.OOO BREF 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.S00 XMRP 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 VMRP 
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-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 62. DELTA AMPLIFlCATWN FACTBR. ELEVBN=10. AND -30, N8S JETS 




1076.7000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. VA 


























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOFL~P T/Qh-I REFERENCE INFORMATION (GJA049 ) i CliNes LhRC CFHT 118 (I1A-22)· 10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 (GJM49 ) CIN85 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 (GJAB49 ) DIN8S LhRC CFHT 118 (l1h-22) 10.000 2.000 .000 190.000 [GJhOSQ) OINSS LhRC CFHT 118 [Mh-22) -30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 (GJM50 J OINSS LhRC CFHT liB (I1A-22) 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 [GJAB50 ) D OINSS LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
-30.000 2.000 .000 190.000 
SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
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DATA SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION E~EveN NO.JET BDFLAP T/OA-I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(GJA049 I ~ O.lNBS ~ARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 C GJM49 I CINBS LARe CFHT 118 CMA-221 (GJAB491 DINBS LARe CFHT 1[8 (MA-221 (GJAOSO I DINBS LARe CFHT 118 (MA-221 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 ~REF 
10.000 2.000 .000 190.000 8REF 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XHRP (GJMSO I OIN8S LARe CFHT 118 (MA-221 
...., (GJA850 I D DINBS LARe CFHT 118 (MA-221 -30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YHRP 




































































-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 62. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=10, AND -3D. N85 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 
2690.0000 50 .FT. 
474.BOOO INCHES 
936.6800 INCHES 
1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
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l\ 
DATA SET SYMBOL CD:~FIGURATJD~ OESCRIPTlO~ ELEVClN Ncr .JET BOFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C GJAM9 ) OHleS LARC CFHT II B CMA-22) C GJAB49 1 OINBS LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 C GJA050 1 OlNBS LARC CFHT 118 CliA-221 
(GJA.049) ~ O,NBS LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) 
,.... (GJM:;O 1 _. (:JIN8S LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 

























































10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 10.000 2.000 .000 190.000 SREF 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XMRP 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YMRP 
-30.000 2.000 .000 190.000 ZMRP . 
SCALE 
. 















1076.7000 IN. XO 
,DODD IN. YO 






















(GJM51 ) 01N79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
DhTA SET SYH80" CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(GJh051) i 01N79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
(GJA851 ) 01N79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
;,'CGJA052) CIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22J 
~ (GJM52 J 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J 

















































































8DFLAP T/Qh-l REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
.000 95.000 . LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.oor 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.00tl 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 63. DELTAAMPLIFICATWN FACT~R, ELEV~N=10, AND -30,N79N78JETS 





















































DATA seT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJAOSI] ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22] {GJMSI ] OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 {MA-22] 
{GJABSI ] OlN79N7B LARC CFHT lIS {HA-22] (GJAOS2] OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liS eMA-22] 
(GJAA52) 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 




















-.2 I!.' I· 
-.3 3· ~ 
































SREF 2690.0000 Srl.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .OOCO IN. YO 






-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 63. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, ELEVON=10. AND -3D, N79N78 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1168 
/ 




DAn SET 5vN80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJM51 I OlN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) C GJA051 I ~ 0IN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
CGJA851 I OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 
::' C GJA052 J OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liB CHA-22J 










































































ELEVON NO.JET 80FLAP TlGA-1 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
10.000 2.000 .000 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
-:lO.ODO 2.000 .000 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
-30.000 2.000 .000 190.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 
Hil 1101 1111 
"" 
lin IlTi 1111 ITf 'HT fill!,!!' 
-















-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 63. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, ELEVGN=10, AND -3D. N79N78 JETS 


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJAOSI) ~ OIN79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) (GJMSI ) 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) (GJA8S1) 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
(G,fAOS2) 0lmaN7B LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (GJAAS2) 0lN79N78 I. ARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 





































80FLAP T/QA-l REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 47.500 
.000 95.000 




SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 






-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 63. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. ELEVGN=10. AND -30, N:8N78 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1170 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
(GJA051 l ~ 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (GJM5Il OlN79N78 loARC CI'HT lIB (HA-22l (GJA85Il OIN79,79 loARC CI'HT 118 (11A-22l (GJA052 l OIN79N78 loARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22l (GJAh52l OlN79N78 LARC CI'HT lIB CHA-22l 











































































NO ,JET BOFLhP T/oA-1 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.000 .000 ~7.5DO SREF 2690.0000 So.FT. 
2.000 .000 95,000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
2.000 .000 190.000 BREI' 936.6800 INCHES 
2.000 .000 47.500 XMR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 .000 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
2.000 .000 190.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .oroo 
, 
. 
-__ .... ,.. 4 ~ 
.. 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE OF A TT ACI{, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 63. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACWR, ELEVGN=10, AND -30,N79N78 JETS 
(,\)I'lt,CH '" 10.33 PI\GE 1171 
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DATA SET SVI1BOL CONI'tGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
(GJII051') i CIN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (GJ"5Il OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (GJAB5l ) OlN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 









SHEF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
lREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF' 936.6900 1 NCHES 
Xl1RP 1076.7000 IN. XO 






















YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZD 





















































1.01: I I II I I I I I I I I I I I H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H 
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.61: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
.4~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H 
.21: I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
ollllllllll~~! +·t~~ III·+~ 11-111111 
- .21: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I J 
-.4P I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
- .61: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
-.8R I I I I I I I 'I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H 
-l.ot I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H 
-1.2-H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
-!.4r I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~ 
-1.6]: I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I H I I I I I I I I I I I I-H 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
fIGURE 63. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=10, AND -30, N79N78 JETS 
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1172 




____ - __ .0 
., 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CGJh053 1 ~ C GJhh53 1 
C GJAB53 1 










--l 2. < 
:;: 
0:: 





























OINBSN~O LhRC CFHT !18 CMh-221 
OlN8S'450 LhRC CFHT !!B CMh-221 
OlN85NSO LhRC CFHT lIB CMh-221 
OlNr~5N50 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
Ol~j85N50 LhRC CFHT liB CHh-221 






























BDFLhP T/Ch-! REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 41.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 93.000 LREF 414.BOOO INCHES· 
.000 127.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 47.S00 XHRP 1076.7000 IN, XO 
.000 9S.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VO 
.000 127.700 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SChLE .0100 
lUI lin ~ 
" : 
"- r-.. t-- r-. 
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H -30 -2Q -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 64. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=lO, AND -30. N50N85 JETS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON'IGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLhP T/Qh-1 REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
C GJhOS3 ) i 0lNB5N50 LhRC CFHT 118 CHh-22) 10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C GJh .... !,53 1 OlN85N50 L/IRC CFHT 118 [f'}A-22) 10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES C GJhBS31 01NBSNSO LIIRC CFHT 118 CMh-22J 10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES l-.. ' C GJh054 1 01N85NSO LARC CFHT 118 nth-22l -30.COO 2.000 .000 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO {GJM54 1 CIN85NSO LhRC CFHT 118 CHh-22l -30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO (GJ'B54 ) D OINBSNSO LhRC CFMT 118 (Hh-22l -30.000 2.000 .000 127.700 2MR? 375.0000 IN. 20 SCALE .0100 
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-30 .-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 64. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACTBR, ELEVBN=lO, AND -3D. N50N85 JETS 
{A JMACH = 10;33 PAGE 1174 
:;, 
':" 
J"ilXt tEU:::!!l ,""1 !!> . "'l!'i _"'~.'~ ____ , _____ • ____ _ 
)) 
.=Y 
-----~.--.--"---' -.-.--~ .. -.• - •• -~ .. ----- ._-,.;/j 
.-.. .... ; 
(GJM531 DIN85N50 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJAOS31 ~ 01N85NSO LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
(GJAB531 01N85N50 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
~CGJA054 J OlNB5N50 LARC CFHT 1t8 CHA-221 
:::CGJM541 01NBSNSO LARC CFHT lIB CHA-221 





















































































NO.JET BDFLAP T/CA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.000 .000 41.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
2.000 .000 127.700 BREF 936.6BoO INCHES 
2.000 .000 47.S00 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 .000 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 














-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
U 
Z 
FIGURE 64. DELTA AMPLIFICATIDN FACTQR. ELEVDN~10. AND -30, N50N85 JETS 
- CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1175 
k -. ==2_ '"= """"'__ .c~_.~~,~~~. __ . ______ ~ 

























































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJhD531 ~ OlNB5N5D LhRC CFHT 118 CMh~221 
C GJMS31 OlN8SNSO LARC CFHT 118CMh-221 
C GJABS3 J OlN8SN50 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
C GJAOS4 J OINBSNSO LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
C GJMS4 J OlNB5NSO LARC L"HT 118 CMA-22J 







































. . , , . . . . .... 
BOFLAP T/QA-I 






. . . . .. .. .. " ,'" .... 1 .... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 37S.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
1111 n., ." 
r 
.... .... .... ,,,. " .. '''' 
,II! ", 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE c:JF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 64. DELTAAMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. ELEYBN=10, AND -30, N50N85 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1176 
r--
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·'., ,> •• '-_., 
OATh SET SV1180~ CONFIGURATlCN OESCRIPTION E~EVON 
NO.JET eDF~AP T/OA-I REFEREI~CE INFORMATION 
(GJAOS3] ~ OINSSNSO ~ARC CFHT 118 (HA-22] (GJMS31 OINBSNSO LhRC CFHT liS (MA-Z2] (GJASS3] OINBSN50 LhRC CFHT 118 (1'11.-22) (GJAOS41 OlN8SNSO LoRC CFHT 118 CHh-221 
C GJMS4 1 01NBSNSO LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 5a.FT
. 
10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES
 
10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 8REF 936.6800 INCHES
 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XI'IRP 1076.7000 IN. xo
 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN
. YO 
,..,CGJh8S41 D OINBSNSO LARC CFHT liB CHh-221 -30.000 2.000 .00
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-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 64. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACTGR. ELEV~N=lO, AND -3D. N50N85 JETS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(GJA053l i (GJM53l (GJAB53 1 ( GJA054l (GJM54I u:: ( GJA854 l D 
CJ) 
'-' 


























































C1N8SNSO LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
OlN85N50 LARCCFHT 118 (MA-22l 
OlM85N50 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
ClN8SNSO LARC CFHT liB (NA-221 
0lN85NSO LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 









ELEVON NO.JET 80FLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 474.8000 I NCHF.S 
10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
-30.000 2.000 ,000 47.S00 XI1RP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
-30.000 2.000 .000 127.700 Zl1RP 375.0000 IN. ZD 
SCALE .ClOO 











ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 64. DELTA AMPLIFICATI0N FACT~R, ELEV0N=10, AND -3D. N50N85 JETS 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONF!GURAT(CN DESCRIPTION 
C GJMSS J ClINB4 LARC CI'HT liB CMh-22) 'GJh05S 1 i OlNB4 LARC CFHT 118 CNA-221 
C GJABSS 1 OiNB4 LhRC C"HT 118 CMh-221 
...... I J.. C GJAO;;61 OlN84 LARC CFHT lIB CNh-221 (GJM5S 1 OlNB4 LhRC CFHT liB CHh-221 





























































. §i .. -~ 
I ........ 'j ~ 
....... 
BDFLAP T/OA-I 























SREF 2690.0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREI' 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XCI 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZCI 
SChLE .0100 
Z 
~ -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 65. DELTA AMPLIFICATreN rACTeR. ELEveN=10. AND -3D. N84 JETS 
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DATA SET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP TIGA-I REFERENCE INFORHATION 


















-30 -La -10 a 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 65. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACT~R, ELEV~N=lO, AND -30. N84 JETS 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO .JET 8DFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(GJM55) OlN84 L~RC CFHT lIB CMA-22) (GJA0551 i OlN84 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
t GJ~B5S ) OlNB4 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22) 
r->lL. C GJA056) 01NB4 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) (GJAAS6) OlNB4 LARC CFHT liB CH~-221 






































































10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 9S.000 LREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 8REF 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.S00 XMRP 
-30.000 2.000 .000 9S.000 YHRP 
-30.000 2.000 .000 127.700 ZMRP 
SCALE 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 65. DELTA AMPLIFICATleN FACTeR. ELEVeN=10. AND -30, N84 JETS 




1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
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C GJA055 1 ~ OlN84 LhRC CFHT lIB CMA-22l 10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF CGJM55 1 OlN84 LhRC CFHT lIB CMA-22l 10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF C GJhB55 1 OlN84 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-221 10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 BREF C GJA056 1 0lNB4 LARC CFHT 118 (M.\-22) -30.000 ~.OOO .000 47.500 XNRP (GJAA56 ) 0lNB4 LARC CFHT liB (Mh-22) -30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YNRP 















-3.0 -- - ---- . -- -
-3.5 
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 65. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, ELEV~N=lO, AND -30, N84 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 




1076.7000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
375.0000 IN. ZO 
.0100 








DATA SET SYMBe" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BOF"~P T/QA-I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(GJ~05Sl ~ 0lNB4 L~RC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C GJAA5Sl CIN84 L~RC CFHT 118 CM~-22l 
(GJ~855 1 CINB4 L~RC CFHT 118 CMA-22l (GJA056 ) OlNB4 "~RC CFHT 118 (M~-22l 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 SS.OOO LREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 BREF 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.500 XMRP 
-30.000 2.000 .000 95.000 YMRP (GJAA56) OlNB4 L~RC CFHT liB (MA-22) 




































































-4 ~ .J 1 ' . ~ 
,-- -
-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 
ANGLE BF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 65. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R; ELEV~N=10, AND -3D. N84 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 
2690.0000 SO.FT. 
474.8000 . INCHES 
936.6800 INCHES 
1076.7000 IN. XC 
.0000 IN. YO 
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iY!!, 
Oh T A SET S""BOL CONn GURA Tl ON DESCR I PTlON ELEVON NO.JET BOl'LAP T/OA-l REFERENCE INI'ORMATION 
( GJAOSS J ~ 01N84 LARC CI'HT 118 (Hh-221 (GJMS5 J OlN84 LARC CI'HT 118 (HA-22J (GJABSS 1 OlN84 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (GJA056 J 0lN84 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
10.000 2.000 .000 47.500 SREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 95.000 LREF 
10.000 2.000 .000 127.700 BREI' 
-30.000 2.000 .000 47.S00 XHRP ( GJMSS 1 OlN81 LARC CI'HT 118 (HA-,21 G: (GJA85S) D 0lN81 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J -30.000 2.000 .GOO 95.000 YHRP -30.000 2.000 .000 127.700 2MRP 
SCALE (f) 
..... 
































































~ uu . I 
-1.6 
-3D -20 -10 0 10 20 3D 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 65. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. ELEVON=10, AND -30, N84 JETS 




1076.7000 IN. XO 
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DATA SET SYNBO" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJMS7) DIN79 "hRC CFHT 118 CHA-22l (GJA057) i DIN79 "hRC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
CGJAB57) DIN79 "ARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 
'"'CGJAOS8) DIN79 "ARC CFHT 118 INh-22) 
LLZIGJAASB) OIN73 "ARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
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~ r:::. p 
1'>1 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
"REF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YD 





-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 66. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. BGDYFLAP=13,75, AND -14.25. N79 JET 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1185 
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OhTh SET SYM80L CON,lGURAtlON DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET 80J'LAP T/OA-l REJ'EREN~E IN,ORMATI0N 
CGJ,o.OS7) ~ OlN79 LARC CF'HT lIB (Hh-22) (GJAh57) CIN?9 LA~C CFHT 118 (HA-22) (GJABS71 OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) 
tGJA058I 0IN79 LARC CJ'HT 118 tHA-22l 
t GJAA58 l 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 tHh-22J 
t GJ~858 J D 0lm9 LARe CJ'HT lI8 (MA-22l 
.000 1.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 So.FT. / .. .000 1.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474~eooo INCHES 
.000 1.000 13.750 190.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 -14 .250 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
.000 1.000 -14.250 95.000 Y/1RP .0000 IN. VO 
.000 1.000 -14.250 190.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGl:JRC 66. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACTBR, BBDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N79 JET 
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1186 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI~N DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.':::T 80Fl.AP T/QA-I REFERENCE I NI'GRI1AT I ON 
(GJAA57l OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJA057 1 i DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJAB57l· DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l i.' (GJA05B 1 01'<79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 













































































- - -- --
.000 1.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 
.000 1.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 414.8000 
.000 1.000 13.750 190.000 8REF 936.6BOO 
.000 1.000 -14.250 41.500 XMRP 1076.1000 
.000 1.000 -14.250 95.000 YMRP .0000 
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE G6. DELTA At-1PLlFICi\TWN FACTGR. B(JDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14,25. N79 JET 
(/. }"1;\Ci~~ 10.33 PAGE 


























DATA SET SYMBOL 











































OlN79 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l 
01N79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
0lN79 LARC CF<T 118 CMA-;?21 
0lN79 LARC C>HT 118 (HA-221 
01N19 LARC CFyr 118 CHA-22l 










ELEYQN NO.JET 80FLA~ T/QA-I REFERENCE rWORHATlIlN 
.000 1.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
.000 1.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 1.000 13.750 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 1.000 -14 .250 .7.500 XflRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 1.000 -14.250 95.000 VMRP .0000 IN. VO 
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FIGURE 66. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, B~DYFLAP=13.75. AND -14.25, N79 JET 
(AJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1188 
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DAIA SEY SV~iecL CGlr-mUR,WWN DESCRIPTION 
(GJ,',OS7) [CIH79 LARC CFHT I IS (l1A-22] (GJf,.'S1' C:iJ7S Lt,RC CFHT I!B ntA-22) 
C GJII9S7') OlN7S LARC CFHT 118 (i1A-.l2) (GJA058) OIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22] 
(G~AA5B) OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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Ncr.JET BDFLAP T/Q"-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2990.0000 SO.FT. 
1.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
1.000 13.750 190.000 aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
1.000 -14 .250 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xO 
1.000 -14 .250 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 66. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, BGDYFLAP=13,75. AND -14,25. N79 JET 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1189 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON"IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(GJA057) ~ CIlN79 LARC C"HT 118 (f1A-22l (GJM57) DIN79 LARC C"HT 118 (HA-22l (GJA857 l OlN79 LARC CFHr 118 tHA-22l (GJA058l OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) (GJM58) DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP • 0000 IN. yo 
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FIGURE 66. DELTA AMPLIFICATWN FACT(jR, BODYFLAP=13.75. AND -14.25, N79 JET 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJM591 OlN49 lARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 . C GJA0591 ~ CIN49 lARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C GJAB59 1 OIN~~ ARC CFHT liB CMA-221 
i.'CGJA0601 C1N'IU tARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
~(GJM601 CIN49 lARC CFHT lIB CMA-221 

























































.. " .... .... .... .... .... . ... .... . ... .. " .... .... .. , . .... .... .... 
ELEVON NO.JET BDFL~P TlOh-1 REFERENCE INFGRI1hTlON 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF ~74.BOOO INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 190.000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 2.000 -14.250 47.500 Xl1RP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
.000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YI1RP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 67. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. BDDYFLAP=13,75. AND -14.25, N49 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1191 






















































OATh SET SVI180L CONFIGUlMTlCN OESCRI?rrCN 
(GJh0591 i D1N49 LARC CFHT \1B (Mh-221 (GJAAS91 OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB (HA-221 (GJAi'IS91 OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (GJA060 1 OIN;9 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (GJM60) DIN49 LARC CFHT llB (Hh-221 
(GJ"B60) D OlN49 LARC CFHT liB (I1A-22) 
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REFERENCE INFORMhTlON 
SREF 2690.0000 sa.Fl. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
VHRP .0000 IN. VC 
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FIGURE 67. DELTA AMPLIFICATI5N FACT5R, B5DYFLAP=13.75. AND -14.25. N49 JETS 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTICNDESCRIPTION 
C GJAA59 ] OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22] (GJA859] OlN49 LARC CFm 118 (M.~-22] 
C GJA059 1 ~ OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 Cl1h-22l 
t""'\( GJ""OSO) CIN49 LIIRC CFrlT t 18 :Hh-22) !::: (GJM60] 01"49 LARC CFHT 118 (NA-22] 







































































ELEveN NO.JET BDFLhP T/On-l 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 
.000 2.000 13.750 190.000 
.oca 2.000 -14.250 47.500 
.ella 2.000 -14.250 95.000 












l: ANGLE GF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORMhTION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 









FIGURE 67. DELTA AMPLIFICATleN FACTeR, SeDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N4S JETS 


















































OAr. SET SYMBO~ CON"lGURATION DESCRIPTION E~EVON NO.JET BOF~AP TlQA-1 REFERENCE IN"ORMATION 
(GJA059 1 ~ DIN49 ~ARC CFHT 11B (HA-221 [GJAA591 OIN49 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-221 (GJAB591 OlN49 I.ARC CFHT liB [HA-221 
C GJAOGO I 0lN49 LARC CFHT liB [HA-221 
[GJAA601 0lN49 LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 
(GJA860 I D 0lN49 ~ARC CFHT 118 [MA-221 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 SRE" 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 ISO.OOO 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 2.000 -14.250 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 67. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, BOOYFLAP=13.75, AND -14,25, N49 JETS 
(AJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1194 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CON,IGURhTION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP T/QA-I REFERENCE INFCRtlATlON 
t GJh059l ~ 011>149 LhRC CFHT liB CHA-22l C GJM59 l OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB [Mh-22l [GJhB591 OlN49 LhRC C,HT liB [MA-221 
[GJh060 l OlN49 LhRC CFHT liB CMA-22l 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LR.F 474.BOOO INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 190.000 BREF 9~6.6BOO INCHES 
.;)00 2.000 -14.250 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO [GJM601 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-nl 
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FIGURE 67. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. BODYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N49 JETS 
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OA1A SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CGJA059) i 0lN49 LARC CFHT IlB [NA-221 CGJAA59) tltH19 LARC CFHT IlB [NA-221 
tGJhB59) CI~49 LARC CFII, liB [MA-22) 








SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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FIGURE 67. DELTA AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R. 80DYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25. N49 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1196 
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DATA 5ET SYMBD~ CDN,IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(GJM61) CINS3 ~ARC CFHT 118 nA-22) (GJAOSI) ~ DIN83 ~ARC CFHT 118 !MA-22) (GJA861 ) OlN83 ~ARC CFHT 118 [,.'-22) 
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N~.JET 8DF~AP T/OA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
3.000 13.750 95.000 t.REF 474.8000 INCHES 
3.000 13.750 190.000 8REF 930.6800 INCHES 
3.000 -14.250 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
3.000 -14.250 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
3.000 -14.250 190.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCA~E .0\00 
'" 
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FIGURE 68. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTGR. BGDYFLAP=13.75. AND -14.25. N83 JETS 
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1197 
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CATA SET SYMBOL CCN~IGURATICN CESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BCFLAP TlQA-1 RE~ERENCE INFCRHATION 
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FIGURE 68. DELTA AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR, BGDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N83 JETS 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJMGI ) . CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 tMh-22) 
C GJAOGI) ~ CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 
(aJABSI) 0lNB3 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22J 





































































ELE'/ON NO.JET SOFLAP TlGh-1 REFERENCE INfORHATION 
.000 3.003 13.750 ~7.500 SREF 2::90.000' SO.FT. 
.C/OO 3.003 13.750 95.000 LREF 4H.aooo INCHES 
.000 3.003 13.750 190.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.noo 3.000 -14.250 47.500 XHRP 1076.70ilO IN. xo 
.000 3.000 -14.250 95.000 YMRP .0000 I~. YO 
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FIGURE 68. DELTA AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, BODYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N83 JETS 
0-< (A )MACH = 10 .33 PAGE 1199 
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OATh SET,'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR[PTION 
(GJA061 1 ~ 0lNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22l (GJAASI 1 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 (GJh861 1 OlN83 LARC CFHT liB [Mh-221 
[GJA062 1 0lN83 LARC C"HT 118 [HA-2Z1 [GJM62 1 0lNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 

















































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
Tl"rI .. , 
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FIGURE 68. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, B~DYFLAP=13.75, AND -14,25. N83 JETS 
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1200 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJM61 1 ~ OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C r,JM61 1 OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C "JA861 1 01N83 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l 








~REF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO CGJM62l 01NB3 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22l 
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FIGURE 68. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, B~OYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N83 JETS 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(GJA061 I ~ OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (GJAA61 I OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 (GJA861 I OlNB3 URC CFHT liB IMA-221 
1 GJA062 1 01NB3 LARC CFHl 118 IMA-221 
1 GJM,;2 I 0lNB3 LARC CFHT ; 18 (MA-221 












































































NO.JET 8DFLAP T/QA-\ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
3.000 13.150 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
3.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474:.8000 INCHES 
3.000 13.750 190.000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
3.000 -14 .250 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
3.000 -14.250 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 68. DELTA AMPLIFICATI6N FACT6R, B6DYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25. N83 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1202 
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-:J DATASET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJM63l OIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJA063 l ~ OIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (GJA8G3l OJN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
'"'LLCGJA064 J 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J 
CGJM64 J OlN79N79 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22J 











































































NO.JET BOFLAP T/DA-I 
2.000 13.750 47.500 
2.000 13.750 95.000 
2.000 13.750 190.000 
2.000 -14.250 47.500 
2.000 -14.250 95.000 
2.000 -14.250 190.000 
I 
J 
d ~ .~, It:-·-I 
J --
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 69. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, B~DYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N79N78 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 120:< 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJA063 J ~ CIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J C GJM63 J CiN79N78 LARC CFHT I 18 CMA~221 
C GJA863 I OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 











































NO.JET 80FLAP TlOA-1 REFERENCE I~"ORMATICN 
2.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
2.000 13.750 190.000 8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
2.000 -14.250 47.500 Xl1RP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
2.000 -14.250 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. y~ 
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FIGURE 69. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, BDDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N79N78 JETS 
(AJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1204 






OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C GJhh63 l OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
C GJA863l OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
(GJA063 ) ~ CIN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 U1h-22l 
r"'>( GJA0641 DIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
lL.CGJM641 DlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 







































































ELEveN NO.JET BOFLAP T/OA-I REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 190.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 2.000 -14.250 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 























ANGLE BF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 69. DELTA AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R, B0DYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N79N78 JETS 



















































OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(GJh063) i OlN79N7B LARC CF>lT liB (HA-22) (G,TAA63 1 OlN79N7B !.ARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
(GJAB63 1 OlN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) (GJA064 1 OIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 Cl1h-22) (GJM64) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 





















































SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF . 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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CAlMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1206 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION EL~YCN NO.JET 80FLAP TlQA-l REFERENCE INFGRMATI0N 
CGJA063) ~ 01N79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 Cl'!A-22) 
C GJM63) 01N79N78 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-22) 
C GJAB63) 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CNh-221 
C GJA064J 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 Sa.FT. 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 190.00Q BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 2.000 -14.250 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO (GJM64 1 011<791<78 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 
,...,CGJA864) D OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 UIA-22) .000 2.000 -14 .250 190.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1207 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP T/CA-I REFERENCE INFCRI1ATION 
(GJA063 ) ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) .000 2.000 13.750 476500 SR~F 2690.0000 SC.FT. C GJM63) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) .000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES C GJAB63 ) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J .000 2.000 13.750 190.000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES C GJA064 J OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J .000 2.000 -14.250 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO .000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VO C GJAA64 ) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J c: C GJAB61 J D OlN79N79 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22J .000 2.000 -11.250 190.000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 (f) 
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FIGURE 69. DELTA AMPLIFICATleN FACTGR. BGDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25. N79N78 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1208 








ELEVON N~.JET BDFLAP T/Qh-l REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C GJMG5l 01NB5NSO LARC CFHT 11B CHA-22l 
CGJhBG5l OlNB5N50 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
.000 2.000 13.750 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 127.700 BREF 936.G800 INCHES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CGJh065l ~ 01NB5N50 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
.-.c GJAOGG 1 0lNB5N50 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-22l ~ C GJM66 1 a I NB5N50 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-221 .000 2.000 -14.250 .000 2.000 -14.250 
47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 70. DELTA AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR. BGDYFLAP=13.75. AND -14.25. N50N85 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1209 
















































OATh SET SYMBOL 
CGJA06S J ~ C GJM6S J (GJAB65 J 
(GJA066 J (GJM66 J 

















<II "'"~ 1111 
" 
I 
'-ARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
LoRe CFHT 118 (f1A-22J 
LARC CFHT liB (M,\-22J 
LARC CFHT 118 Cl1A"22J 
LARC CFHT liB (MA-22J 








































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FrGURE 70. DELTA AMPLIFICATIDN FACTDR, BDDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25. N50N85 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1210 
















OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(GJMS5.l OINSSNSO LARC CFHT 118 (M~-22l (GJ~OS51 § 0lNS5N50 LhRC CFHT IlS (NA-22l 
(GJ~8S5l OlN8SNSO L~RC CFHT liB (H~-22l i.'( GJ~OGa 1 4' OlN8SNSO L~RC CFHT 116 (HA-22l 







































































J.-... ..... V" 
---l--' X ./ 
-W / 
\ 
I'" / 1'< ~ 
~ 
NO.JET BOFLAP T/DA-l REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2.000 13.7S0 47.500 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT. 
2.000 13.7S0 95.000 LREF 474.6000 INCHES 
2.000 13.750 127.700 BREF 936.6600 INCHES 
2.000 -14.250 47.500 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
2.000 -14.2S0 95.000 YHRP .0000 IN. VO 
2.000 -14.250 127.700 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SC~LE .0100 
n F TIll 1111 II" 1111 III ~ 
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~ ANGLE GF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
~ FIGURE 70. DELTA AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, B~DYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N50N85 JETS 
..... CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1211 
















































DATA SET SYHSCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C GJA065 J ~ OlNB5N50 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
C GJM65) otN85N50 LoRC CFHT liB CHA-22J 
C GJA665 J OtNB5N50 LARC CFHT t 18 (HA-22) (GJA066) OlN65N50 LARC CFI<i !!8 (MA-22) 
C GJM66 ) OtNB5N50 LARC CFHT I!B CHA-22) 
































REFERENCE I Ni'ORHA T! DU 
SREF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
LREF 474.Booo INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
'(MRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
1 .5-~ I II I I 
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FIGURE 70. ~ELTA AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR, BBDYFLAP=13.75, AND -14.25, N50N85 JETS 
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 1212 








H I' ~. 
OHA SET SYMBOL CONFI·GURATlON DE~CP:PTlON ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP T/OA-I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CGJA06S 1 ~ 01N8SNSO I.ARC CFHT liS (HA-221 
C GJM6S 1 01.~8S~50 Lh'lC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (GJh86S 1 01N8SNSO LhRC CI'HT 118 (HA-221 (GJh066 1 OlN85NSO LhRC CI'HT 118 (MA-221 
.000 2.000 13.750 ~7 .500 SREF 2690.0000 SO ,FT. 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREF 474,8000 INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 127.700 BREI' 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 2.000 -14.2S0 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
.000 2.000 -14.2S0 95.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO (GJM661 OlN8SNSO LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) 
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i (GJAOS5 ) ( Gl!,\I\S'5 ) [GJAB65 1 [GJAOSS 1 (GJME6 1 






























































OINe5~SO L/,!-?C ·C!="PT 11 S (H.\-22) 
CtN85N:SO LAnc CrHT I1B (MA-22l 
OlN95N50 LARC CFHT liS [foIA-22l 
OlN85N50 LARC CFHT liS (KA-22l 
OiN95~50 l.I~C CFHT lIB (:1A-22) 
CtN3~~SO LAQC cnn 113 CM/I-22) 
. "., ITr~FT un: ITT"! r .. 
P-





ELEvaN N'.JET BDFLAP T/QA-I REFER.NCE INFORHATION 
.0:0 2.000 13.750 47.500 5REF 2590.CCOO 50.FT • 
.000 2.000 13.750 95.000 LREr ~7'1.BOOQ INCHES 
.000 2.000 13.750 127.700 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 2.000 -14.250 47.500 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. YO 
.000 2.000 -14.250 95.000 YKRP ,DOOD IN. YO 
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FIGURE 70. DELTA AMPLIFICATI6N FACT6R, B6DYFLAP~13,75, AND -14.25, N50~85 JETS 
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 1214 
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BETA REFERENCE INFORHhTIGN 





SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCh~S 
~REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
'I'tiRP rOCCO IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71, S~FECT ClF ELEVClN/BClOY FLAP ClN AMPLIFICATWN FACTGR. JETS N79 
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OATA SETSYHBOI. CON~IGURAT10N DESCRIPTIO>! 




















































SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.S000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 I NC>IES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79 
(BJALPHI\ = .00 PAGE 1216 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 I N. YO 










FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV6N/B~OY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/8~DY FLAP ~~ AMPLIFICATWN FACTeR, JETS N79 
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DATA SET SYMBOl CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI2} ~ C sJh022) 
C SJA038 ) 


















CIN79 LARC CFHT liB nlA-22) 
CIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
C[N79 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT BF ELEVBN/BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR. JETS N79 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 1219 









































DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTIOM DESCRIPTION 
(SJADI2 J ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22l (SJh022l ' OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
CSJA038 J OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22J 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 471.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
X~IRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YI'IRP .0000 IN. YO 







FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATl~N FACT~R, JETS N79 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI2 J ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT lIS tMA-22J (SJA022 J 01N79 LARC CF'H 118 CMA-22l 
C SJA038 1 OIN79 LARC CFHT 118 C11A-22l 

























































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJhOl2l ~ DIN7S LhRC CFHT liB CMA-22l 
C SJA022l 0lN7S LARC CFHT liB CMA-22l 
C SJh03Bl DIN7S LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 











































SREF 2690.0000 SO. FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FI GURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLI FICA TI ON FACTOR, JETS N'79 





















DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1016.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJhOI2) ~ D1N79 LARC CFHT lIS CMA-22) 
CSJA022) 0lN79 LARC CFHT llS CMA-22) 
CSJA03S) DIN'9 LARC CFHT liS nlA-22) 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT (JF ELEV3N/BOOY 
(EJALPHA = 35.00 






































SREF 2G90 .0000 SO .FT • 
I..REF 474.BOOO INCHES 
SREF 936.GBOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJA0I21 ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 (SJA022I 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 [S.J.\03B) OlN79 LARC CFHT lie [MA-221 
















































SREF 2690.0000 SO_FT • 
LREF 474.BOoO INc •. 'ES 
8REF 936 .6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .OUOO IN. YO 


















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( SJA022 1 DIN7S ~ARC CFHT II 8 (MA-22l (SJAOI2l ~ 0lN7S LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l (SJA038J DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
C XJAOOI 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT I IS CHA-22l 
," ,,,, "I' .. " "" "" 
'Til fill 
'"' "" "" 
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SREF 2690.0000 5a.FT. 
LRcF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SIH80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJADI21 ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT liS CMA-221 
C SJ'022) OlN79 LARC CF,IT 1;8 CHA-22l (SJA038) 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 






































REFERENCE I NFCRlih TI ON 
SREF 2690 .0000 SQ.n • 
LR"F 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936 .6600 INCHES 
xMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT (jF ELEV(jN/B(jDY FLAP (jN AMPLIFICATWN FACT(jR, JETS N79 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (SJAOI2) ~ DIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-2~) (SJA022) OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (l'A-2l) t SJA03B ) 0lN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-~2) (XJAOOI J DIN79 LARC CFHT liB (HA-22) 




































REFERENCE INFORI1H IDN 
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DATA SET $YI1BOL CONI' IGURA nON OESCR:;' TlON ELEVON NO.JET BOFLhP BETA REFERENCE INFORHhTIGN 
C SJA012 ) ~ o1N79 LARC CFHT 118 C~h-221 .000 1.000 13.750 .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. C SJA022 ) 01N79 LARC CI'HT 118 [ A-22) 10.000 1.000 .000 .000 L',;;F 474.8000 INChES C 5J.',038 ) 01N79 LARC CFHT 118 CNA-221 10.000 1.000 13.750 .000 BREI' 936.6800 INCHES r ~~,JM)o1 ) OlN79 LARC CI'HT 118 nlA-22) .000 1.000 .000 .000 Xl1RP 1076.7000 IN. XO YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP Gii M'lPLIFICATIGN FACTOR, JETS N79 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 1229 
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D~TA SET SYMBOL CON_IGUR~TION DESCRIPTION 
C sJADI21 ~ OlN79 L~RC C_HT 11B CM~-221 (SJA0221 OlN78 LARC CFHT 118 CM~-221 (SJA03B 1 QIN78 L~RC CFHT liB CHA-221 

















BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 sREF 2690.0000 sO.FT. 
.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375 .0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT HF ELEVON/BHDY FLAP HN AMPLIFICATIHN FACTHR, JETS N79 
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C,ITA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESC.RIPTlON 
C SJAOl21 ~ OlN79 LhRC CFHT lIS Cllh-221 
C SJA022 I OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 (t1,\·221 
C SJA03al OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (f-1r,-221 














































































SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
Yf1RP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTClR. JETS N79 
(B)ALPHA = .00 . PAGE 1231 









































DATA SET SYM80L CONF[GURAT[ON DESCRIPTION 
(SJAO[2 J ~ 01N79 LARC CFHT ([8 (I1A-22) (SJA022) o1N79 LARC CFHT 118 (I1A-22) 



















































SREF 2690.0000 so .FT • 
LREF 47-1.8000 [NCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP [076.7000 IN. xO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEY~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTOR, JETS N79 
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SREI' 2690.00ro 50 .FT • LREF 174 .sr~o INCHES BREI' 936.6g00 INCHES XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO YHRP .0000 IN. YO ZI1RP 375.0000 IN. ZD SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGDY FLAP ON AMPL1FICATION FACT(jR. JETS N79 CD1ALPHA = 20.00 PAGE 1233 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT10N 
C SJAOl2 I ~ 0lN79 LARC CFHT 119 CHA-22l 
C SJA022 1 OlN79 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-22l 
(SJA038l 0lN79 LARt CFHT liB CMA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO .F~ • 
LREF 474.BOOO l"tHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATWN FACHlR. JETS N79 
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DATA SET Sy,:a~L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMo.P 1076.7000 IN. xa 
YHRP .0000' IN. YO 
Zr1o.P 375.0000 IN. za 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/8~DY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATI~N FACTOR. JETS N79 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI2) ~ DIN79 LARC CFHT lIB (I1A-22) (SJA022) DIN79 LARC CFHT lIS (HA-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 47~ .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. vo 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N79 
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D~TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRiPTION 
(SJAOI2l ~ (SJA022 l 
(SJA(t")'~ ) 
(:0,. _ ,) 










OlN7S LARC CFHT 118 (r1,\-22l 
DIN7S LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
DIN7S LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 












































$~EF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACT~R,JETS N79 











































U'TA S~-r SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ"012) ~ OlN79 L"RC CFHT 118 (1'1"-22) (SJ"022) 01N79 LARC CFHT 118 (11"-22) (SJA038) 01N79 L"RC CFHT 118 (H"-22) (XJAOOI ) OIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (H"-22) 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF ~74 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XU 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375. 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/BeDY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATleN FACTeR, JETS N79 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTlQ'~ BETA REFERENCE INFORlillTlON 
. (SJAOI2 ) ~ OlN79 LARe CFHT 1.18 O1A-221 
~ §i~g~~ l gm~§ t~~g ~~~f m g;~:m 




















SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREI' ~36.6800 INCHES 
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ZNRP 375 • 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATWN FAcmR. JETS N79 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 1239 







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJoOI21 ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT liB (Mh-221 (SJh022 I OIN7~ LoRC CFHT liB (Hh-221 
(SJA039 I OlN79 LARC CF.HT 119 (HA-221 
(XJhOOI I 01N79 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 4H .BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936 .6900 INCHES 
xtIRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHR? .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N79 
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C~T~ scr SYM80L CONFIGUR~TIDN CESC"IPTIO~ 
C SHOIZ) ~ DIN7S L~RC CFHT liS (H~-22) 
C SJ~OZZ) OlN7S LhRC CFHT IISCM'.-ZZl 
(SJ~01B) DIN79 L~RC CI'HT liS CMh-ZZ) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 
LREI' 474.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
Xf1RP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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CBJALPHA = .00 PAGE 1241 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 47{.8000 INCHES 
BREI' 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076 •. 7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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D~TA S"T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl21 ~ DIN79 ~~RC CI'HT 118 CH~-221 C SJA022I OlN79 L~RC CFHT 118 CH~-22) 
C SJA038) OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 CH~-221 
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~nEF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LR.F 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIrICATI~N FAC1~R, JETS N79 









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. yo 
ZI1RP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 71. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/8~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N79 
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OATh S£; SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN 
CSJAOI3) ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 
C SJA023 ) OlN49 LARC CHIT lIB (MA-22) 
C SJM)9) OlN49 LARC CFHT ! 18 (HA-22) 
C XJAOQ2) OlN49 LAPC CFHT lIB CMh-22) 
















BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 5REF 2690.0000 5G.FT • 
.000 LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
.000 BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
.000 XNRP 1076.7000 IN. XQ 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 72. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BOOY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR. JETS N49 






















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA013 1 ~ C SJA023 1 
C SJA039 1 
















OIN49 LARC CFHT lIS CMA-221 
OlN49 I.ARC CFHT lIS CMA-221 
OlN49 LARC CFHT lIS CHA-221 



























SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 iNCHES 
BREF 936.6800 iNCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 72. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N49 
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DATA SET SHI80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJW13) ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT II? !MA-22) (SJA023) OlN49 LARC CFHT 116 O1A-22) (SJA039 J ClN49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 























































SREF 2r90 .0000 so .FT • 
LREF 074.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OhTh SET SYM80L CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C SJh0l31 ~ OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-221 


































































































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
vHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SChLE .0100 
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OATh SET SYMBC~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJhOI3 1 ~ OlN49 ~hRC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (SJA023 1 OlN49 ~ARC CFHT 118 mA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.rT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YI~RP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 72. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N49 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI3) ~ 0lN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22) 
C SJA023) 0lN49 LARC CFHT liB CHA-22) 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 26900000 SC.FT. 
LREF 474 8000 INCHES 
BREF 936 6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076 7000 . IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 72. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N49 
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SREF 2890 .0000 SO.FT • LR£F 474.8000 INCHES ERE" 938.8800 INCHES XHRP 1078.7000 IN. XO YHRP .0000 IN. YO ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI3) ~ OIN49 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22l 
C SJA023 ) CIN49 LARC CFHT llB CMA-22l 
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SRE. 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 72. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N!B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N49 
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DATA SET SYI1BDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
( SJh013l ~ OIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 Cl1A-22l [SJh023 1 OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l ( S,I'039 J OlN49 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ .F7. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMR? .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYM80L CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA023l OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (SJAOIJ 1 ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22J (SJA039l OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI3) ~ I SJA023 ) 
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0lN49 LhRC CFHT liB (11A-2'-
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Sr.EF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
eREF 936 .6800 INCHES 
XNRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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OHA .SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATlC~ DESCRIPTION 
(SJAoI3 l ~ 0lN49 lARC CFHT liS (H~-22l (SJA023 l 0lN49 lARC CFHT lIB (HA-22l (SJA039 l OlN49 LARC CFHT lIB (HA-22l 






















































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 10'16.7000 IN. XO 
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FIGURE 72. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BOOY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATI0N FACTOR, JETS N49 
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DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CuNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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U\TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYH80" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJAOI31 ~ OIN49 "ARC CFHT UB [MA-221 [SJA023 I OIN19 "ARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO'~FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
rSJAO!3l R 01N~9 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl3 J ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
C SJA0231 OlN49 LA~C CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
t SJhDI3l ~ OlN49 LhRC CFHT lIS (MA"22l (SJA023l 0lN49 LhRC CFHT lIB (MA-22l 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA023 J OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
(SJAOI3 J ~ OlN49 L'RC CFHT 118 (tIA-22J 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SVHB~L CONFIGURATION DESCRlPTION 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR~TICN DESCRIPTION 
(SJ~013 1 ~ 01N~9 L~RC C~HT liB (HA-22l 
(SJ~023) 0lN19 L~RC CFHT liB (M~-22) 
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D~Th SET SYl1BOL CCNFIGURIITlCN OESCRIPlICN 
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OhTh SET SYMaOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJhOI31 ~ OlN49 LhRC CFHT Iia (Mh-221 (SJh0231 OlN49 LhRC CFHT \18 (Hh-221 
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DATA SET 5YI'IBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl3 } ~ ClN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22} 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl41 ~ CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221. 
C 5JA02~ J 0lN83 URC CFHT lIB CMA-221 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI4 1 ~ CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (SJA0241 CINe3 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (SJA040 1 CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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OATh SET SYNBOc CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI4) ~ (SJh0241 (SJh040) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON'IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA024) OlNB3 LhRC CFHT 118 CHh-22l C SJhOI4 1 ~ 01"B3 LhRC CFHT liB (MA-22l 
CSJA040l OINB) LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22l 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CON,IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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D~T~ SET SVf1BOL CDNFIGUR~TtON DESCRIPTION 
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Ohn SET SYMBOL CCNF'IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CCN;IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI1l ~ OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB CMh-221 
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OATh SoT SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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n,nA SET' Svt1aOl CCl~F'lGURAiroN DESCRIPTlON 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
























































SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 1 NCHES 
BREF 936.6800 1 NCHES 
xl1RP 1076 .7000 IN. XO 
rHRP .0000 HI. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT 0F ELEVGN/80DY FLAP 0N AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R. JETS N83 
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OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 


























































SREF 2690 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6900 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
.007 .008 .009 
FIGURE 73. EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTDR. JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYMBCL CONFlGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.eooo INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1078.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATr~N rACT~R, JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYMSO~ CON"IGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl4 J ~ OlNB3 LARC C"HT 118 CHA-22J 
C SJA024J OlNB3 LARC C"HT liB CMh-22J 
C SJA040 J OlNS3 ~ARC C"HT liS (I1A-22] 



































































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
~REF 474.S000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6S00 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 




FIGURE 73. EFFECT BF ELEVBN/BBDY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR, JETS N83 
CAJALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 1290 
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OHA SET 5YI18CL CONFIGURATION O"SCRIPTION 
(5Jh014 l ~ OlN83 LiiRC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (SJA024l OlN83 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C SJ~040 l OlN83 LARC CFIIT 118 CMA-221 
























SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
'-REF 474.8000 INCIIES 
"REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
filii 11111 11111 11111 III H-/-H 1IIIIIIIj 
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....c"j IIJ 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT DF ELEV~N/BDDY FLAP DN AMPLIFICATI~N FACTBR, JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJA014 J ~ CINS3 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22J (SJA024 J DINS3 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J (SJA040 J D1NS3 LARC C"HT 118 (HA-22J 
«JA003 J DINS3 LARC C"HT 118 (HA-22J 
0 



























































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 1 N. <0 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT 0F ELEV0N/80DY FLAP 0N AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R, JETS N83 
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D~Th SET s.vr'BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 S9.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
v~pp .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT eF ELEVeN/BGOY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATleN FACTeR. JETS N83 









































DATA SET SYM90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJII014) ~ 01N83 1..IIRC CFHT 1 IS Cf1A-22) [SJA024 ) OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) [5JA040 J DINS3 LARC CFHT 118 [MA-221 [X.A003 J DINa3 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-221 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5REF 2690 .0000 5Q.FT • 
LREF 474..8000 INCHES 
9REF 936 .6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT (jF ELEV(jN/B(jDY FLAP (jN AMPLIFICATWN FACT(jR, JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl41 ~ 01NB3 LARC CFHT liB CI1A-221 
~ ~~~g~6l gl~~~ t~§ ~~~~ ll~ m~:m 
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SREF 2890 .0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 938.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT GF ELEVON/BD. / FLA~ GN AMPLI FICA TI GN F ACTGR, JETS N83 
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QATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION QESCRIPTION 
[SJAOI4 1 ~ [SJA024 1 {SJA040 1 















OJNS3 LARC CFHT liS [MA-22l 
OlNS3 LARC CFHT lIS [MA-221 
CINS3 LARC CFHT liS [MA-221 
CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 tMA-221 





























































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375. 0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMSOL CON,IGURATICN OoSCRIPTION 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO.> r. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 3'/5.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 

























5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
- . 09~ 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I+-I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT BF ELEVBN/BBOY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATIBN FACTBR, JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI4 1 ~ CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 [NA-2?J (SJA0241 CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 [l1A··.~.:J 
[SJA040 1 CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-Z2J [XJ.I003) 01N83 LARC CFHT 118 [MA-Z2J 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHeS 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XI1~P 1076.7000 IN. xc 
YNRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT 0F ELEVHN/B0DY FLAP HN AMPLIFICATION FACT0R. JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYMBO" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 























































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
"REF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N83 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONrlGURATION DESCR1PTIDN 
(SJAOI4 1 ~ OlNB3 L~RC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
(SJ~0241 0lN83 L~RC CFHT 118 CMA-221 




































































































REFERENCE INFCRI1A TlON 
SREF 2690.0000 50 .~T • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936 .6800 I NCHE5 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT ClF ELEVClN/8ClDY FLAP ClN AMPLIFICA TICIN FACTCJR, JETS N83 
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OATh SET SYM80L CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
CSJhOI4 J ~ CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22J 
C SJh024 J CINB3 LARC CFHT liB CMA-22J 
C SJA040 J DINB3 LARC CFHT UB CHh-221 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.f'T • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
, 
o .001 .002 .003 .004 .005 .006 .007 .008 .009 QAIT 
FIGURE 73. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N83 
(CJALPHA = 10.00 PAGE 1302 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJA0I4) ~ CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
CSJ~024) CIN83 LhRC CFHT 118 CMh-22) (SJ"040) CIN83 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (XJA003 J CIN83 LARe CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 
d liP" 













































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XI1RP 1076 .7000 IN. XC 
'HRP .0000 IN. vo 
ZHRP 3'}5.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT 0F ELEVGN/80DY FLAP 0N AMPLIFICATI0N FACT0R, JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl41 ~ OlNS3 LARe CF"r 118 CHA-2?1 
C SJA024 1 DINS3 LARe CFHT lIS CHA-22l 
CSJA040 1 0lNS3 LARe. CFHT lIS CHA-22l 
C XJA003 1 CINS3 LARC CFHT 118 CHh-22l 














































































































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LRE~ 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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FIGURE 73. EFFECT (JF ELEV(JN/B(JOY FLAP (IN AMPLIFICATWN FACT(JR, JETS N83 I 
CEJALPHA = 35.00 PAGE 1304 






DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON NO.JET BDFLAP BET,I REFERENCE INFORHATION 
C SJA015) ~ 01N79N78 LARC. CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C SJA027) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) (SJA042) 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) ("JA009) 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
,000 2.000 13.750 .000 SREF 2690.0000 50 ."Y • 
10.000 2.000 .000 .000 LREF 474.8000 INC,IES 
10.000 2.000 13.750 .000 BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
.000 2.000 .000 .000 XI1RP 1076.7000 IN. XC L,_,_ YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
11111111111111 
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FIGURE 74. EFFECT eF ELEVGN/SeOY FLAP eN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTeR. JETS N79N78 
CA1ALPHA = -8.00 PAGE 1305 












































D~TA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO'" 
(SJ~0151 ~ 01N79N78 L~RC CFHT 118 (M~-221 
(SJ~0271 01N79N78 L~RC CFHT 118 Ct1~-22) 
(SJ~042 1 01N79N78 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-221 
















































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 II>ICHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YC 
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FIGURE 74. EFFECT 6F ELEV6N/B6DY FLAP 6N AMPLIFICATI6N FACTGR. JETS N79N78 
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tSJAOl5 l ~ DIN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 tMA-22l 
t SJ'027l OlN79N78 1-ARC CFHT 118 tH'-22l 
t SJ'042l 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 tHA-22l 
t XJA009 l OlN79N78 L'RC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. va 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
E j I i I' iii 111111" i j I' " 'I' "'1 iii iii 111\' iii Ii, I iii i i 'I' i i j! Iii 'I i' iii i 11'1 iii 'I iii' Iii I i I j I j iii iii Iii iii' iii I j i jill' ['I' iii Iii i 'I f. iii I iii 111111' j i '1,.11 (TIl iii 1111 j i J iii I' i JTlT"9 
.2{ 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I I I+-I 1 1 1-1-+-1 I I j 
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0--+1 1 I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I j 
-2.2[ I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I 1 1 I-H-H 1 1 1 1 1 I I-H 
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FIGURE 74. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/8GOY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATWN FACT~R, JETS N79N78 
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OhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA0151 ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 
C SJA027 1 OJN19N7B L;,RC CFHT 118 CMh-221 
C SJ;,042 J OIN7SN78 L;,RC .CFHT 118 U.1A-221 












































. ... .... .... 
REFERENCE INFORllhTlO~ 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375 .0000 1 N. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
~ ~ 
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tthTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TWN DESCRIPTION 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INC''':S 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 74. EFFECT OF ELEVON/B0DY FLAP ONAMPLIFICATIGN FACmR, JETS N79N78 
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DATA SET SVI180L CONFIGURi\C10N DESCRIPTION 






































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 471.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. vo 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SC.~LE .0100 
" m-
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DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJW27) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT lIB CHA-221 
[SJW42) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 
'.1 
REFERENCE INFCRHhI'WI 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
C SJAD!5) ~ OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liB CHA-~21 




















.000 XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
yHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZLRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 74. EFrECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATIGN FACTOR, JETS N79N78 
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OhTA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SHOIS) ~ O!!179N7B lARC C,HT liB tNA-22] (SJ,\027) Olt-.79N78 L"i\RC CFHT ItS CHA-22) (SJA012) OIN~~N7B LARC C,HT 118 (M'.-22] 








































REFERENCE I NFQRHA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 50.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 9:36.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DhTh SE: SYMBOL CONFIGURATION QESCRIPTlDN 
(SJhOI5] ~ OlN79N7B LhRC CFHT lIB (I1A-22] (SJh027] 01N79N7B LhRC CFHT lIB [Nh-22] 
C SJA042 ] OlN79N78 LhRC CFHT lIB CI1h-22] 
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OATh SoT SYM80L CONPIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJhO!51 ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT lI8 (HA-221 (SJA0271 OlN79N78 LhRC CFHT lI8 (HA-221 (5JA042) D1N79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 























































SRoF 2690.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHoS 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOI5) ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-22l 
C SJA027 1 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT liB CMA-22l 
C SJA042 1 QIN79N7B LARC CFHT liB CMA-22l 











































5REF 2690 .0000 50 .FT • 
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8REF 936 .6800 INCHES 
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YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOIS l ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22l (SJA027 l OlN79N7B LARC CFHT lIB (MA-22l (SJA042 l OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liB (MA-22l 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C SJAOl5 l ~ C SJA027l 
C SJA042 l 
C XJA009 l 
OlN79N7B LARC CFHT Iia CMA-22l 
OlN79N7a LARC CFHT Iia CMA-22l 
0lN79N7a LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 





















SREF 2690.0000 So.FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 iNCHES 
XHRP IQ76.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375. 0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI51 ~ OIN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 (NA-221 (SJA0271 OlN79N7B LARC CFHT liB (HA-221 (SJA0421 OIN79N7B LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (XJA009) OIN79N7B LARC CFHT liB CHA-7.21 
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REFERENCE INFORHA TI ON 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
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ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIO~ DESCRIPTION 













































SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TION UESCRIPTION 
CSJAOIS) ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C SJA027) 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-22) 
(SJA042) OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (XJA009) 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (11'-22) 























SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOIS) ~ OlN79N7B LARe CFHT 118 CMh-221 
C SJA027 1 OlN79N78 LARe CFHT 118 CMA-221 
C SJA042 1 OlN79N78 LARe CFHT 118 CHA-221 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.~T. 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. VO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOIS 1 ~ OlN7SN78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
C SJA0271 OlN79N78 LARC C.HT 118 CNA-221 
C SJA0421 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-22) 
C XJA009) 01N79N7e LARC CFHT lIB CMA-Z21 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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O~TA SET SYMBOL CCN;IGUR~TION OESCRIPTION 
,-, 
[SJAOI5 I ~ (SJA027 ) 
C SJM'12 ) 
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OlN79N78 L~RC CFHT lid (M~-221 
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OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.Ff • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJAOlS) ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT liB CMh-22) 
C SJh027) 0lN79N78 tARC CFHT 1I8 (Mh-22) 
(5Jh042 I DIN79N78 LhRC CFHT Ita (Mh-22) 
C XJh009) DIN79N7a LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 50.FT. 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 I NCI<ES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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O,T, SET SV~BOL CONFIGUR,TION DESCRIPTION 
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REFERENCE INFORH,TION 
SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT. 
LRI'F 474.8000 INCHES 
C;'~I' 936.6800 INCHES 
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YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON"IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJADlS J ~. 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
C SJA027 J 0lN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-2?J 
C SJA042 J 0lN7SN78 LARC CFHT 118 nIA-2~J 
C XJAooS 1 0lN79N78 LARC C"HT liB CHA-22l 
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SREF 2690.0000 sa. FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
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OATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJAOl5 1 ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 lMA-22J 
lSJA0271 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 













































SREF 2690.0000 sa.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VMRP .0000 IN. VO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONF[GURAT[ON OESCR[PT[ON 
(SJAO[5 l ~ O[N79N78 LARC CFHT [[8 (MA-22l (SJA027 l O[N79N78 LARC CFHT [18 (t1A-22l 
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BETA REFERENCE [NFORMAT[ON 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.000 LREF 474.8000 [NCHES 
.000 8REF 936.6800 [NCHES 
.000 XMRP [076.7000 [N. XO 
YMRP .0000 [N. YO 
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DhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOIS 1 ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 













































SREF 2690 .0000· SQ. FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMR? 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMR? .0000 IN. YO 
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OATA SET S'·':SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI51 ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
CSJA0271 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 














































































SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.1000 IN. XC 
YMR? .0000 IN. YO 
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D~TA SET SVM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJ~OI5) ~ ( SJf.027 ) 
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REFERENCE I NFORH~ T.lCN 
SREF 2G90 .0000 sa .FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VMRP .aooo IN. VO 
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DhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTICN DESCRIPTION 
t SJh027 1 OlN79N78 LhRC CFHT 118 tMh-22l 
CSJ.\DI5l ~ OlN79N78 LhRC CFHT lIB tMA-22l 
t SJA042 1 OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 tMA-22l 
(XJA009 1 OlN79N78 LhRC CFHT lIB tMh-22l 
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ZHRP 375. 0000 -I N. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
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O~T~ SET SYM80L CONFIGUR~TION OESCRIPTION 
C SJ~015l ~ OlN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CM~-22l 
C SJA027l 0lN79N78 L~RC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
C SJA042) OtN79N78 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI7 l ~ IllN79 LARCCFHT 118 IMA-22l 
(SJ~030 l OlN79 LARe CFHT 118 (Mh-22l 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CON"IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJh017) ~ OlN79 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (SJII030) DIN79 LIIRC CFHT 118 (l1h-22) 
(SJIID43) OIN79 LIIRC CFHT 118 (MA~22) 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJ~017l ~ [SJ~030 1 
(SJ/\043 ) [XJACDI 1 
OlN79 L~RC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 [M~-22l 
OlN79 LoRC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJAOl7l ~ OlN79 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (SJA030 1 CIN79 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
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OATh SET SYI.dCL CCNFIGURATlON DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO~IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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OhTh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
















CIN~9 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-??] 
CIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22) 
CIN49 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-??] 
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8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
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VMRP .0000 IN. VC 
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DATA SET SYH90L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJAOI8 1 ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT liB [HA-221 
r SJA031 1 011'149 LARC CFHT liB [HA-221 [SJA044 1 011'149 LARC CFHT liB [MA-221 
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OATh SET SYMBO~ CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJ~018 1 ~ C SJ~031 1 (SJh044 ) 
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DATA SET SVH8CL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI8 ) ~ IlIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (M'-22) (SJA031 ) IlIN49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (5JA044 ) Il 1 '149 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (XJA002) 01"149 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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YHRP .0000 IN. YD 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO. ~T • 
LREF 474.8000 I Nr..'ES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
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DATA SET SYMBG" CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI8 J ~ OIN49 "ARC CFHT 118 (M~-22J (SJA031 J OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (M~-22J (SJA044 J ClIN49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l 
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DATA SET SYMBDL CCN,IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOIB ) ~ 01N49 LARC C,HT 116 (HA.22l (SJA031) 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 (SJA0441 ' 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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DATA 5ET SVH90L CONFIGURATION DES'RIPTION 
(SJA0311 01N19 LARC CFH" 118 WA-221 (SJA. Ole) ~ CJIN49 LARC C~HT liS (HA-221 (SJA0141 OlN49 LARC C~HT 118 tHA-221 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CSJAOIB 1 ~ OlN49 1-ARC CFHT 118 (l1A-22) 
C SJA031 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 1t8 (MA-22) (SJA044 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l (XJA002 1 OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22l 
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DATA SET SVHBOL CONF'lGURATlOII DESCRIPTION 
CSJA031 J OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
C SJAOl8 J ~ OlN49 L'.RC CFHT 118 CHA-22J 
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D,\r~ SET 5YI'18D~ CONI' I GUc,\T ION OESCRI~'ilON 
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[SJAOIB l ~ CllM9 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-22l [SJA03I l OIN49 LARC CFHT I 18 [M~-22j 
[SJA044l CIN49 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-22l 
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SREF 2690 .0000 SO.FT • 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(SJAOle l ~ (SJA031 l 
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DATA SET SVI180L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI~TION 
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OAT' SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(5JAOlti) ~ OlN49 LARC CFHT liS CMA-22) (SJA031 J OlN49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J (SJA044 J OlN49 LARe CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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Oh r A en 5VI'BOI. 
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PATA SET 5Y>1BOL CONFIGURATION O"SCRIPTlON 
CSJAOIB) ~ elN49 LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 
C SJA031 I 0lN49 LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ. FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
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OATh SET SVt180L CONFIGURhTION DESCRIPTION 
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OATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C 5JAOl8 ) ~ 01N19 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22) (SJA031) 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) (SJA044) 01N49 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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SREF 2690.0000 50 .FT • 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJh019 ) ~ DINa3 LhRC CFHT 118 CMA-22) (SJh032 ) 01NS3 LhRC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (SJA04S) 0lNS3 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22J 
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DATA SET SVHBOL CGN~IGURATION DESCRIPTIDN 
(SJA0191 ~ ClN93 L.ARC CFHT 119 (MA-221 (SJA0321 DINa3 L.ARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
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GhT~ SET SYMBOL CCN;IGURhT'~N DESCRIPTION 
(SJ~OI9 1 ~ (lIN83 LARC C;HT 118 CMA-22l 
C SJA032) CIN83 LARC CfHT : 18 CMA-22l 
C SJA045 1 (lIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 






















SRE; 2690.0000 SQ .FT. 
LRE; 474.8000 INCHES 
BRE; 936.6800 INCHES 
XIiRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMR? .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 















































SREF 2690.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF ~74 .SOOO INC~ES 
SREF 936 .6S00 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. "0 
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FIGURE 77, EFFECT 0~ 
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':'"' ....... : 
DhTA SET SYI1BOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJADI9) ~ OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-22) (SJA032) 0lNB3 LARC CFHT liB (11A-22) (SJA045) 0lNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l (" fA003) OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB (MA-22) 






































































,REF 2690.0000 SQ .FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATIDN FACTDR, JETS N83 
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DATA SET ~YMSCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON 
(SJAOI9 J ~ CINS3 LARC CFHT lIB (MA-221 (SJA0321 OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 [HA-221 






























































SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF S36. 6800 I NCMES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .OPOO IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. za 
SCALE .0100 
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DIN83 "ARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
OlN83 "ARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l 
OlN83 LhRC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l 
OlNB3 LhRC CFHT liB (Mh-221 -30.000 .000 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
8REF 936.6000 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 ~~~~m~~=prry=r~~<T"~I~~'~~~~~~l=r~=riil1 
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DhTh SET SYMBCL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJA019l ~ C1N83 LhRC C,HT 118 CMh-22l 
CSH032l C1N83 LhRC CFHT na '· ... -22l 
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SREF 2S9D.OOOO SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHE3 
BREF S3S.seoo INCHES 
XMRP 107S.7000 IN. XO 
YI1RP • 0000 IN. YO 
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DATA SET SYMBO" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI9 ] ~ OlN83 LARC CFHT 119 CMA-221 (SJA032] OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) (SJA045) OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22] 



























































































SREF 2690 .0000 SO .FT • 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
EREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. (0 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT QF ELEVQN/B~DY FLAP QN AMPLIFICATIQN FACTQR, JETS N83 













































DATA SET SVMSO" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI91 ~ OlNB3 l.ARC CFHT lIS CHA-221 (SJA0321 OlNB3 ~ARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 



































































SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
aREF 936. 6BOO I NCMES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 77, EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, IIET5 N83 
















































DATA S~T SVI1BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJADIS l ~ OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22l [SJAD32 l CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l (SJA045 l OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-22l 
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REFERENCE I NFORHA TI Oll 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474 .~ooo INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
VHRP .0000 IN. va 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTGR, JETS N83 
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OATh SET SYMBOL CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
1 5JAOI9 l ~ OIN83 LARC CFHT 118 ntA-22l 
1 5JA032l ~IN83 LARC CFHT lIB IMA-22) 
CSJA04S l OlN83 LARC C"HT 118 IMA-22l 
C XJAOOJ J DINB3 LARC CFHT lie CMA-22J 
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OAT;, SET SVr19CL CONFIGURATlON OESCRIPTIO"l 
C SJoOI9) ~ DIN83 L~RC CFHT liB CI1A-22l 
C SJA032 1 0lN83 LARC CFHT liB CHA-221 
C SJA0451 DINa3 LORC CFHT liB CHA-221 




























































SREF 269D .0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 1NCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
VHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FI GURE 77. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGDY FLAP ON AMPLI F I CAT WN F ACTGR, JETS NB3 






























































I'C;FERENCE IW'Q~HAT ION 
5REF 2690.0DOO SQ.FT4 (SJAOI9l ~ (SJW32 l (SJA045 I (XJA003 I 
01N83 LARe CFHT 118 [HA-221 
0lN83 LoRe CFHT 118 (HA-221 
0:N83 LARe CFHT ".~ (MA-221 
OlNe3 . l~RC CFHT :8 [HA-221 -30.000 .000 
lREF 474 ,BOOO INr:I-!~S 
8REI=' 536.6800 JNC:~:i:S 
;tt·lRP 1076.7000 IN. xC 
VI1RP .0000 I N YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SC/,LE .0100 
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DATn SET SYMBOL ,~NI'1GURATION OESCRIPrlON 
(SJhOI91 ~ (SJA032 I ( SJA0451 ( XJA003 I ~ 
nlNB3 LARC CFHT lIB [HA-221 
~lNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (HA-221 
OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 
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St~EF 2690.0000 SO .FT 
LlIEF 474 .8000 INC;IES 
aREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XI1RP 1076.7000 IN. xo 
YI1RP .0000 IN. YO 
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OhTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI' 1 ~ 0lNB3 LARC CFHT 118 (Mh-22l (SJh03:< 1 0lN83 LARC CFHT liB tMA-221 (SJA0451 CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 (XJA0031 CIN83 LARC CFHT liB tMA-22l 























































SREF 2890.0000 sa .FT • 
LREF 474.800Q INCHES 
BREF 938.8800 INCHES 
XMRP 1078.7r ·00 IN. XO 
YMRP .<l000 IN.·O 
ZMRP ,;5.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 77, EFFECT GF ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ON AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N83 
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D~T~ SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR~TICN DESCRIPTION 
C SJA019l ~ CIN83 L~RC CFHT 118 CM~-22l 
C SJA032 1 CINB3 Lmc CF"HT 119 CMA-22l 
C SJA045 1 UINB3 L~RC CFHT ; IB CMA-22l 
C XJA003 I CINB3 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-221 
• 1 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP· 1076.7000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACTBR, JETS N83 










































DATA SET SYMBO" CON.IGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI9) ~ OlN83 "ARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) 
I SJA032 ) OlN83 "ARC CFHT 118 (MA-22) 
I SJA045) OlN83 "ARC CFHT 118 IMA-22) (XJA003) OlN83 "ARC CFHT 116 CMA-22) 
• 1 
0 












































.... . ... . ... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
"REF 474.8000 INCHES 
BRE. 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XD 
YMRP .0000 IN. YD 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCA"E .0100 
IT n,rl.-n 111; 
-
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QA/T 
FIGURE 77, EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N83 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURhTION OESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl9 J ~ OlNB3 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22J 
C SJA032 1 OlNB3 LARC CFHT lIB CMA-221 
C SJA045 1 CINB3 Li.RC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
'"JAC031 OlNB3 LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 
o 































































SREF 2690.0000 so .FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XHRP 1076 .7000 IN. xc 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGOY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N83 






































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI9l ~ C SJA032 I (SJA015 I 











CINB3 LARe eFHT 118 CMA-22l 
CINB3 LARe eFHT 118 CMA-221 
O[NB3 LARe eFHT 118 CMA-221 











































S~;:F 2690.0000 S~.FT. 
LREF 4'/4.8000 INCHES 
eREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP . ;0000 [N, YO 
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FIGURE 77, EFFECT OF ELEVON/BODY FLAP QN AMPLIFICATION FACTOR, JETS N83 













































DATA SET SYMBOL CON,IGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI91 ~ 01N83 LARC CFHT 118 [M~-221 [SJA0321 01N83 LARC C,HT 118 [HA-221 [SJA045 I 01N83 LARC CFHT 118 CI1A-221 [XJAC03 I 01N83 URC CFHT 118 [Hh-221 
















































NO.JET 8DFLAP BETh REFERENCE INFORMATIGN 
3.000 -14.250 .000 5REF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
3.000 .000 .000 LREF <174.8000 INCHES 
3.000 -14.250 .000 EREF 936.6800 INCHES 
3.000 .000 .000 XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT GF ELEVGN/BGDY FLAP GN AMPLIFICATIGN FACTGR, JETS N83 









































DATA SET ~YMBC" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAoI91 ~ CINB3 !-ARC CFHT lIB (HA-221 (SJA032 I CINB3 LARC CFHT liB (MA-221 
C SJA045I CINB3 LARC CFHT 118 (MA-221 






















SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.BOOO INCHES 
eREF 936.6BOO INCHES 
XNRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YNRP . .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
C SJAOl91 ~ C SJA0321 
C SJA04S 1 ( XJA0031 
CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CHA-221 
CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMh-221 
OlN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-221 
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SREF 2698.0000 sO.FT • 
LREF 4,4.8000 INCHES 
8REF 936.6800 INCHES 
XMRF 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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DhTA SET SYM80L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI9l ~ (S~A032 1 (SJAD45 1 (XJA003 1 
CIN83 LARC CFHT 118 (Hh-221 
gl~~5 t~~§ §~~+ II~ ~~~:~~l 






















SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT • 
LREF 474.6000 . INCHES 
6REF 936.6600 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000. IN. ZC 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA seT SYMB~L CON,IGURATIDN DeSCRIPTION 
CSJAOl91 ~ OlNS3 LARC C,HT 118 CMA-221 
C SJA0321 OlNS3 LhRC C,HT I IS CMA-221 





































SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
SREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. Z~ 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCN~IGURATION DESCRIPTION 
[SJAOI9) ~ OlNB3 LARC C~HT lIB [HA-22) 
C SJA032) OlNB3 LARC CFHT 119 Ctlh-221 
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SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
VHRP .0000 IN. VO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZG 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/B~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N83 















































o,n SET SY!<SOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(5J~QI9l ~ 0lNS3 L~RC CFHT 1\8 (Hh-22l 
(SJ~O~~ l 0lNS3 LhRC CFHT 118 (Hh-22l (SJh045 l ~INS3 LARC CFHT lIB Cl1~-22l 






















SREF 2690.0000 SO .FT. 
LREF-174. BGOO INCHES 
BREF 936.6800 INCHES 
XHRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(SJAOI9 J ~ OlNS3 LARC CFHT liS CM-22J 
C SJA032 J OlNS3 LARC CFHT 116 CMA-22J 
CSJA0151 OlNa3 LARC CFHT liS CMA-221 
C XJA003 J DINS3 LARC CFHT liB CMA-221 
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SREF 2690.0000 SQ.!'T. 
LREF 474.8000 INCl<ES 
BREF 935.6BOO INCHES 
XI~RP 1076 :1000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0100 
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DATA SET 5Y11801_ CONFIGURATION DI'o,CIHPTlON 






















~R"F 2S90.0000 SO.Ff. 
'.,1[F 474 .8000 INCf'~S 
D"EI' 936.6800 INCHES 
X~RP 1076.7000 IN. XC 
Yl<RP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0100 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/BBOY FLAP BN AMPLIFICATWN FAcmR. JETS N83 












































OATh SET SYMB"~ CONFIGURATWN DESCRIPTl·~N 
(SJA032 ) C sJAOl9 ) ~ 
(Sl! .... 045) . 
(XJA003 ) 















DIN83 LhRC CFHT II~ (MA-22) 
a:N83 LARC CFHT i 18 U1A-22) 
OIN83 LARC CFHT 118 CMA-22) . 



















































REFERENC~ I NFGRNA Tl ON 
SREF 2690.0000 sO.PT • 
LREF 474 .8000 INCHES 
BREF 936.S800 INCHES 
XMRP 1076.7000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
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FIGURE 77. EFFECT ~F ELEV~N/8~DY FLAP ~N AMPLIFICATI~N FACT~R, JETS N83 
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